Who's Who in Nazi Germany
Introductory Note

I. This Who's Who in Nazi Germany has been prepared for the use of those dealing with propaganda to and about Germany. It is CONFIDENTIAL. The information it contains may be used without restriction, but the source must not be disclosed.

II. The present fourth edition has been expanded considerably and includes a number of prominent personalities from the realm of industry, finance and trade. In the compilation of this edition emendations and suggestions made in connection with the earlier editions were most helpful. Further collaboration of this kind is invited.

III. Biographies and photographs of personalities included in this volume as well as more detailed material about many of them and collections of speeches and articles by the more important are available.

IV. It is hoped to keep this edition up-to-date by the issue at regular intervals of supplements* which will be sent to the recipients of Who's Who in Nazi Germany.

V. Applications for further copies and for additional material, biographies and photographs should be addressed in writing to:

The Editor,
Who's Who in Nazi Germany,
Box No. 2,
West Central District Office,
New Oxford Street, W.C.1.

* See page 8 (pink).
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Glossary

The following German terms, printed in italics throughout the text of this WHO'S WHO, are ONLY translated or explained HERE.

BRIGADEFÜHRER
Rank in a formation of the Party or in the Armed SS, about equivalent to Maj./Gen.

BOTSCHAFTER
Ambassador; this diplomatic rank is often conferred upon officials of the German Foreign Office, not serving as representatives abroad.

FREIKORPS
(Illlegal) military formation(s) in Germany after World War I, forerunners of Nazism.

GAU
Administrative district of the Party.

GAUAMTSLEITER
Head of a Department in a "Gauleitung" (Party administration of a "Gau").

GAUHAUPTMANN
Head of self-administration in a "Reichsgau"; under the "Reichsstatthalters.

GAULEITER
Highest Party official in a "Gau."

GAUOBMANN
Chief of the Labour Front in a "Gau."

GENERAL DER INFANTERIE (or: DER KAVALLERIE DER PANZERTRUPPEN, etc.)
Full General.

GENERALADMIRAL
Naval rank, equivalent to a Col./Gen. in the Army, no English equivalent.

GENERALARBEITSFÜHRER
Rank in the Reich Labour Service; equivalent to Maj./Gen.

GENERALFELDMARSCHALL
Field Marshal

GENERALLEUTNANT
Lt./Gen.

GENERALMAJOR
Maj./Gen.

GENERALOBERST
Army rank; between full General and Fieldmarshal, no English equivalent; translation: Col./Gen.

GESANDTER
Minister; see also "Botschafter."

GEHEIME STAATSPOLIZEI
see "Gestapo" in "List of Abbreviations" and "Sicherheitspolizei" below.

GROSSADMIRAL
Highest naval rank; equivalent to a Fieldmarshal in the Army.
<p>| <strong>GRUPPENFÜHRER</strong> | Rank in a formation of the Party, about the same as Lt./Gen. in the Army. |
| <strong>HAUPTDIENTSTLEITER</strong> | High administrative rank in the Party. |
| <strong>KRIMINALPOLIZEI</strong> | see “Kripo” in “List of Abbreviations” and “Sicherheitspolizei” below. |
| <strong>LAND</strong> | One of the “States” forming part of the Reich (e.g. Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony, etc.). |
| <strong>LANDESCHAUPTMANN</strong> | Head of self-administration in a Prussian Province; under the “Oberpräsident.” |
| <strong>LANDESKOMMISSÄR</strong> | Head of one of the Districts of the “Land” Baden; similar to the “Regierungspräsident.” |
| <strong>LUFTGAU</strong> | Air Force Administrative District. |
| <strong>MINISTERIALDIREKTOR</strong> | Highest Civil Service rank. |
| <strong>MINISTERIALDIRIGENT</strong> | Ranking under “Ministerialdirektor.” |
| <strong>MINISTERIALRAT</strong> | Ranking under “Ministerialdirigent.” |
| <strong>OBERBEREICHSELTEITER</strong> | Title in the Party Administration. |
| <strong>OBERBÜRGERMEISTER</strong> | Lord Mayor. |
| <strong>OBERDIENSTLEITER</strong> | One step lower than “Hauptdienstleiter.” |
| <strong>OBERFÜHRER</strong> | Rank in a formation of the Party, about equivalent to Brigadier (no equivalent in the German Army). |
| <strong>OBERGEBIETSFÜHRER</strong> | Second highest rank in the HJ. |
| <strong>OBERGENERALARBEITSFÜHRER</strong> | Highest rank in the German Reich Labour Service; about equivalent to Lt./Gen. in the Army. |
| <strong>OBERGRUPPENFÜHRER</strong> | Rank in a formation of the Party; about equivalent to a full General. |
| <strong>OBERPRÄSIDENT</strong> | Administrative Head of a Prussian Province. |
| <strong>OBERSTGRUPPENFÜHRER</strong> | Rank in the SS.; about equivalent to “Generaloberst.” |
| <strong>OBERSTURMBANNFÜHRER</strong> | Rank in a formation of the Party; about equivalent to a Lt./Col. |
| <strong>ORDNUNGSPOLIZEI</strong> | lit.: Order Police = uniformed branch of the German Police dealing with all police matters, except political ones and C.I.D. work. |
| <strong>REGIERUNGSBEZIRK</strong> | Administrative District, subdivision of a Prussian Province, a Land (Bavaria) or a Reichsgau. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>REGIERUNGS-PRÄSIDENT</strong></td>
<td>Civil Service rank; usually Head of a &quot;Regierungsbezirk.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REICHSAMTSLEITER</strong></td>
<td>Head of a Department in the &quot;Reichsleitung.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REICHSGAU</strong></td>
<td>Administrative District of the Reich (outside the &quot;Länder&quot;).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REICHSHAUPT-ARBEITUNGSLEITER</strong></td>
<td>Head of one of the Main Divisions in the &quot;Reichsnährstand.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REICHSLEITER</strong></td>
<td>Highest administrative Party rank, signifying membership of the Supreme Party Directorate (&quot;Reichsleitung&quot;).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REICHSSTATTHALTER</strong></td>
<td>Representative of the Reich Government in one of the German countries (&quot;Länder&quot;) or Administrative Head of a &quot;Reichsgau.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SICHERHEITSPOLIZEI</strong></td>
<td>Security Police. Branch of the German Police (as a rule in plain clothes) dealing with C.I.D. work (Kriminalpolizei) and political work (Gestapo).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STAATSSEKRETÄR</strong></td>
<td>Lit.: &quot;State Secretary&quot; = in German Civil Service terminology NOT the Minister, but the (permanent) Civil Service Head of a Ministry. There may be several &quot;Staatssekretäre&quot; in one Ministry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STABSFÜHRER</strong></td>
<td>Highest rank in the HJ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STANDARTENFÜHRER</strong></td>
<td>Rank in a formation of the Party; about equivalent to Colonel in the army.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STURMBANNFÜHRER</strong></td>
<td>Rank in a formation of the Party; about equivalent to Major in the Army.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UNTERSTAATSSEKRETÄR</strong></td>
<td>One step lower than &quot;Staatssekretär.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WEHRWIRTSCHAFTS-FÜHRER</strong></td>
<td>Title awarded to prominent industrialists for merits in the Armaments Drive; possibly connected with special privileges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WEHRKREIS</strong></td>
<td>Military Administrative District.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
List of Abbreviations

AO. Auslands-Organisation Foreign Organisation (of the NSDAP.)
AR. Aufsichtsrat Board (of Commercial Undertaking)
BDM. Bund Deutscher Mädel League of German Girls
DAF. Deutsche Arbeitsfront German Labour Front
DFW. Deutsches Frauenwerk German Women’s Organisation (sub-organisation of the NSF.)
DGT. Deutscher Gemeindetag Congress of German Municipalities
DHD. Deutscher Handelsdienst German Commercial Service*
DNB. Deutsches Nachrichtenbüro German Newsagency (owned by Propaganda Ministry)
DPK. Deutsche Diplomatisch-Politische Korrespondenz German Diplomatic and Political Correspondence*
DRK. Deutsches Rotes Kreuz German Red Cross
GESTAPO. Geheime Staatspolizei Secret State Police
GG. Generalgouvernement General Government
HJ. Hitler-Jugend Hitler Youth
KdF. Kraft durch Freude Strength through Joy (sub-organisation of DAF.)
KRIPO. Kriminalpolizei Criminal Police (= C.I.D.)
MADR.** Mitglied der Akademie für Deutsches Recht Member of the Academy for German Law
MdR. Mitglied des Reichstags Member of the Reichstag (= M.P.)
MVGH.** Mitglied des Volksgerichtshofs Member of the People’s Tribunal
NS. Nationalsozialisch National Socialist
NSÄB. NS.-ärztebund NS.-Physicians’ League
NSBDT. NS.-Bund Deutscher Technik NS.-German Technical League
NSDAP. Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei National Socialist German Workers’ Party
NSDoB. NS.-Dozentenbund NS.-University Lecturers’ League
NSDSb. NS.-Deutscher Studentenbund NS.-German Students’ League
NSF. NS.-Frauenschaft NS.-Women’s League
NSFK. NS.-Fliegerkorps NS.-Flying Corps
NSK. NS.-Korrespondenz NS.-Correspondence (Official Party)*

* News Agency. ** This abbreviation is not current in Germany.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSKK.</td>
<td>NS.-Kraftfahrer Korps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSKOV.</td>
<td>NS.-Kriegspopferversorgung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSLB.</td>
<td>NS.-Lehrerbund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSRB.</td>
<td>NS.-Rechtswahrerbund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSRL.</td>
<td>NS.-Reichsbund für Leibesübungen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSV.</td>
<td>NS.-Volkswohlfahrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA.</td>
<td>Oberabschnitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKH.</td>
<td>Oberkommando des Heeres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKL.</td>
<td>Oberkommando der Luftwaffe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKM.</td>
<td>Oberkommando der Kriegsmarine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKW.</td>
<td>Oberkommando der Wehrmacht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT.</td>
<td>Organisation Todt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pg.</td>
<td>Parteigenosse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pgn.</td>
<td>Parteigenossin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PST.**</td>
<td>Preußischer Staatsrat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK.</td>
<td>Propaganda Kompanie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAD.</td>
<td>Reichsarbeitsdienst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDB.</td>
<td>Reichsbund der Deutschen Beamten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF.</td>
<td>Reichsbund Deutsche Familie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLB.</td>
<td>Reichsluftschutzbund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA.</td>
<td>Sturmbtlung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS.</td>
<td>Schutzstaffel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD.</td>
<td>Sicherheitsdienst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHD.</td>
<td>Sicherheits- und Hilfsdienst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN.</td>
<td>Technische Nothilfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO.</td>
<td>Transocean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP.</td>
<td>Transkontinent Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDA.</td>
<td>Volksbund für das Deutschum im Ausland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHW.</td>
<td>Winterhilfswerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WK.</td>
<td>Wehrkreis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSS.</td>
<td>Waffen SS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* News Agency. ** This abbreviation is not current in Germany.
Supplements

Regular supplements will be issued to keep this WHO'S WHO up-to-date. Until further notice one such supplement (mimeographed) will be sent out to all recipients of this paper at the beginning of every month.

The material contained in these supplements will be divided in two groups:

GROUP I: changes to be entered in writing on pages as indicated.
GROUP II: new or re-written items to be cut out and pasted on spare (left-hand) pages as indicated.

Within these two groups, material will be given in the order of parts and pages of this WHO'S WHO. GROUP II material will always be found on the reverse of pages containing GROUP I material. It will therefore be advisable to finish entering items from the latter before beginning to cut up the Supplement.

NOTE.—These directions will not be repeated in the forthcoming Supplements.
Organisational Part
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I. THE STATE

A. SUPREME REICH AUTHORITIES

1. GOVERNMENT

Head of State ("Führer")
"Führer" .... .... .... HITLER
Designated Successor .... .... GÖRING
Chancery ("Präsidial-
kanzlei")

Secret Cabinet Council ("Geheimer Kabinettsrat") (a)
President .... .... .... NEURATH
Secretary .... .... .... LAMMERS
Members .... .... .... RIBBENTROP - GÖRING -
GÖBBELS - RAEDER (b) - KEITEL

War Cabinet ("Ministerrat für die Reichsverteidigung")
Chairman .... .... .... GÖRING
Secretary .... .... .... LAMMERS
Plenipotentiary for Administration .... .... HIMMLER
Plenipotentiary for Economics .... .... FUNK (c)
Armed Forces Representative .... .... KEITEL
Party Representative .... .... BORMANN, M.

Reich Cabinet
Chancellor ("Reichskanzler") .... .... HITLER
Reich Ministers ——
Agriculture and Food .... .... DARRE (d)
Transport .... .... DORPMÜLLER
Economics .... .... FUNK
Propaganda .... .... GÖBBELS
Air .... .... .... GÖRING
Labour Service .... .... HIERL
Interior .... .... HIMMLER
Chief of Reich Chancery .... .... LAMMERS
Post .... .... OHNESORGE
Foreign Affairs .... .... RIBBENTROP
Eastern Territories .... .... ROSENBERG
Education .... .... RUST
Finance .... .... SCHWERIN v. KROSIGK
Labour .... .... SELDTE
Arms, Arms and War Production .... .... SPEER
Justice .... .... THIERACK

Reich Ministers
FRANK, H. - FRICK -
without Portfolio NEURATH - SCHACHT -
SEYSS = INQUART

Acting Reich Ministers
BACKE (acting for DARRE)
MUHS (Church Ministry)

State Ministers
FRANK, K. H. - MEISSNER

ranking as Reich Ministers
Others entitled to take part
in Cabinet Meetings
BORMANN (Party)
DÖNITZ (Navy)
KEITEL (OKW.)
AXMANN (Reich Organisation)
BOHLE (Foreign Organisation)
POPITZ (Prussian Finance)

(a) Since its formation in Feb., 1938, little has been heard of this body.
(b) Probably replaced by DÖNITZ.
(c) Possibly no longer in this post.
(d) On "long leave" since April, 1942.
THE STATE—contd.

2. REICH MINISTRIES

Reich Chancery ("Reichskanzlei")
Chancellor ........ ........ .......... ........ HITLER
Chief of Chancery .... ........ ........ ........ LAMMERS
Deputy ........ ........ ........ ........ MEERWALD
Staatssekretär ........ ........ ........ ........ KRITZINGER

Foreign Office ("Auswärtiges Amt")
Reich Minister ........ ........ ........ ........ RIBBENTROP
Staatssekretär ...... STEENGRACHT - BOHLE - KEPPLER
Unterstaatssekretäre ... HENKE - LUTHER
Heads of Divisions :-
Ministerialdirektoren HEWEL (a) - SCHRÖDER - WIEHL
Ministerialdirigenten BERGMANN - CLODIUS - RINTELEN - RÜHLE - SCHMIDT I.
Gesandte ........ BARGEN - DÖRNBERG - SCHMIDT II. - BRAUN v. STUMM
Others ........ ALBRECHT - SIX - WINGEN - HREFTEN

Interior ("Reichs- und Preußisches Ministerium des Inneren")
Reich Minister ........ ........ ........ ........ HIMMLER
Staatssekretär ........ ........ ........ ........ STUCKART - CONTI
Heads of Divisions :-
Ministerialdirektoren BRACHT - DANKELMANN - DRAEGER - EHRENSBERGER - HELMS - KREIS - KROPP - RUDIGER - SUREN - VÖLLERT - WEBER - WOLKE

Finance ("Reichsfinanzministerium")
Reich Minister ........ ........ ........ ........ SCHWERIN v. KROSIGK
Staatssekretär ........ ........ ........ ........ REINHARDT
Heads of Divisions :-
Ministerialdirektoren BERGER - FIEDLER - HEIDING - HEIDI - KLUZE - MAAS - MANTUFFEL - REICHLE - WEVER - SCHMIDT - WUCHER
Ministerialdirigenten "Präsidium" ........ ARTICUS - MIHRE
Inspector of Customs Frontier Troops HOSSFELD

Economics ("Reichs- und Preußisches Wirtschaftsministerium")
Reich Minister ........ ........ ........ ........ FUNK
Staatssekretär ........ ........ ........ ........ HAYLER - POSSE (a)
Unterstaatssekretär ........ ........ ........ ........ JAGWITZ
Heads of Divisions :-
Ministerialdirektoren ILLGNER - KEHRL - RIEHLE - SARNOW - SCHMEER - SCHLOTTERER
Ministerialrat ........ OHLENDORF
Others ........ GODLEWSKI - KIRCHEFELD - PIETZSCH - WINGEN

(a) At present delegated to other work.

(DIPLOMATS ABROAD, see page 17 under I.A.3.)

(Reich Bank, see page 34 under IV.B.)
1. THE STATE—contd.

Labour ("Reichs- und Preussisches Arbeitsministerium")
Reich Minister ... ... ... SELTJE
Staatssekretär ... SYRP - ENGL - KROHN
Heads of Divisions:
Ministerialdirektoren BÖRGER - BEISIEGEL - TIMM - DURST - JUNG (a) - WIESSEL (a)
Ministerialdirigent ... VOGEL - ZSCIIAMBERG
(Parts of this Ministry are now working under the Reich Commissioners for Manpower and Housing, see page 18 under I.A.4.)

Justice ("Reichsjustizministerium")
Reich Minister ... ... ... THIERACK
Staatssekretär ... H. KLEMM - KRONH
Heads of Divisions:
Ministerialdirektoren ALSTÖTTER - ENGERT - KLEMM - LETZ - SEGELKEN - SCHNELLER
Ministerialdirigenten ... MARX - SCHÄFER
Präsident ... ... ... KLAUE
(SUPREME COURTS OF LAW, see pages 24-25 under I.B.3.)

Agriculture and Food ("Reichs- und Preussisches Ministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft")
Reich Minister ... ... ... DARRE (b)
Acting Reich Minister ... ... ... BACKE
Staatssekretär ... WILLIKENS - RIECKE
Unterstaatssekretär ... RHBINTHALER
Heads of Divisions:
Ministerialdirektoren KRAUS - KUMMER - LAUENSTEIN - MANTHOF - MORITZ - SEYFFERT - SCHULENBURG - Walter
Ministerialdirigenten ... LORENZ
Präsident ... ... ... HIEGE

Reich Food Estate ("Reichslehrstand") (c)
Reich Peasants Leader ("Reichsbauernführer")
BACKE, acting
Leading officials BEHRENS - REISCHLE - BRUMMENBAUM - MANNNS - ZSCIIHINT

Education ("Reichs- und Preussisches Ministerium für Wissenschaft, Erziehung und Volksbildung")
Reich Minister ... ... ... RUST
Staatssekretär ... ZSCIIINTSCH
Heads of Divisions:
Ministerialdirektoren HOLFELDER - KUNISCH - MENTZEL
Ministerialdirigenten SCHMIDT - BODENSTETT
Others ... SCHORMANN
(LEARNING AND SCIENCE, see pages 36-37 under V.)

Transport ("Reichsverkehrsministerium")
Reich Minister ... ... ... DORPMÜLLER
Staatssekretär ... GANZEMÜLLER
Unterstaatssekretär ... DITTEM - SCIIHLL

(a) No Civil Service rank. (b) On "long leave" since April, 1942.
(c) This organisation is the compulsory official Corporation of German Agriculture and the Agricultural Trade. It is under the control and employed as an agent of the Food Ministry.
I. THE STATE—contd.

Heads of Divisions:

Ministerialdirektoren

BAUR - BERGMANN - BRANDENBURG - DILLI - EBELEIN - HASSENPFLUG - LEIBBRAND - PRANG - REICH - SCHELP - WALDECK

Ministerialdirigenten

DRACHE - PISCHEL - WETZLER

(RAILWAY PROTECTION, see page 30 under II.B.4., ARMED SS.)

Reich Air Ministry ("Reichsluftfahrtministerium")

Reich Minister 

GÖRING

Staatssekretär

MILCH

(Otherwise see page 32 under III.A.5., OKL.)

Under the supervision of the Air Ministry—

NS. Air Corps ("Nationalsozialistisches Fliegerkorps"—NSFK.)

Chief

KELLER

Chief of Staff

SAUKE

Administration

SCHRÖDER

Training

KEHRBERG

Reich A.R.P. League ("Reichsflugschutzband—RLB.)

President

HIRSCHAUER

Inspector-General

KNIPFER

Deputy President

LOERPER

Chief of Staff

SAUTIER

Armaments and War Production ("Reichsministerium für Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion")

Reich Minister 

SPEER

Staatssekretär

SCHULZE-BAUER

Heads of Divisions:

Ministerialdirektor

SCHMEER

Others


Members of Armaments Council

BUCHER - FROMM - KESSLER - LEEB - MILCH - FLEISCHMANN - PFONGEN - RÖCHLING - RÖHNER - SPEER - THOMAS - VÖLKER - WÄGER - WITZELL (a) - ZANGEN

Armaments Council—

Todt " Workers' Corps ("Organisation Todt")

Chief

SPEER

Front Command

DORSCH

(Also NSKK., see page 29 under II.B.2.)

Church ("Reichsministerium für Kirchliche Angelegenheiten")

Acting Minister

MUHS

Leading Official

STAHN

Post ("Reichspostministerium")

Reich Minister

OHNESORGE

Staatssekretär

NAGEL

Heads of Divisions:

Ministerialdirektoren

FLEISCHMANN - GIESS - HONOLD - HUBIG - HÜHN - KÖHN - KÖRNER - RACKOW - RISCH

(a) Possibly no longer a member.
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Ministerialdirigenten ... FLANZE - ZIEGLER (b)
Post Protection, see page 30 under II.B.4.,
Armed SS.)

Eastern Territories ("Reichsministerium für die besetzten
Ostgebiete")
Reich Minister ... ... ... ROSENBERG
Deputy ... ... ... MEYER
Staatssekretär ... ... SCHULZE-PIELITZ
Unterstaatssekretär ... ... RIECKE
Heads of Divisions:
Ministerialdirektoren LEBENBRENDT - KURTE -
BRANDT - SCHLOTTERER
Others ... SCHEMANN - DEGENHARDT
(ADMINISTRATION OF EASTERN TERRITORIES, see page 43
under VI.C.)

Propaganda ("Reichsministerium für Volksaufklärung und
Propaganda")
Reich Minister ... ... ... GOEBBELS
Staatssekretär ... ... DIETRICH - GUTTENBERG - WAUMANN
ESSER
Heads of Divisions:
Ministerialdirektoren BERNDT - FRITZSCHE -
MME. E. HINZ - KUNKEL - NAUMANN
Ministerialdirigenten BRAUWEILER - HABERT -
BRANDT - HIPPLER - MAHLER - MÜLLER - OTT -
SCHÖSSER - SCHMIDT - LEONHARDT
Ministerialrat: BAWE - BIBRACH - FISCHER, E.
Others ... ... ... CERFF - DREWES
Under the Control of this Ministry—
German Broadcasting Corporation ("Reichsrundfunkgesellschaft")
Reich Manager ... ... GLASMEIER
Political Supervisor ... ... FRITZSCHE
Foreign Service ... WINKELNEMPER, T.
(RIGHT CHAMBER OF CULTURE ("Reichskulturkammer"),
see page 37 under V.)
(BROADCASTING PROTECTION, see page 30 under II.B.4.,
Armed SS.)

Labour Service ("Reichsarbeitsdienst") (a) RAD.
Reich Minister ... ... ... ... ... HIERL
Chief of Staff ... ... ... ... ... DECKER
Important Officials (Male RAD.) (b) ... BRUE -
DORTSCHE - HERRMANN - LEIBJUNE
KAMPF - KLAUSCH - KÜNZL -
MÜLLER - BRANDENBURG - REINECKE -
SCHMID - SCHÖN - STAMM -
THOLENS - VOGT - WENDE
Important Officials (Female RAD.) (c) ... DIETRICH -
ERBACH - LARISCH - SCHIEL - WAGNER

Government Press Chief ("Pressechef der Reichs-
regierung")
Chief ... ... ... ... ... DIETRICH
Deputy ... ... ... ... ... SÜNDERMANN

(a) Independent formation (no longer under Ministry of the Interior) and Reich
Ministry since 24th August, 1943.
(b) Rank unknown.
(c) Titles see Alphabetical Part.
### 3. DIPLOMATS ABROAD

**In Axis and Neutral Countries:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Name and Rank (a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>PILGER (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>MEYEN (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>BECKERLE (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China (Nanking)</td>
<td>WOERMANN (A) - WIEDEMANN (CG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>KASCHE (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>BLÜCHER (M) - ZECHLIN, E. (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>WEIZSÄCKER (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>RÄHN (A) - BISMARCK (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>BERNARD (M) - PLESSN (M) - EHRICH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>KORDT (M) - STAHMER (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchukuo</td>
<td>WAGNER (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>HÖYNINGEN-HÜNE (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roumania</td>
<td>KILLINGER (M) - NEUBACHER (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>THOMSEN (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>KÖCHER (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>LUDIN (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>EBERLEIN (M) - BOROTT (M) - ZECHLIN (M) - REICH (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>WENDLER (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>PAPEN (A) - KROLL (M) - JENKE (M) - TWARDOWSKI (M)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**In Occupied Territories:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Name and Rank (a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government General</td>
<td>WINDECKER (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>BENE (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium and Northern France</td>
<td>BARGEN (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>ABETZ (A) - SCHLEIBER (M) - KRUG - NIDDA (M) - RENTHE = FINK (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>BEST (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>NEUBACHER (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>GRAEWENITZ (M)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. OTHER SUPREME REICH AUTHORITIES

Trustee for the Four-Year-Plan ("Beauftragter für den Vierjahresplan")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GÖRING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Deputy and "Staatssekretär":

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KÖRNER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leading Officials:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

(a) (A) = Ambassador, (M) = Minister, (E) = Enroy, (CG) = Consul General.
(b) Actual title: "Reich Plenipotentiary" ("Verwahrmächter des Reiches").
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Under the Trustee:

**REICH PRICE COMMISSIONER** ("Reichskommissar für die Preisbildung")
Commissioner ... ... FISCHBÖCK
Office of the Reich Trustee for the Eastern Territories ("Reichstrauhzstelle Ost")
WINKLER

**COMMISSIONER-GENERAL FOR MANPOWER** ("General-bewilligungstäter für den Arbeitsauftrag")
Plenipotentiary ... ... SAUCKEL
Leading Officials SYRUP - BEISINGEL - PFÜCKERT
(See also "Ministry of Labour" on page 14 under LA.2.)

**REICH COMMISSIONER FOR GERMANISATION** ("Reichskommissar für die Festigung Deutschen Volksstums")
Commissioner ... ... HIMMLER
Leading Officials ... GREIFELT - LORRANZ

**REICH HOUSING COMMISSIONER** ("Reichswohnungskommissar")
Commissioner ... ... LEY
Leading Officials ... DURST - SIMON - WAGNER

**HITLER’S PLENIPOTENTIARY FOR HEALTH SERVICES**
("Generalkommissar des Führers für das Sanitäts- und Gesundheitswesen")
Commissioner-General ... ... BRANDT
Chief Advisors ... HANDLOSER - CONTI - GRAFITTZ

**REICH COMMISSIONER FOR SEA SHIPPING** ("Reichskommissar für die Seeschifffahrt")
Commissioner ... ... KAUFMANN
In charge ... ... ... UNRUH

**REICH YOUTH LEADER** ("Reichsjugendführer")
AXMANN (c)

**HITLER’S INSPECTOR-GENERAL FOR MOTOR TRAFFIC**
("Generalsinspekteur des Führers für das Kraftfahrwesen") ... ... ... WERLIN

5. **REICH PARLIAMENT** ("Reichstag")
President ... ... ... GÖRING
Vice-President ... ... ... ESSER
Chairman of Nazi Parliamentary Party ... FRICK

**B. ADMINISTRATION**

1. **REGIONAL**

(a) **PRUSSIA**

Government
Prime Minister ... ... ... GÖRING
State Ministers (d) POPITZ - KUST - DARRÉ (e) - SELDT - DORPMÜLLER - HIMMLER

---

(a) Literally: "Consolidation of Nationhood."
(b) Exact name of this Department unknown. See also page 31 under III.A.2.
(c) This is a State as well as a Party Office. See below page 29 under II.B.3.
(d) Only POPITZ controls a proper Ministry. The other Ministries are co-ordinated with those of the Reich.
(e) On “long leave” since April, 1942.
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Prussian State Council ("Preussischer Staatsrat")

President

Secretary

Provinces and Districts (a)

Brandenburg

Oberpräsident

Deputy

Landeshauptmann

Regierungspräsidenten:

Hannover

Landeshauptmann

Regierungspräsidenten:

Lower Silesia (Breslau)

Oberpräsident

Deputy

Landeshauptmann

Regierungspräsidenten:

Upper Silesia (Kattowitz)

Oberpräsident

Deputy

Landeshauptmann

Regierungspräsidenten:

East Prussia (Königsberg)

Oberpräsident

Deputy

Landeshauptmann

Regierungspräsidenten:

(a) For Berlin (which ranks as a province of its own) see page 23, under I.B.I, Lord Mayors.
## 1. THE STATE—contd.

**POLAND**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oberpräsident</td>
<td>SCHWEDE-COBURG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy</td>
<td>VIEBING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landeshauptmann</td>
<td>MAZUW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rhenish Province (Koblenz)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oberpräsident</td>
<td>SIMMER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy</td>
<td>DELLENBUSCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landeshauptmann</td>
<td>HAAKE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Saxony (Magdeburg)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oberpräsident</td>
<td>BONIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy</td>
<td>OTTO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Schleswig-Holstein (Kiel)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oberpräsident</td>
<td>LOHSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy</td>
<td>VOGEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landeshauptmann</td>
<td>SIEKMEIER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Westphalia (Minister)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oberpräsident</td>
<td>MEYER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy</td>
<td>GOEDECKE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Independent District:** *(not in a Province)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oberpräsident</td>
<td>HAMKENS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Other "Länder"**

**Bavaria**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reichstatthalter</td>
<td>EPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime Minister</td>
<td>GIESLER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staatssekretäre</td>
<td>KÖSCHLE - DAUSER - SCHUMPFREUTZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Districts:** *(Upper Bavaria (Munich))*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oberpräsident</td>
<td>MAYR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lower Bavaria/Upper Palatinate (Regensburg):** *(Regierungspräsident)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oberpräsident</td>
<td>BÖMMEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Upper & Central Franconia:** *(Regierungspräsident)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oberpräsident</td>
<td>KALKBACH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Swabia:—
  Regierungspräsident ... ... WAHL
Mainfranken:—
  Regierungspräsident ... ... HELMUTH

BRUNSWICK
Government:—
  Reichsstatthalter ... ... JORDAN
  Prime Minister ... ... KLAGGES

BADEN
Government:—
  Reichsstatthalter ... ... WAGNER
  Prime Minister ... ... KÖHLER
  Ministers: PFLAUMER - SCHMITTENNER
  Landeskommissäre in Districts:—
    Freiburg ... ... SCHWÖRER
    Konstanz ... ... WOHRLÉ
    Karlsruhe ... ... DOLD
    Mannheim ... ... BECHTOLD

ANHALT
  Reichsstatthalter and Minister ... ... JORDAN

BREMEN
  Reichsstatthalter ... ... WEGENER
  Lord Mayor ... ... BOHMKER

HAMBURG
  Reichsstatthalter ... ... KAUFMANN
  Deputy ... ... AHRENS
  Vice Chairman of Government ... ... BOCK v. WÜLFINGEN
  Lord Mayor ... ... KROOGMANN

HESSE
  Reichsstatthalter ... ... SRENGER
  Deputy and Staatssekretär ... ... REINER

LIPPE
  Reichsstatthalter and Minister ... ... MEYER
  Deputy ... ... WEDDERWILLE

MECKLENBURG
  Reichsstatthalter ... ... HILDEBRANDT
  Minister ... ... SCHARF

OLDENBURG
  Reichsstatthalter ... ... WEGENER
  Prime Minister ... ... JOEL

SAXONY (a)
  Reichsstatthalter and Minister ... MUTSCHMANN
  Ministers ... FRITSCH - LENK - KAMPS - GÖPFERT

SCHAFARBURG
  Reichsstatthalter ... ... MEYER
  Deputy ... ... DREIER

THURINGIA
  Reichsstatthalter ... ... SAUCKEL
  Prime Minister ... ... MARSCHLER
  Staatssekretär ... ... ORTLEPP

(a) The district administrations have just been suspended for the duration of the war.
### THE STATE—contd.

**WURTTEMBERG**
- Reichsstatthalter: MURR
- Prime Minister: MERGENTHALER
- Ministers: WALDMANN - SCHMID

**" REICHSGAUE "**

**DANZIG=WESTPREUSSEN**
- Reichsstatthalter: FORSTER
- Deputy (Reg. Präts.): WOTHER
- Gauhauptmann: WIERS - KEISER
- Regierungspräsidenten:
  - Danzig: HUTH
  - Bromberg: KÜHN
  - Marienwerder: KEUDELL

**CARINTHIA (" Kärnten ")**
- Reichsstatthalter: RAINER
- Deputy (Reg. Präts.): WÖLSEGER
- Gauhauptmann: NATMESNIG

**LOWER DANUBE (" Niederdonau ")**
- Reichsstatthalter: JURY
- Deputy (Reg. Präts.): GRUBER
- Gauhauptmann: MAYER

**UPPER DANUBE (" Oberdonau ")**
- Reichsstatthalter: EGRUBER
- Deputy (Reg. Präts.): PALTEN
- Gauhauptmann: BREITAUTHALLER

**SALZBURG**
- Reichsstatthalter: MOLLER - HÄGGER
- Gauhauptmann: DADIEU

**STYRIA (" Steiermark ")**
- Reichsstatthalter: HOBERREITHER
- Deputy (Reg. Präts.): MOLLER - HÄGGER
- Gauhauptmann: DADIEU

**SÜDSTEIINLAND**
- Reichsstatthalter: HINTERN
- Deputy (Reg. Präts.): VOGELER
- Gauhauptmann: KREISL
- Regierungspräsidenten:
  - Aussig: KREBS
  - Reichenberg: VOGELER
  - Eger: SEBEKOWSKY
  - Troppau: ZIPPELLUS

**TYROL/VORARLBERG**
- Reichsstatthalter: HOFER
- Deputy (Reg. Präts.): KOCH
- Gauhauptmann: LIENERT

**WÄRTHELAND**
- Reichsstatthalter: GRIEGER
- Deputy (Reg. Präts.): JAEGER
- Gauhauptmann: SCHULZ
- Regierungspräsidenten:
  - Hohenalsza: BURNHARDT
  - Posen: BÖTTCHER
  - Litom activist: MOSER
## I. THE STATE—contd.

### WESTMARK

- Reichstatthalter: BÜRCKEL
- Deputy (Reg. Prés.): 
- Gauhauptmann: 
- Regierungsräte: Saarbrücken: BARTH, Speyer: WERNER, Metz: WENNER

### VIENNA

- Reichstatthalter: SCHIRACH
- Deputy (Reg. Prés.): DELBRÜGGE
- Lord Mayor: BLASCHKE (acting)

### LORD MAYORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Towns (number of inhabitants)</th>
<th>Oberbürgermeister</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (4,358,350)</td>
<td>FREYTAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bremen (424,137)</td>
<td>BÖHMEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breslau (629,565)</td>
<td>LIPPERT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dortmund (542,261)</td>
<td>COEBBELS (acting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Düsseldorf (541,410)</td>
<td>DILLGARTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (630,216)</td>
<td>KREBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duisburg (434,646)</td>
<td>KROGMAENN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essen (666,743)</td>
<td>FREYTAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt a/M. (353,464)</td>
<td>FREYBERG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (1,711,877)</td>
<td>KROGMANN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannover (470,950)</td>
<td>HOFFMEISTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Köln (772,221)</td>
<td>WINNENKEMPER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leipzig (707,365)</td>
<td>FREYBERG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litzmannstadt (653,519)</td>
<td>BRATFISCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>München (629,318)</td>
<td>MEYER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nürnberg (423,383)</td>
<td>LIEBEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttgart (458,429)</td>
<td>STROLIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuppertal (401,672)</td>
<td>BLASCHKE (acting)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2. POLICE

#### REICH AUTHORITIES

- Reich Leader SS. & Chief of the German Police: HIMMLER - DALUÈGE (acting)
- Chief of Ordnungspolizei: WÜNNENBERG

#### Inspectors General:

- Generalinsp. d. Gendarmerie (Country Police): KAMPTZ
- Generalinsp. d. Deutschen Feuerschutz- 
  - weltens (Fire fighting): MEYER
- Generalinsp. d. Kolonialpolizei: PFIFFER
- Generalinsp. d. Schutzpolizei (Town Pol.): SCHREYER

#### Important Officials

- BRACH, WINKELMANN, CAESAR, SCHNELL, SCHMELCHER

---

(a) Year: 1942.

(b) Possibly dismissed or transferred.

(c) Probably Daluège is now actually in charge of the German Police. Himmler no longer calls himself "Chef der Deutschen Polizei," though the Police would of course continue to be responsible to him.
1. THE STATE—contd.

SECURITY POLICE (Sicherheitspolizei)

Chief ... ... ... KALTENBRUNNER
Important Officials ... SCHELLENBERG - MÜLLER - NEBE - OHLENDORF - SIX - SCHULZ - SIEGERT

TECHNICAL EMERGENCY SERVICE ("Technische Nothilfe")

Chief ... ... ... SCHMELCHER
Deputy and Treasurer ... ... ... SIEBERT
Chief of Field Command ... ... ... ETMER
Chief of Staff ... ... ... JUNECKE

A.R.P. LEAGUE ("Reichsluftschutzbund", see page 15 under I.A.2.)

SENIOR SS. AND POLICE LEADERS ("Höhere SS. und Polizeiführer")

Mil. District

I. (Königsberg) ... EUBRECHT (acting)
II. (Stettin) ... ... ... MAZUW
III. (Berlin) ... ... ... HEISSMAYER
IV. (Dresden) ... ALIENSLEBEN - WOYRISCH
V. (Stuttgart) ... ... ... HOFMANN
VI. (Düsseldorf) ... ... ... GUTENBERGER
VII. (München) ... ... ... EBERSTEIN
VIII. (Breslau) ... ... ... SCHRÄUSER
IX. (Kassel) ... ... ... WALDECK-PYRMONT
X. (Hamburg) ... ... ... BASFSEWITZ-BEHR
XI. (Braunschweig) ... ... ... HÖFLE
XII. (Wiesbaden & Metz) ... ... ... STROOP
XIII. (Nürnberg) ... ... ... MARTIN
XVII. (Wien) ... ... ... QUERNER
XVIII. (Salzburg) ... ... ... RÖSNER
XX. (Danzig) ... ... ... KATZMANN
XXI. (Posen) ... ... ... REINEFAHRT

Occupied Territories, see pages 40-44 under VI.

3. SUPREME COURTS OF LAW

SUPREME COURT OF JUSTICE ("Reichsgericht")
President ... ... ... ... ... BUMKE
Deputy ... ... ... ... ... KOLB
Chief Public Prosecutor ... ... ... BRETTEL

PEOPLE'S TRIBUNAL ("Volksgerichtshof")
President ... ... ... ... ... FREISLER
Deputy ... ... ... ... ... GROHNE
Chief Public Prosecutor ... ... ... LAUTZ

SUPREME COURT MARTIAL ("Reichskriegsgericht")
President ... ... ... ... ... BASTIAN
Chief Military Prosecutor ... ... ... REHNANS

SUPREME ADMINISTRATIVE COURT ("Reichsverwaltungsgericht")
President ... ... ... ... ... HUEBER

SUPREME ECONOMIC COURT ("Reichswirtschaftsgericht")
President ... ... ... ... ... WILLECKE

SUPREME WELFARE COURT ("Reichsversorgungsgericht")
President ... ... ... ... ... SCHÄFFER
II. THE NS. MOVEMENT

A. THE PARTY AND ITS AFFILIATED ORGANISATIONS

1. SUPREME AUTHORITIES

Head of Party and Movement ("Führer")
Hitler
A.D.C.s (a) ... ... ... ... Schaub - Albrecht - Bormann, A. - Darges

Chancery of Head of Party ... ... Bouhler
("Kanzlei des Führers")

Chancery of the Party ... ... Bormann, M. - Friedrichs - Klopfer
("Kanzlei der Partei")

Party Directorate ("Reichsleitung")

Reichsleiter:—
Press (Publishing) ... ... ... ... AMANN
Chancery ... ... ... ... Bormann, M.
Party Censorship ... ... ... ... Bouhler
Party Tribunal ... ... ... ... BUCH
Peasantry ... ... ... ... Darre (b)
Press (Editorial) ... ... ... ... Dietrich
Colonial Policy ... ... ... ... Epp
Parliamentary Group ... ... ... ... Frick
Propaganda ... ... ... ... Goebbels
Labour Service ... ... ... ... Hierl
SS. and Germanisation ... ... Himmler
NSKK. ... ... ... ... Kraus
Organisation and Labour ... ... Ley
Ideology and Foreign Policy ... ... Rosenberg
Youth Education ... ... ... ... Schirach
SA. ... ... ... ... Scheumann (c)
Treasury ... ... ... ... Schwarz
Municipal Policy ... ... ... ... Fiehler
Acting Reichsleiter (c):—
Peasantry ... ... ... ... Backe
Technicians ... ... ... ... Speer

2. CENTRAL DEPARTMENTS OF THE NSDAP.

("Reichsdienstellen")

Internal ("Sachämter")
Organisation ... ... ... ... LEY - Kropp
Personnel ... ... ... ... Marrinbach
Political Education ... ... BRUHN - Sperber
Press (Publishing) ... ... AMANN - Rihnhardt
Press (Editorial) ... ... Dietrich - Sundermann

(a) Political A.D.C.s; Military A.D.C.s, see page 51 under III.A.
(b) On "long leave" since April, 1942.
(c) Not styled "Reichsleiter" but acting in that capacity.
### II. THE NS. MOVEMENT—contd.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Head 1</th>
<th>Head 2</th>
<th>Head 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda</td>
<td>Goebbels</td>
<td>Wächtler</td>
<td>Hadamovsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Policy</td>
<td>Rosenberg</td>
<td>Schickedanz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideology</td>
<td>Rosenberg</td>
<td>Strellrecht</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party Tribunal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party Censorship</td>
<td>Bühler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasury</td>
<td>Schwarz</td>
<td>Saupert</td>
<td>Linge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parliamentary Group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germanisation</td>
<td>Himmler</td>
<td>Cassel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### External ("Fachämter")

*Note*: Most of these offices are at the same time the central authority for one of the Affiliated Organisations, etc., of the NSDAP., see below under II.A.3.11b)

- Factory Cell Organisation (NSBO.) ... Ley
- Public Welfare (NSV.) ... Hilgenfeldt
- Peasantry ... Backe
- War Victims (NSKOV.) ... Oberlin dober
- Technics (NSBDT.) ... Speber
- Civil Servants (RDB.) ... Neef
- Public Health (NSDAB.) ... Conti
- Education (NSLB.) ... Wächtler
- Lawyers (NSRB.) ... Thierack
- Racial Policy (RdF.) ... Gross
- Municipal Policy (DGt.) ... Führer
- Students (NSDStB.) ... Scheel
- Lecturers (NSDoB.) ... Schultze
- Colonial Policy (RRK.) ... Epp

#### 3. AFFILIATED ORGANISATIONS ("angeschlossene Verbände")

*In order of rank:*

- **German Labour Front** ("Deutsche Arbeitsfront")
  - Leader ... Ley
  - Propaganda ... Geiger | Becher | Vulte
  - Manager ... Marrenbach, O.
  - Personnel, Organisation, etc. ... Marrenbach, F.
  - Vocational Offices ... Hupfauer
  - Strength through Joy (KdF.) ... Laufferentz
  - Finance ... Simon
  - Workshop Brigade ("Werkschar") ... Ley
  - Bank of the DAF. ... Lencr
  - Commercial Undertakings of the DAF. ... Simon ... Strauch

- **NS. League for Public Welfare** ("NS. Volkswohlfahrt")
  - Leader ... Hilgenfeldt
  - Organisation and Winter Relief Work ... Wülff
  - Finance and Food ... Janowsky
  - Welfare and Youth ... Althaus | Gille
  - Evacuation of Children see page 30 under H.J.II.B.3.

*(a) The initials are those of the other N.S. Organisations, Formations, etc. (see below under II.A.3, II.B.1 and II.C.1) subordinated to these offices.*
II. THE NS. MOVEMENT—contd.  

II.A.3-4  

NS. WAR VICTIMS LEAGUE ("NS. Kriegsopferversorgung" NSKOV.)  
Leader  ...  ...  ...  OBERLINDOBER  
Deputy  ...  ...  ...  ENGELBERG  

NS. LEAGUE OF TECHNICIANS ("NS. Bund Deutscher Technik" NSBDT.)  
Leader  ...  ...  SPEER - HIMMLER (a)  
Deputy  ...  ...  ...  ...  SAUR  

NS. CIVIL SERVANTS' LEAGUE ("Reichsverband der deutschen Beamten" RDB. (c)  
Leader  ...  ...  ...  ...  NEEF  
Deputy  ...  ...  ...  ...  TIEBEL  

NS. PHYSICIANS' LEAGUE ("NS. Deutscher Ärzteverband" NSDÄB.)  
Leader  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  CONTI  
Deputy  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  BLOME  

NS. TEACHERS' LEAGUE ("NS. Lehrerband" = NSLB.) (c)  
Leader  ...  ...  ...  WÄCHTLER  
Deputy  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...

NS. LAWYERS' LEAGUE ("NS. Rechtsanwalts Band" = NSRB.) (5)  
Leader  ...  ...  ...  THIERACK  
Deputy  ...  ...  ...  ROTHENBERGER

4. PARTY GAUE  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gaue</th>
<th>Gauleiter</th>
<th>Deputy</th>
<th>Gauobmann</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BADEN (Karlsruhe)</td>
<td>WAGNER</td>
<td>ROWN</td>
<td>ROTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAYREUTH (Bayreuth)</td>
<td>WÄCHTLER</td>
<td>RUCK</td>
<td>ROTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERLIN (Berlin)</td>
<td>GOEBBELS</td>
<td>GÖBEL</td>
<td>SPANGENBÖRGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANZIG - WEST-PREUSSEN (Danzig)</td>
<td>FORSTER</td>
<td>SEEGER</td>
<td>KAMER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DÜSSELDORF (Düsseldorf)</td>
<td>FLORIAN</td>
<td>OVERHUES</td>
<td>BENGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESSEN (Essen)</td>
<td>TERBOVEN</td>
<td>SCHLESS-MANN</td>
<td>STURM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANKEN (Nürnberg)</td>
<td>HOLZ (acting)</td>
<td>EGGELING</td>
<td>TESCHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLE = MERSEBURG (Halle)</td>
<td>KAUFFMANN</td>
<td>SRENGER</td>
<td>LINDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMBURG (Hamburg)</td>
<td>KAUFFMANN</td>
<td>JENNIH</td>
<td>HABERMANN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HESSEN - NASSAU (Frankfurt)</td>
<td>EGGEL</td>
<td>LINDER</td>
<td>BACH-MANN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KARNTEN (Klagenfurt)</td>
<td>RAINER</td>
<td>BÖMER</td>
<td>THIMEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KÖLN - AACHEN (Kön)</td>
<td>GROHÉ</td>
<td>SCHALLER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KURHESSEN (Kassel)</td>
<td>GERRLAND</td>
<td>SOLBRIG</td>
<td>KÖHLER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGDEBURG = ANHALT (Dessau)</td>
<td>JORDAN</td>
<td>TRAUTMANN</td>
<td>KNABE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAINFRANKEN (Würzburg)</td>
<td>HELM</td>
<td>KÜHN</td>
<td>REINHART</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Brother of Heinrich HIMMLER.  
(b) This and other Organisations have been officially closed down for the duration. There is evidence that the closing down order has in many cases not been carried out.
II. THE NS. MOVEMENT—contd.

Gau : Gauleiter : Deputy : Gaubmann :
MARK BRANDENBURG (Berlin) STÜRTZ — WOHLLEBEN
MECKLENBURG (Schwerin) HILDEBRANDT KOERBE CAMP
MOSELAND (Koblenz) SIMON RECKMANN DÖRNER
MÜNCHEN = OBERDÖNNAU = YURY —
BAVARIA (München) —
NIEDERDONAUL (Wien) (a) —
OBERDONAUL (Linz) —
OBER SCHLESSEN (Kattowitz) —
OSTHANNOVER (Lüneburg) KROPP STEIGER
OSTPREUSSEN (Königsberg) SCHWEDE SIMON SIMON
SACHSEN (Dresden) —
SALZBURG (Salzburg) SCHEIHL WINTER —
SCHLESWIG = HOLSTEIN (Kiel) LOHSE STEIGER RESCH
SCHWEBEN (Augsburg) WAHL MÜNDLER ASCHKA
STIHELMARK (Graz) UBERBREITHER PORTSCHY KRENN
SUDHANNOVER (Reichenberg) HENLEIN NEUBERG BIRKE
SUDHANNOVER = BRAUNSCHWEIG (Hannover) LAUTERBACHER KNOP HENSMACH
THURINGEN (Weimar) SAUCKEL SIEKMEIER MARSCHL
TIROL = VORARLBERG (Innsbruck) HOPFER PARSON GIESELBRECHT
WARTHELAND (Posen) GREISER SCHMALZ DERICKSWEILER
WESER = EMS (Oldenburg) WEGENER JOEL SEILER
WESTFALEN = NORD (Münster) MEYER STANGIER SCHÜRMANN
WESTFALEN = SÜD (Bochum) HOFFMANN VETTER SUNDRITZ
WESTMARK (Sarrebrücken) (c) BORGK LEYSER STAHL
WIEN (Wien) SCHIRACH SCHUTZ SCHNEBERGER
WÜRTTEMBERG = HOHENZOLLERN (Stuttgart) MURR VOGT SCHULZ
AUSLANDSSORGANISATION (Berlin) BOHLE RUBERG NAHRATH

(a) Here are the Gau offices. Actual capital : Krems.
(b) Part of Gau H.Q. in Bremen.
(c) Part of Gau H.Q. in Neustadt.
### II. THE NS. MOVEMENT—contd.

#### II.B.1-3

#### B. FORMATIONS OF THE PARTY

1. **CIVILIAN FORMATIONS**

   In order of rank:

   **NS. STUDENTS’ LEAGUE**
   - Leader: ... 
   - Officials: GMELIN ... 
   - *NS. Deutscher Studentenbund* (NSDStB).

   **NS. LECTURERS’ LEAGUE**
   - Leader: ... 
   - Officials: AMELOUNX ... 
   - *NS. Dozentenbund* (NSDoB).

   **NS. WOMEN’S LEAGUE**
   - Head: ... 
   - Women Leader: SCHOLTZ-KLINK ...
   - Deputy: ... PAUL

2. **PARA-MILITARY FORMATIONS**

   **SA.**
   - Supreme Leader: HITLER 
   - Chief of Staff (Stabschef): SCHEPMANN 
   - Chief of SA. Command: JÜTTNER 
   - Finance: MAPPES 
   - Military Training: JÜRGENSON 
   - Organisation: OHRT 
   - Personnel: PETERSEN 
   - General Training: LUYKEN 

   **GENERAL SS.**
   - Reich Leader SS: HIMMLER 
   - Chief A.D.C.: WOLFF 
   - Education: HEISSMEYER 
   - Chief of SS. Command: PETRI 
   - Race and Settlement: HILDEBRANDT 
   - Central Office: BERGER 
   - Administration and Economics: POHL 
   - Tribunal: BREITHAUPF 
   - Personnel: SCHMITT 
   - Germanic Liaison: LORENZ 
   - Security: KALTENBRUNNER 

   Note:—For Chiefs of SS. areas in Germany, see I.B.2., page 24. For Armed SS., see below.

   **NS. MOTOR CORPS**
   - Corps Leader: KRAUS 
   - Training: DENK 
   - Chief of Staff: KOBEL 
   - Administration & Finance: KÖBELE 
   - Organisation: RULAND 
   - Personnel: ... 
   - Military Transport Corps (in the ÖT): NAGEL

3. **THE HITLER YOUTH**

   - "Reichsleiter" for Youth Education: SCHIRACH 
   - Reich Youth Leader: AXMANN 
   - Deputy: PETTER 
   - Chief of Staff: MÖCKEL 
   - Central Administration: MEHLMAN 
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Organisation
Pre-Military Training
Evacuation of Children
Chief of Girls' League
"Faith and Beauty" Groups

1) RUDIGER
2) KASPAR
3) BERTHAN

4. THE ARMED SS. ("Waffen SS." WSS.)

Chief High Command Recruiting Railway, Post and Broadcasting Protection Personnel Chief Medical Officer Concentration Camps Corps Commanders Divisional Commanders and other Higher Leaders

HIMMLER JUETTNER JUERS BERGER FISCHER GRAWITZ GLUCKS HAUSSER - STEINER SCHNEIDER SCHMIDT - SCHMIDT - SCHRÖDER - SCHMIDT - SCHMIDT

C. OTHER NS. ORGANISATIONS
1. SUPERVISED BY THE NSDAP.

In order of rank —
Head - Deputies

WOMEN GROUPS ("Deutsches Frauenwerk") under NS. "Frauenschaft" SCHOLTZ - KLINK - PAUL

GERMAN STUDENTS ("Deutsche Studentenschaft") SCHVIEL

GERMAN FAMILY LEAGUE ("Reichsbund Deutsche Familie") RDF. (b) KAISER - MORITZ

GERMAN MUNICIPALITIES CONGRESS ("Deutscher Gemeindetag") FIEHLER - WEIDEMANN - ZIEGLER

REICH SPORTS LEAGUE ("Reichsbund für Leibesübungen") BRETTMÜLLER - MENGDEN

COLONIAL LEAGUE ("Reichskolonialbund") EPP - PETER - JUNG

2. OTHER ORGANISATIONS

NS. AIR CORPS ("NS. Fliegerkorps" NSFK.), see page 15 under I.A.2. (Air Ministry).

REICH A.R.P. LEAGUE ("Reichsfluchtshilfe" RLB.) see as above.

REICH LABOUR SERVICE ("Reichsarbeitsdienst" RAD.), see page 16 under I.A.2.

TECHNICAL EMERGENCY SERVICE ("Technische Nothilfe" TN.), see page 24 under I.B.2. Police.

FRONT WORKERS' CORPS ("Organisation Todt" TN.), see page 15 under LA. Reich Ministry of Armaments and War Production.

(a) These are the actual executives. Supervising Commissioners are SCHIRACH and AXMANN.
(b) Under Office for Racial Policy of the "Reichsleitung"; the League is virtually closed down for the duration.
II. THE NS. MOVEMENT—contd.

II.C.2

LEAGUE FOR GERMANISM ABROAD ("Volkbund für das Deutschtum im Ausland" = VDA.)

President ... ... ... LORENZ
Acting President ... ... HILLEBRAND

GERMAN RED CROSS ("Deutsches Rotes Kreuz" = DRK.)

President ... ... The DUKE of COBURG
Acting President ... ... ... GRAWITZ

III. ARMED FORCES

A. HIGH COMMANDS

1. THE SUPREME COMMANDER

Supreme Commander ("Oberster Befehlshaber der Wehrmacht") ... ... HITLER
Highest Ranking Officer ("Ranghöchster Offizier") ... GÖRING
Chief Military A.D.C. to Hitler ("Chefadjutant der Wehrmacht beim Führer") ... SCHMUNDT (a)
Military A.D.C.s to Hitler :
Army ... ... ... ... ... ENGEL
Navy ... ... ... ... PUTTKAMER
Air Force ... ... ... ... BELOW

2. HIGH COMMAND OF ALL ARMED FORCES ("Oberkommando der Wehrmacht" OKW.)

Chief of the High Command ("Chef des Oberkommandos der Wehrmacht") ... KEITEL
Chief of Supreme General Staff ("Chef des Wehrmachtführungstabes") ... JODL
Chief of Military Economy and Armaments ("Chef des Wehrwirtschafts- und Rüstungsamtes") ... THOMAS
Chief of General Division ("Chef des Allgemeinen Wehrmachtamtes") ... REINECKE
Chief of Intelligence ("Chef der Auslandnachrichtenund Abwehrabteilung") ... CANARIS
Propaganda and Public Relations ("Wehrmachtpropagandaabteilung") ... WEDEL
Inspector-General for Prisoners- of- War ("Generalinspekteur für das Kriegsgefangenenwesen") ... ROETTIG
Chief of Special Staff ("Chef des Sonderstabes im OKW.
—Total Mobilisation Staff") ... UNRUH
President of Supreme Court Martial ("Präsident des 
Reichskriegsgerichts") ... BASTIAN
Medical Services ... ... ... HANDLOSER (b)

3. HIGH COMMAND OF THE ARMY ("Oberkommando des Heeres" OKH.)

C.-in-C. Army ("Oberbefehlshaber des Heeres") HITLER
Chief of Army General Staff ("Chef des Generalstabes des Heeres") ... ZEITZLER
C.-in-C. Reserve Army and Chief of Equipment ("Befehlshaber des Ersatzheeres und Chef der Hererstattung") FROMM

(a) Probably no longer holding this position. See below under 3.
(b) Also: "Heeressanitätsinspekteur" (Inspector of Army Medical Service).
III. ARMED FORCES—contd.

Chief of Army General Division ("Chef des Allgemeinen Heeresamtes") ... ... ... ... ... OLBRECHT
Chief of Army Ordnance ("Chef des Heereswaffenamtes") ... ... ... ... ... LEEB
Chief of Army Personnel Division ("Chef des Heerespersonalamtes") ... ... ... ... SCHMUNDT
Chief of Army Administrative Division ("Chef des Heeresverwaltungsamtes") ... ... ... ... OSTERKAMP
Army Propaganda and Public Relations Office
WEDEL - BLAU - DITTMAR
Inspector-General of Armoured Units ("Generalinspekteur der Panzertruppen") ... ... ... ... ... GUDERIAN
G.O.C. Engineers and Fortifications ("General der Pionier und Festungen") ... ... ... ... ... JACOB
Inspector General ... ... ... ... ... ... ... SPECHT

4. HIGH COMMAND OF THE NAVY
("Oberkommando der Kriegsmarine" OKM.)
C.-in-C. Navy ("Oberbefehlshaber der Kriegsmarine") DONITZ
Chief of Staff ... ... ... SCHULTE-MÔNTING
Chief of Staff Sea Warfare ("Chef des Stabes der See-" ... ... ... ... ... FRICKE
Admiral-Inspector of the Navy ("Admiralinspekteur der Kriegsmarine") ... ... ... ... ... RÄEDER
Chief of the Fleet ("Flottenchef") ... ... ... ... SCHNEEWINDT
Chief of Naval General Division ("Chef des Allgemeinen Heeresamtes") ... ... ... ... ...
Chief of Naval Ordnance ("Chef des Marinewaffenamtes") ... ... ... ... ...

5. HIGH COMMAND OF THE AIR FORCE (a)
("Oberkommando der Luftwaffe" OKL.)
C.-in-C. Air Force ("Oberbefehlshaber der Luftwaffe") GÖRING
Chief of Personal Staff ("Chef des personlichen Stabes") ... ... ... ... ... BODENSCHATZ
Chief of General Staff ("Chef des Generalstabes der Luftwaffe") ... ... ... ... ... KORTEN
Deputy C.-in-C. Air Force and Inspector-General of the Air Force, "Staatssekretär" ("Stellvertreter des Ober- ... ... ... ... ... MILCH
Chief of Air Force General Division ("Chef des All- ... ... ... ... ...
Chief of Air Force Ordnance ("Generalluftzeugmeister") ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Chief of Air Force Personnel Division ("Chef des Luftwaffenpersonalamtes") KASTNER-KIRCHDORF
Chief of Air Force Div. of Mil. Economy ("Chef des Wehrwirtschafts- und Rüstungsamtes der Luftwaffe") SCHUBERT

(a) The OKL. forms at the same time the major part of the Reich Air Ministry.
B. IMPORTANT MILITARY LEADERS

1. ARMY
   Field Marshals:
   - BOCK
   - BRAUCHITSCH
   - BUSCH
   - KEITEL
   - KLEIST
   - KOMET
   - KESSEL

   Colonels-General:
   - ARNIM
   - BLASKOWITZ
   - DOLLMANN
   - FALKENHORST
   - FÖRSTER
   - GREIM
   - KELLER
   - LAßMANN
   - MANSTEIN
   - MANSTEIN
   - PAULUS
   - ROMMEL
   - RUNDSTEDT
   - SCHMIDT
   - STRAUSS
   - VIETING

   Generals:
   - HOFER
   - HOEPNER
   - LINDEMANN
   - MACKENSEN
   - REICHERT
   - REINHARDT
   - RUOFF
   - SALMUTH

   2. NAVY
   Grand Admirals:
   - DONITZ
   - RAEDER

   Generals:
   - ALBRECHT
   - BOEHM
   - CARLS
   - MARSCHALL

   3. AIR FORCE
   Field Marshals:
   - KESSLING
   - KESSEL
   - KESSEL
   - KEITEL
   - BIELER
   - BIELER
   - BIELER
   - BIELER
   - BIELER

   Colonels-General:
   - GREIM
   - KELLER
   - LOHR
   - LOHR

   Generals:
   - LÜHR
   - RÜDEL
   - SCHUMPF

   C. MILITARY DISTRICTS

1. ARMY ("Wehrkreise")

   I. (Königsberg) ...
   II. (Stettin) ...
   III. (Berlin) ...
   IV. (Dresden) ...
   V. (Stuttgart) ...
   VI. (München) ...
   VII. (Breslau) ...
   VIII. (Danzig) ...
   IX. (Kassel) ...
   X. (Hamburg) ...
   XI. (Hannover) ...
   XII. (Hamburg) ...
   XIII. (Hamburg) ...
   XIV. (Berlin) ...
   XV. (Salzburg) ...
   XVI. (Prague) ...
   XVII. (Prague) ...

   (a) Prisoner of War.  (b) Retired; See Survey of Changes.  (c) Possibly retired.  

   (d) Possibly retired.
III. ARMED FORCES—contd.

II. Air Force ("Luftwaffe")

I. (Königsberg) ... SCHWEICKHARD
II. (Posen) ... ... BIENECK
III. (Berlin) ... ... WEISE
IV. (Dresden) ... ... MAYER
V. (Münster) ... ... SCHMIDT
VI. (München) ... ... ZENETTI
VII. (Breslau) ... ... SOMME
VIII. (Hannover) ... ... WOLFF
IX. (Wiesbaden) ... ... WEISSMANN
XIII. (Nürnberg) ... HEILINGBRUNNER
XVII. (Wien) ... ... FROYLICH

Note:—Military Commanders in Occupied Territories, see pages 40-44 under VI. Armed SS. see page 24 under II.B.4.

IV. ECONOMICS

A. OFFICIAL ECONOMIC BODIES

REICH ECONOMIC CHAMBER ("Reichswirtschaftskammer")
President ... ... ... PIETZSCH
Manager ... ... ... ERDMANN

REICH ORGANISATION OF INDUSTRY ("Reichsgruppe Industrie")
Head ... ... ... ... ZANGEN
Manager ... ... ... ... ... GUTH

REICH ORGANISATION OF TRADES ("Reichsgruppe Handel")
Head ... ... ... ... ... SCHRAMM
Manager ... ... ... ... ... SCHULER

REICH ORGANISATION OF COMMERCE ("Reichsgruppe Handel")
Head ... ... ... ... ... SCHRODER
Manager ... ... ... ... ... WIESER

REICH ORGANISATION OF BANKING ("Reichsgruppe Banken")
Head ... ... ... ... ... FISCHER
Manager ... ... ... ... ... PFEFFER
Private Banking ... ... ... ... SCHRODER

REICH ORGANISATION OF INSURANCE FIRMS ("Reichsgruppe Versicherungen")
Head ... ... ... ... ... HILGARD
Manager ... ... ... ... ... NAUMANN

REICH ORGANISATION OF TOURIST TRAFFIC ("Reichsgruppe Fremdenverkehr")
Head ... ... ... ... ... ESSER
Manager ... ... ... ... ... RINGER

For Organisation of Agriculture, see: "Reichsnährstand" on page 14 (I.A.2)

B. STATE BANKS

"REICHSBANK"

President ... ... ... ... FUNK
Vice-Presidents ... ... ... PUHL - LANGE -
KRETZSCHMANN - WILHELM -
BAYR - HOFFER - BMDE
IV. ECONOMICS—contd.

GOLD DISCOUNT BANK ("Deutsche Golddiskontbank")
President ..... FUNK
Deputy ..... LANGE
Members of Presidency ..... JUNNE - DAUER

GERMAN REVENUE BANK AND CREDIT INSTITUTE ("Deutsche Rentenbank—Kreditanstalt") Central Agricultural Bank ("Landwirtschaftliche Centralbank")
President ..... GRANZOW

GERMAN BANK FOR COLONISATION ("Deutsche Siedlungsbank")
President ..... HIEGE

PRUSSIAN STATE BANK ("Preussische Staatsbank","See-handlung")
President ..... KLEWITZ

C. LEADING PERSONALITIES IN VARIOUS BRANCHES

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY:
GOLDSCHMIDT NEUMANN SCHIRNER
HENKEL PIETZSCH SCHMITZ
ILGNER POSSE SCHNITZLER
KRAUCH SCHALBEJEW WARLIMONT

TEXTILE AND CELLULOSE:
BÜCHER QUANDT VITS
JESSEN SAUCKEL WINTERFELD

MINING - METAL - MACHINE INDUSTRY:
AVIEN KALETSCHE ROHNRIT
BREITE KNEPPER ROHLAND
BRECHT KOPPENBERG SAUCKEL
BUSKÜHL KRUFP STEINBRINCK
CARP LÖSER TENGELMANN
FEILINGER MESSER- TGAHRT
FLICK SCHMIDT VIELMETTER
GOERENZ MÜLLER VOGLER
HANIEL PLEIER VOSS
HEIMKER PORNSGEN WESSIG
HENSCHEL PORSCHE WILMOVSKY
HOUDREMONT QUANDT ZANGEN
JANASCHKE RÖHNLING

BANKING, FINANCE, INSURANCE:
ABS HESS OLSCHER
BRINCKMANN HETTLAGE PFERDMENGES
BUSCH HUNKEN PILDER
FINK KIEHL PULH
FISCHER KIMMICH RÖSLER
GERLING KISSKALT SCHIPPHEL
GÖTZ LÜER SCHOLLER
GREYER MARX SCHROEDER
HALT MAYER SIEPPEL
HAMANN MÜNCHMEYER WELTZIEN
HAMEL NEUBAUR

VARIOUS INDUSTRIES AND TRADE:
BUOL KÖPEL TRENDLEBEN
ESSBERG NADOLNY BURG
HUENBERG REEMTSMA WINTER
KLITZSCH GUTTENBERG MANTEL

E
V. PUBLIC LIFE

A. LEARNING AND SCIENCE

1. ACADEMIES AND INSTITUTES

ACADEMY FOR GERMAN LAW ("Akademie für Deutsches Recht")
President ... ... ... TIERACK
Vice-President ... ... ... ROTHENBERGER

ACADEMIES OF SCIENCE ("Akademien der Wissenschaften")
President:
Berlin (1700) ... ... ... VAHLEN
Göttingen (1731) ... ... ... KEES
Heidelberg (1909) ... ... ... PANZER
Leipzig (1846) ... ... ... BRANDENBURG
München (1759) ... ... ... MÜLLER
Wien (1847) ... ... ... SRBIK
Prag ... ... ... ... GROSSER
"Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gesellschaft"
President ... ... ... VÖGLER

2. UNIVERSITIES AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES

Universities — "Rektoren" (Presidents):
Berlin (1809) ... ... ... KREUZ
Bonn (1818) ... ... ... CHUDOW
Breslau (1702) ... ... ... HENKEL
Köln (1588) ... ... ... BERING
Erlangen (1742) ... ... ... WINTZ
Frankfurt/Main (1914) ... ... ... PLATZHOFF
Freiburg i. B. (1457) ... ... ... SÜSS
Giessen (1607) ... ... ... ...
Göttingen (1737) ... ... ... DRECHSLER
Graz (1585) ... ... ... POLHEIM
Greifswald (1456) ... ... ... ENGEL
Halle (1694) ... ... ... WEIGELT
Hamburg (1919) ... ... ... KESSER
Heidelberg (1386) ... ... ... SCHMITTHENNEN
Jena (1548) ... ... ... ATEL
Innsbruck (1677) ... ... ... KLEBELSBERG
Kiel (1666) ... ... ... PREDÖHL
Konigsberg (1544) ... ... ... GRUNBERG
Leipzig (1409) ... ... ... WILMANN
Marburg (1527) ... ... ... REINHARDT
München (1472) ... ... ... WÜST
Münster (1631) ... ... ... MUSIUS
Preg (1348) ... ... ... KLAUSING
Posen (1390) ... ... ... HÖHNER
Rostock (1419) ... ... ... WOHLLOER
Strassburg (1566) ... ... ... SCHMITT
Tübingen (1477) ... ... ... STICHEL
Wien (1365) ... ... ... PERNKOPF
Würzburg (1582) ... ... ... SEIFFERT

Technical Colleges —
Aachen (1870) ... ... ... EIRENBERG
Berlin (1821) ... ... ... NIEMCZYK
Breslau (1910) ... ... ... FERBER
Brilon (1849) ... ... ... KRISO
Braunschweig (1878) ... ... ... HERZIG
Karlsruhe (1825) ... ... ... WEIGEL
Danzig (1904) ... ... ... MARTYREK
### V. PUBLIC LIFE—contd.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Founder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Darmstadt</td>
<td>LIESER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden</td>
<td>JOST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graz</td>
<td>HAERTEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannover</td>
<td>MATTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>München</td>
<td>PISTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfort</td>
<td>BUNTRU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttgart</td>
<td>HESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>SEQUENZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GERMAN RESEARCH COMMUNITY** ("Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft")

President...

### B. CULTURE

**REICH CHAMBER OF CULTURE** ("Reichskulturkammer")

(Under the supervision of the Propaganda Ministry and corporatively affiliated to the German Labour Front).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>GOEBBELS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice-President</td>
<td>FUNK-Hanke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>HINKEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sub-Chambers of the "Reichskulturkammer"**:

**REICH CHAMBER OF MUSIC** ("Reichsmusikkammer")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>RAABE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice-President</td>
<td>GRAFNER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>IHLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REICH CHAMBER OF FINE ARTS** ("Reichskammer der Bildenden Künste")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>KREIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice-President</td>
<td>JUNGHANNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REICH THEATRE CHAMBER** ("Reichstheaterkammer")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>KÖRNER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice-President</td>
<td>KLOPPFER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>FRAUENFELD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REICH CHAMBER OF LITERATURE** ("Reichsschrifttumskammer")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>JOHST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice-President</td>
<td>BAUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>IHDE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REICH PRESS CHAMBER** ("Reichspressekammer")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>AMANN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice-President</td>
<td>DIETRICH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>WILLI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REICH FILM CHAMBER** ("Reichsfilmkammer")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>FROELICH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice-President</td>
<td>MELZER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>TACKMANN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### C. PRESS

**NEWS AGENCIES**

"Deutsches Nachrichtenbüro" (DNB.) (a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chief Editor (acting)</td>
<td>ROGATZKY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editor</td>
<td>RAU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director</td>
<td>ALBRECHT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Controlled by the Propaganda Ministry.
### Public Life—contd.

**DNB-Subsidiaries**
- "Deutscher Schnelldienst" — KAMPMANN
- "Deutscher Handelsdienst" (DHD.)
- "Nachrichtenbüro Deutscher Zeitungsverleger" (NDZ.)
- "Transkontinent Press" (TP.) — KESSBACH
- "Deutsche Kurzpost" (DKP.) — LUFT - FISCHER
- "Nationalsozialistische Korrespondenz" (NSK.)
  **Chief Editor**
  - SÜNDERMANN
- "Deutsche Diplomatisch-Politische Korrespondenz" (DDK.)
  **Chief editor**
- "Transocean" (TO.)
  **Chief Editor**
  - SCHNEYDER

#### Daily Papers
- "Völkischer Beobachter" (a)
  **Chief editor**
  - WEISS
  **Editors**
  - SEIBERT - D'ALQUEN
  Editors (Vienna edition)
  - PFEIFFER - WÖLKB - NEUGIERER

- "Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung" (Berlin)
  **Chief editor**
  - SILEX
  **Editors**
  - BEST - WINSCHUH

- "Berliner Lokal-Anzeiger"
  **Chief editor**
  - LUCKE
  **Editors**
  - MEYER - BRENNING

- "Hamburger Fremdenblatt" (c)
  **Chief editor**
  - MÜLLER
  **Editor**
  - VENUS

- "Der Angriff" (Berlin) (a)
  **Chief editor**
  - KRÄNTZLEIN
  **Editor**
  - PIDDIKOW

- "Münchner Neueste Nachrichten"
  **Chief Editor**
  - GEISSLER
  **Editor**
  - FRIED

- "Breslauer Neueste Nachrichten"
  **Chief editor**
  - STRAUSS
  **Editor**
  -

- "Berliner Börsen Zeitung" (c)
  **Chief editor**
  - JÜGLER
  **Editor**
  -

- "Kölische Zeitung"
  **Chief editor**
  - SCHÄFER
  **Editor**
  - BLUMRATH

- "Bremer Nachrichten"
  **Chief editor**
  - BECK
  **Editor**
  - WOLFART

- "Neues Wiener Tagblatt"
  **Chief editor**
  - HÄCKER
  **Editor**
  -

- "Der Neue Tag" (Prag)
  **Chief editor**
  - WANNE MACHER
  **Editor**
  -

---

(a) Party official.
(b) Controlled by F.O.
(c) Connected with military circles.
V. PUBLIC LIFE—contd.

"Deutsche Bergwerkszeitung" (Essen)
Chief editor ... .. SCHMIDT-HOPKE
Editor ... ... HEIDMANN
"Strassburger Neueste Nachrichten"
Chief editor ... ... MORALLER
Deputy ... ... SCHALL
"Rheinisch-Westfälische Zeitung" (Essen)
Chief editor ... ... SCHNEIDER
Editor ... ... ...
"Parisier Zeitung"
Chief editor ... ... TRAUTMANN
Editor ... ... RAPP
"Essener National-Zeitung" (a)
Chief editor ... ... SCHWERIN
Editor ... ... ...

POLITICAL PERIODICALS
"Das Reich" (Berlin)
Chief editor ... SPARING
"Der Stürmer" (Nürnberg)
Chief editor ... HIEMER
"Das Schwarze Korps" (Berlin) (b)
Chief editor ... D'ALQUEN

ILLUSTRATED WEEKLIES
"Illustrierter Beobachter" (Munich) (c)
Chief editor ... LODER
Editor ... DIEBOW
"Berliner Illustrierte"
Chief editor ...
"Münchener Illustrierte"
Chief editor ...
"Hamburger Illustrierte"
Chief editor ...

VI. OCCUPIED TERRITORIES

SURVEY
The territories under this heading have been grouped into three classes according to their position in Hitler's "New Order":
A: INCORPORATED TERRITORIES = Formally incorporated into the "Greater German Reich."
B: APPENDED TERRITORIES = Intended to remain permanently under German occupation, supervision or even administration.
C: OTHER OCCUPIED TERRITORIES.

Occupied parts of: — will be found under: —

Austria ... A.1
Czechoslovakia ... A.2; B.1
Poland ... B.2; B.3a, b; A.4; A.10
Norway ... C.1
Netherlands ... C.2

(a) "Göring's mouthpiece." (b) The official organ of the SS. (c) Party-official.
VI. OCCUPIED TERRITORIES—contd.

Belgium ... ... ... ... A.5 ; C.3
Luxembourg ... ... ... ... A.6
France ... ... ... ... A.7 ; A.8 ; C.4 ; C.5
Denmark ... ... ... ... C.6
Yugoslavia ... ... ... ... A.1 ; A.9 ; C.7a ; C.8
(Croatia ... ... ... ... I.A.3)
Greece ... ... ... ... C.7b
Soviet Russia (incl. former
Baltic States) ... ... ... ... A.10 ; B.2 ; B.3a, b
Lithuania (1940) ... ... ... ... A.3 ; B.3a
Italy (1943) ... ... ... ... C.8

A. INCORPORATED TERRITORIES

1. AUSTRIA

Now Forming :— Officials in order of rank :—
Reichsgau Vienna ... ... SCHIRACH - BREITEN -
HAUER - BLASCHKE - JUNG (a) -
DIELBRÜGGE - SCHARITZER -
SCHNEEBERGER
Party Gau Vienna ... SCHIRACH - SCHARITZER -
Reichsgau Upper Danube (b) ... EIGRUBER -
PALTEN - BREITENHALER
Party Gau Upper Danube ... EIGRUBER -
OPDENHOFF - STADLBAUER
Reichsgau Lower Danube (b) ... JURY - GRUBER -
MAYR - JURY
Party Gau Lower Danube ... ... ... ANDERLE

The above 3 areas together form :
Military District XVII
Military Commander ... ... ... SCHUBERTH
Senior SS. and Police Leader ... ... QUERNER
Reichsgau Salzburg ... ... SCHEELE - REITTER -
Party Gau Salzburg SCHEELE - WINTERSTEIGER -
Reichsgau Tyrol/Vorarlberg ... ... HOFER - LIENERT -
HOFMANN - GIESSELBRECHT
Party Gau Tyrol/Vorarlberg HOFER - PARSON -
Reichsgau Carinthia (c) RAINER - WOLSEGGER -
NATMESZNIG
Party Gau Carinthia ... RAINER - THIMEL -
Reichsgau Styria (d) ... UIBERREITHER - DADIEU -
MÜLLER - HACCIUS
Party Gau Styria ... UIBERREITHER -
PORTSCHY - KRENN

The above 4 areas together form :
Military District XVIII
Military Commander ... ... ... MATERNA - ROSENFURTH
Senior SS. and Police Leader ... ... GIESSELBRECHT

2. SUDESTEHLAND (Areas separated from Czechoslovakia
under the Munich agreement and incorporated into Germany)
Reichsgau Sudetenland ... HENLEIN - KRIBS -
VOGLER - SEBEBROWSKY - ZIPPEL
Party Gau Sudetenland ... HENLEIN - BIRKE -
(Some parts also in Bavaria—District Lower Bavaria/
Upper Palatinate—Reichsgau Lower Danube and
Upper Danube and Province of Upper Silesia—
District Katowice (Kattowitz.)

(a) On "long leave" since January, 1944. (b) Includes also parts of Czechoslovakia.
(c) Includes also parts of Yugoslavia.
VI. OCCUPIED TERRITORIES—contd.

Military Districts:

IV. Military Commander
Senior SS. and Police Leader (Sudetenland)

VIII. Military Commander
KOCH = ERPACH
Senior SS. and Police Leader (Sudetenland)

XIII. Military Commander
WAGNER
Senior SS. and Police Leader (Sudetenland)

XVII. Military Commander
SCHUBERT
Senior SS. and Police Leader (Sudetenland)

3. MEMEL (Now forming part of the Prussian Province of East Prussia, District Gumbinnen, see below under WESTERN POLAND)

4. WESTERN POLAND (The incorporated parts form or are included in the following areas of "Greater Germany.")

Reichsgau Wartheland
GREISER - SCHMALZ - DERICHS - WEII

Party Gau Wartheland
GREISER - SCHMALZ - DERICHSEWEILER

Military District XXI.
Military Commander
Senior SS. and Police Leader
Reichsgau Danzig-Westpreussen
FORSTER = HUTH - WIESS = REISER - KÜHN - KEUDELL

Party Gau Danzig-Westpreussen
FORSTER - SEEGER - KAMER

Military District XX.
Military Commander
Senior SS. and Police Leader
Prussian Province of East Prussia
KOCH - WEDELSTÄDT

Districts of
Zichenau
Gumbinnen
Party Gau East Prussia
KOCH - GROSSEHERR - QUEDA

Military District I.
Military Commander
Senior SS. and Police Leader
Prussian Province of Upper Silesia
BRACHT - SPRINGORUM

Party Gau of Upper Silesia
BRACHT - POTZSCH

Military District VIII.
Military Commander
Senior SS. and Police Leader
SCHMAUSER

5. EUPEN - MALMEDY - MORENB (now forming part of)

Prussian Rhine Province
SIMMER - HAAKE

District Aachen
VOGELSANG

Party Gau Köln-Aachen
GROHÉ - MEIERGERD

Military District VI.
Military Commander
Senior SS. and Police Leader
GUTENBERGER

6. LUXEMBOURG (now forming part of)

Prussian Rhine Province
SIMMER - HAAKE

District Trier
SIEKMEIER
VI. OCCUPIED TERRITORIES—contd.

Official in order of rank:

Party Gau Moselland ... SIMON - RECKMANN - DÖRNER

Military District XII.
Military Commander ... ... SCHROTH
Senior SS. and Police Leader ... ... STROOP

7. LORRAINE (Now under the same administration as):
   Reichsau Westmark ... BÜRCKEL - BARTH
   District Metz ... ... WENNER

Military District XII.
Military Commander ... ... SCHROTH
Senior SS. and Police Leader ... ... STROOP

8. ALSACE (Now under the same administration as):
   Land Baden ... WAGNER - KÖHLER
   Party Gau Baden ... WAGNER - RÖHN - ROTH
   Districts Mühlhausen, Straßburg ... SCHWEICKERT

Military District V.
Military Commander ... ... HOFMANN
Senior SS. and Police Leader ... ... STROOP

9. NORTHERN YUGOSLAVIA (Some parts are now incorporated into Styria and Carinthia, see above under VI.A.1.)
   (Some other parts have recently been put under German administration, see below under VI.C.9.)

10. BIALYSTOCK (Now forming part of the Prussian Province of East Prussia, see above under VI.A.4.)
    Chief of Civil Administration ("Chef der Zivilverwaltung")

B. APPENDED TERRITORIES

1. PROTECTORATE ("Reichsprotektorat Böhmen und Mähren")
   Reich Protector ... ... FRICK
   Head of State Ministry ... ... FRANK, K. H.
   Military District "Protektorat" ... ... SCHAAF
   Luftgau XVII. ... ... FROHLICH
   Senior SS. and Police Leader ... FRANK, K. H.
   Foreign Office Representative ... ...

2. GOVERNMENT GENERAL ("Generalgouvernement")
   Governor General ... ... FRANK, H.
   Deputy and "Staatssekretär" ... BÜHLER
   Second "Staatssekretär" ... BÖPPLE
   "Staatssekretär" for Security ... KOPPE
   and Senior SS. and Police Leader
   Party Administration SCHULZ - FRANK - TIESSLER
   Military District ... ... HABNICKE
   Military Commander ... ...
   Foreign Office Representative ...
   Districts:—
   Warsaw ... ... FISCHER
   Lublin ... ... WENDLER
   Cracow ... ... BÜRGSDORFF
   Radom ... ... KUNDT
   Galicia (Lwow) ... ... WACHTER
VI. OCCUPIED TERRITORIES—contd.

3. EASTERN TERRITORIES ("Besetzte Ostgebiete")

The parts of occupied Russia which are neither incorporated into "Greater Germany" (see Bialystok, above under VI.A.10) or the Government General (see above under VI.B.2, Lwow) nor still (or again) under military administration as army base areas.

Reich Ministry for Eastern Territories ("Reichsministerium für die besetzten Ostgebiete")
Reich Minister
Deputy ...

See also page 16 I.A.2.

Party Administration of all Eastern Territories
ROSENBERG - MEYER - SCHMIDT

(a) "Reichskommissariat Ostland" (Baltic States and White Russia)
Reichskommissar ...
Deputy ...
Military Commander ...
Senior SS. and Police Leader ...
Foreign Office Representative ...
Party Administration ...

(b) "Reichskommissariat Ukraine" (West and South Russia and some parts of Eastern Poland)
Reichskommissar ...
Military Commander ...
Senior SS. and Police Leader ...
Foreign Office Representative ...
Party Administration ...

Districts ("Generalbezirke"):

Estonia ...
Latvia ...
Lithuania ...
White Russia ("Weissruthenien") ...

(b) "Reichskommissariat Ukraine" (West and South Russia and some parts of Eastern Poland)
Reichskommissar ...
Military Commander ...
Senior SS. and Police Leader ...
Foreign Office Representative ...
Party Administration ...

Districts ("Generalbezirke"):

Wolhynia ...
Shitomir ...
Kiew ...
Nikolajew ...
Dnjeprpetrowsk ...
Crimea ...

The above areas no longer exist in this form.

C. OTHER OCCUPIED TERRITORIES

1. NORWAY
Reichskommissar ...
Deputy ...
Military Commander ...
Senior SS. and Police Leader ...
Foreign Office Representative ...

TERBOVEN
NEUMANN
FALKENHORST
REDIASS
BRAUER
### VI. OCCUPIED TERRITORIES—contd.

2. NETHERLANDS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reichskommissar</td>
<td>Seyss-Inquart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy</td>
<td>Christiansen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Commander</td>
<td>Kratzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior SS and Police Leader</td>
<td>Schuman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Office Representative</td>
<td>Mitterbusch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party Administration</td>
<td>Muller-Reine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Belgium and Northern France

Military Commander
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deputy</td>
<td>Falkenhauer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Office Representative</td>
<td>Reeder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Occupied France

Military Commander, Zone
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deputy</td>
<td>Stumpfhein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief of Administration</td>
<td>Oberbacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior SS and Police Leader</td>
<td>Schmidt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German Diplomatic Representative</td>
<td>Oberg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panzer Abteilung Finck
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chief of Adminstrative Committee</td>
<td>Krueger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. FRANCE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German Armed Forces for Vichy</td>
<td>Rundstedt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. DENMARK
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German Plenipotentiary Intergovernment</td>
<td>Hannesoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Baringen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Affairs</td>
<td>Pankin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. SOUTH FARK (Ethiopia)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head of Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. SYRIA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Military Commander</td>
<td>Merschel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief of Administration</td>
<td>Harnisch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. GREECE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German Office Representative</td>
<td>Markowicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Commander</td>
<td>Grauher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief of Administration</td>
<td>Blanken</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. OCCUPIED GREECE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German Civil Governor</td>
<td>Blanken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief of Administration</td>
<td>Blanken</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. OCCUPIED SICILY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German Civil Governor</td>
<td>Blanken</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. OCCUPIED SICILY (Sicily)
    | Official Title                              | Name       |
    |--------------------------------------------|------------|
    | German Civil Governor                      | Blanken    |

**Officials in order of rank**
**ABETZ, Otto**
Plenipotentiary of the German Foreign Office with the Military Commander in Occupied France. - Botschafter, SS.-Standartenführer. (Befehlshaber des Auswärtigen Amtes beim Militärbefehlshaber im besetzten Frankreich). [Born in 1903; journalist; originally left-wing pacifist; French wife; later HJ. official.]

**ABS, Hermann**
Chief of the "Deutsche Bank." On Board of many important industrial concerns. (Leiter der "Deutschen Bank." Mitglied des Aufsichtsrates vieler wichtiger industrieller Unternehmen). [Banker.]

**ADAMS, Josef-Josechim**
Landeshauptmann Lower Silesia. [Born in 1901; school teacher; member of a Free Corps; party official since 1923; name originally Adameczek.]

**AHRENS, Georg**
Permanent Deputy of the Reichsstatthalter in Hamburg. - SS.-Gruppenführer. (Ständiger Stellvertreter des Reichsstatthalters Hamburg). [Born in 1896; old Pg.]

**ALBRECHT, Alwin**

**ALBRECHT, Conrad**
Generaladmiral. [Born in 1880; professional naval officer.]

**Dr. ALBRECHT, Erich**
Deputy Head of the Legal Division in the Foreign Office. - Vortragender Legationsrat. (Stellvertretender Leiter der Rechtsabteilung im Auswärtigen Amt). [Professional Civil Servant (?).]

**Dr. ALBRECHT, Gustav**
Chairman of the Board of DNB. (Vorsitzender des Vorstandes der DNB). [Born in 1890; journalist; before 1933 editor of the "Rheinisch-Westfälische Zeitung".]

**ALPERS, Friedrich**
Staatssekretär to the Reich Master of Forests. - SS.-Gruppenführer, Generalforstmeister. (Staatssekretär beim Reichsforstmeister). [Born in 1901; distinguished soldier in both wars; friend of Göring; member of a Free Corps; lawyer.]

**D'ALQUEN, Gunter**
Chief editor of the SS.-weekly "Das Schwarze Korps." SS.-Standartenführer. [Born in 1910; member of the HJ. since 1923; joined the SA. in 1926 and the NSDAP. in 1927; Party journalist since 1931; probably responsible editor for interior policy of the VLB.]

**ALTHAUS, Hermann**
Chief of the Section for Welfare and Youth in the Central Office for Public Welfare of the "Reichsleitung." - Reichsamtst. (Leiter des Amtes "Wohlfahrtspflege und Jugendhilfe" im Hauptamt für Volkswohlfahrtsamt). [Born in 1899.]

**ALTSTÜTTER, Josef**
Chief of the Civil Law Department of the Reich Ministry of Justice. Judge at the Supreme Court of Justice. - Ministerialdirektor, Reichgerichtsrat, SS-Hauptsturmführer. (Leiter der Abteilung für Zivilrecht im Reichsjustizministerium. [Born in 1892; war-service 1914/18; originally judge; belongs to the radical wing of the Nazis; friend of Thierack.]

**Blick auf das Leben, Rudolf von**
Born 1890, joined Party in 1924, senior SS.Police General, closely connected with Himmler. Recently held police post in Russia.
AMANN, Max
Chief of Publishing of the Party Press. Head of the Party's Central Publishing House and numerous other press concerns. President of the Reich Press Chamber. Reichsleiter, S.S.-Obergruppenführer. (Reichsleiter für die Presse, Leiter des Zentralverlages der NSDAP. "Franz Eher Nachf. München." Präsident der Reichspressenkammer). (Born in 1891; commercial apprentice; was Hitler's CSM in the last war; one of the oldest Pgs.; actual founder of the Nazi publishing concerns.)

Dr. AMMELOUNX
Deputy leader of the NS. Lecturers' League. - Professor. (Stellvertretender Reichsdozentenführer). (Medical lecturer.)

Dr. ANDERLE, Franz
Gauobmann Lower Danube.

ARNIM, Dietleff v.
Landeshauptmann Brandenburg. (Born in 1876; formerly professional officer; old, very nazified gentry.)

ARNIM, Jürgen Sixt v.
Prisoner-of-War. Formerly C.-in-C., Tunisia. - Generaloberst. (Born in 1889; professional officer.)

ARTCUS, Ernst
President of the Reich Debt Administration. (Präsident der Reichsschuldenverwaltung). (Born in 1876; Civil Servant of long standing.)

ASCHKA, Wilhelm
Gauobmann Swabia. - SA-Oberführer. (Born in 1900.)

ASTELE, Karl
Rector of Jena University. Chief of Thuringian Gau Office for Racial Policy. - Professor, Gauamtsleiter. (Leiter des Gaues für Rassenpolitik, Thüringen). (Born in 1898; anthropologist; professional university lecturer; pupil of Hans K. F. Günther.)

AVIENY, Wilhelm

AXMANN, Arthur
Reich Youth Leader. (Reichsjungendführer.) (Born in 1913; studied law; professional HJ-leader; formerly chief of the HJ. Social Service Division; seriously wounded in this war.)

BACHMANN, Heinrich
Gauobmann Halle-Merseburg. - MdR. (Born in 1903; clerk with the "Leuna Werke"; since 1933 professional Party official.)

BACKE, Herbert
In charge of Acting Reich Minister of Food and Agriculture. Acting Reich Minister, Reichsleiter and Reich Peasantry Leader. Chief of the Party's Central Office for Farmers and of the Reich Food Estate. - S.S.-Obergruppenführer. (Schatzmeister des Reichsausweises für die Ernährung und Landwirtschaft, Geschäftsführender Reichsminister. Reichsleiter und Reichbauernführer. Leiter des Reichsamtes für das Landvolk und des Reichsbauernverbandes). (Born in 1896 at Batum; academically trained agriculturist and since 1937 number 2 in Ministry of Food and Agriculture; Nazi since 1931.)
BADE, Wilfried
Chief of the Department for the Cultural Press in the Press Department of the Reich Government. War reporter of the Armed-SS. — Oberst der Luftwaffe. Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter der Abteilung Kulturpresse der Presseabteilung der Reichsregierung, WSS.-Kriegsberichter). (Born in 1906; originally librarian; later journalist with the conservative Scherl-Press; since 1933 Civil Servant in the Propaganda Ministry.)

Dr. BADER
See Survey of Changes.

BANGERT, Heini
Gauobmann Düsseldorf. (Born in 1904; blacksmith; since 1926 member of the NSDAP; since 1933 Gauleiter.)

Dr. BANIKE, Wilhelm
Oberbürgermeister Dortmund. (Born in 1900.)

BANNEMANN, Emil
Gauobmann Schleswig-Holstein. — MdR. (Born in 1904; shop assistant; member of a Free Corps; until 1938 Senator in Lübeck.)

BARANDON, Christian
German Minister in Denmark. (Deutscher Gesandter in Dänemark.)

Dr. BARGEN, Werner v.
Chief of the Western European Division in the Foreign Office. — Minister. (Chef der Abteilung Westeuropa im Auswärtigen Amt). (Until 1943 Plenipotentiary of the German Foreign Office in Northern France and Belgium.)

BARTH
Regierungspräsident Saarbrücken. Permanent Deputy to the Reichsstatthalter Westmark.

BASSEWITZ-BEHR, Graf Georg Henning
Senior SS. and Police Leader of Military District X. (Hamburg). Leader of SS.-OA. Nordsee. — SS.-Gruppenführer. (Höherer SS. und Polizeiführer im Wehrkreis X. und Führer des SS.-OA. Nordsee). (Born in 1900; comes from a well-known diplomats family. Post prior to last appointment: official in the Head Office of SS. and Inspector for Motor Transport of the SS.)

BASTIAN, Max
President of Supreme Military Court. — Admiral. (Präsident des Reichskriegsgerichts). (Born in 1883; professional naval officer.)

BAUR, Hugo
Chief of the Department for Inland Shipping in the Reich Ministry of Transport. — Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter der Abteilung Binnenschiffahrt im Reichsverkehrsministerium.)

BAUR, Wilhelm
Vice-President of the Reich Chamber of Literature. (Vizepräsident der Reichskanzleikammer.)

BAYERHOFER, Walther
Member of the "Reichsbank" Directorate. — Ministerialdirektor in the Reich Ministry of Finance. (Mitglied des Reichsbankdirektoriums. Ministerialdirektor im Reichsfinanzministerium.)
BECHER, Karl
Chief of the Propaganda Department in the Central Office of the Labour Front. (Leiter der Propagandaabteilung der DAF.)

Dr. BECHTOLD, Gustav
Landkommissar Mannheim. (Civil Servant (C))

BECK, Erich
Chief Editor of the "Bremer Nachrichten."

BECKERLE, Adolf Heinz
German Minister in Bulgaria. - S.A.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Deutscher Gesandter in Bulgarien). (Born in 1902; Cadet school; member of a Free Corps; miscellaneous studies; since 1928 S.A.-leader; until 1941 Police Chief of Frankfurt.)

Dr. BECKMANN, Ernst
Deputy Oberpräsident Hessen-Nassau.

BEHRENS, Gustav
Reich Controller of the Reich Food Estate. - S.S.-Bri gadeführer, MdR. (Reichsobmann des Reichsnahrungswesens). (Born in 1899; farmer.)

BEISIEGEL, Philipp
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Labour. President of the Rhineland Labour Exchange. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Hauptabteilung im Reichsarbeitsministerium. Präsident des Arbeitsamtes Rheinland). (Born in 1885; Civil Servant (C))

BELOW, Claus v.
A.D.C. (Air Force) to Hitler. - Oberstleutnant.

BENE, Otto
Plenipotentiary of the Foreign Office with the Reich Commissioner in the Netherlands. - Gesandter. (Beauftragter des Auswärtigen Amtes beim Reichskommissar in den Niederlanden). (Until 1933 commercial agent for "Trylisin" hair tonic in London; then official of the AO. in Great Britain; 1936 proposed Consul-General in London but exequatur refused; since 1938 or 39 in diplomatic service; Summer 1939 Consul-General in Milano.)

Dr. BENTZ, A.
Delegate for the Production of Mineral Oil under the Four-Year-Plan. (Beauftragter für die Förderung der Erdölforschung im Vierjahresplan.)

BERGEN
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. BERGER, Fritz
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Finance. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsfinanzministerium). (Born in 1887; professional Civil Servant, expert on reparations.)

BERGER, Gottlieb
Chief of the Central Reich Department of the S.S. Chief of the Armed S.S. Protection for Railways, Mail and Broadcasting. - S.S.-Obergruppenführer; Generalleutnant der Waffen-S.S. (Chef des S.S.-Hauptamtes. Leiter des S.S. Bahn-, Post- und Funkschutz), Head of Dept. in Reichsmin. for Reichsverteidigung.

BERGMANN, Helmut v.
Deputy Director of the Budget and Personnel Departments in the Foreign Office. - Gesandter. (Stellvertretender Leiter der Personal- und Haushaltabteilung im Auswärtigen Amt). (Professional diplomat (?))
BERGMANN, Werner

Dr. BERING, Friedrich
Rector of Cologne University. - Professor. [Born in 1878; physician; university lecturer./

BERKELMANN
See Survey of Changes.

BERNARD
See Survey of Changes.

BERNDT, Alfred-Ingeimar
Chief of the Department for Broadcasting in the Ministry of Propaganda. Honorary President of the German Study Group for Broadcasting. - Ministerialdirektor, SS.-Brigadeführer. (Leiter der Abteilung Rundfunk im Propagandaministerium, Ehrenpräsident der Deutschen Rundfunk-Arbeitsgemeinschaft). [Born in 1905; member of a Free Corps; journalist; since 1924 working with Nazi papers; from 1933 Chief Editor of DNB.]

Dr. BERVE, Otto

BEST, Othmar
Chief Editor of the “DAZ.” (Hauptschriftleiter der „Deutschen Allgemeinen Zeitung.”) [Professional journalist.]

Dr. BEST, Werner
German Plenipotentiary in Denmark. - SS.-Obergruppenführer. (Bevollmächtigter des Reichs in Dänemark). [Born in 1903; judge; 1932 sacked for terrorist pamphlet (Boxheim Documents); later key Gestapo-official; 1942 Chief of Civil Administration in Occupied France, later in Foreign Office.]

Dr. BIBRACH, Kurt
BLÜHM, Oskar — Command Military District III Generalleutnant.
Born in 1784. Professional soldier.
BISMARCK-SCHÖNHAUSEN, Gottfried Graf v.
Regierungspräsident Potsdam. - SS-Brigadeführer; MdR. (Born in 1901; cousin of the above; Nazi since 1932; since 1933 in Administration.)

BITTRICH, Willi
Commander of the Armed-SS Cavalry Division. - Generalmajor, SS-Gruppenführer. (Kommandeur der GH-Verteidigung Division) (Born in 1894; war service 1914/18 (Lt. and Pilot); member of a Free Corps; joined SS. early; since 1934 in the WSS.)

Dr. BLASCHKE, Hans
Acting Oberbürgermeister Vienna, Manager of the SS. Porcelain Manufacture Vienna, Head of the Cultural Division Vienna. - SS-Oberführer. (Geschäftsführender Oberbürgermeister von Wien, Direktor der SS-Porzellan-Manufaktur, Wien, Leiter der Kulturabteilung der Stadtverwaltung Wien). (Born in 1896, technician and lawyer, was very active in organising terroristic acts in Austria in 1933/34. After 1938 Deputy Bürgermeister of Vienna.)

BLASKOWITZ, Johannes
Commander of an Army. - Generaloberst. (Born in 1893; professional officer. Was not on active service for some time.)

BLAUS
Head of Army Propaganda and Public Relations Department. - Oberst. (Leiter der Propagandaabteilung des OKW.)

BLOHM, Rudolf
Chairman of the Shipbuilding Commission in the Reich Ministry of Armaments and War Production. Owner of the firm "Blohm & Voss," Hamburg. (Leiter des Hauptausschusses Schiffbau im Reichsministerium für Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion. Inhaber der Firma "Blohm & Voss," Hamburg). (Born in 1885; industrialist.)

BLOMBERG
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. BLOME, Kurt
Chief of the Reich Physicians' League. Deputy Reich Health Leader. - MdR. (Reichsärztekammer, Stellvertretender Reichsgesundheitsführer). (Born in 1894; member of a Free Corps; joined SA. early; after 1933 collaborator of the late Dr. Wagner; President of the Head Office of the International Academy in Berlin.)

Dr. BLÜCHER, Wipert v.
German Minister in Finland. (Deutscher Gesandter in Finnland). (Born in 1883; professional diplomat.) Returned to Germany Sept. 44.

Dr. BLUMRATH, Fritz
Deputy Chief Editor of the "KZ." (Stellvertretender Hauptredakteur der "Kölnerischen Zeitung").

Dr. BOCHALLI
Regierungspräsident Liegnitz. (Civil Servant.)

BOCK, Fedor v.
Generalfeldmarschall. (Born in 1880; professional officer; 1918 Major; was active in connection with illegal re-armament in the early 1920's.)

Dr. BOCK v. WÜLFINGEN, Constantin
Vice-President of Hamburg Local Government. - SS-Sturmbannführer. (Vizepräsident der Hamburgischen Regierung). (Born in 1885.)
BODENSCHATZ, Karl Heinrich
Chief of Göring's Personal Staff. - General der Flieger. (Chef
des persönlichen Stabes Görings). /Born in 1890; professional
officer; personal friend and protégé of Göring./

BOEHM
General admiral. /Born in 1884; professional naval officer./

BÖHME, Franz
Commander in Military District XVIII. (Salzburg). - General
der Infanterie. (Befehlshaber im WK. XVIII.). /Born in 1885,
professional officer of the Austrian Army, taken over by the new
Austrian Army in 1918 and by the German Army in 1938. Fought
in present war in Poland, in the Western Campaign, in Serbia and
on the Russian Front. Was reported last to have been on the
Finland Front (Dietl)./  

BÖHMKER Heinrich-Johann
Oberbürgermeister Bremen. Leader of SA-Group "Nordsee."
- SA-Gruppenführer. (Regierender Oberbürgermeister in Bremen.
Führer der SA-Gruppe "Nordsee"). /Born in 1896./

Dr. ROEPPEL, Ernst
Deputy Chief of Government in the General Government. -
Staatssekretär. (Stellvertretender Leiter der Regierung des General-
gouvernements). /Born in 1887; Nazi journalist; later Civil
Servant in Bavarian Ministry of Culture./

BÜRGER, Willi
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Labour. Chief
of Press and Propaganda in Department V. of the Reich Ministry of
Labour. Trustee of Labour for the Rhineland - SS-Gruppen-
führer, MdR. Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Hauptabteilung und
Leiter der Pressee- und Propagandaabteilung in Abteilung V. des
Reichsarbeitsministeriums. Reichstreuhänder der Arbeit für das
Rheinland). /Born in 1896; locksmith; self-made man; Nazi of
long standing./

Dr. BÖTTCHER, Viktor
Regierungspräsident Posen. /Civil Servant (?)/

BOHLE, Ernst Wilhelm
Gauleiter of all Germans abroad. Staatssekretär in the Foreign
Office. - SS-Gruppenführer, MdR. (Gauleiter der Auslandsorganis-
ation. Staatssekretär im Auswärtigen Amt). /Born in 1903 in
England; lived in South Africa; came to Germany after 1918; worked
in commercial enterprises (export trade); since 1931 Nazi./

BOMHARD
See Survey of Changes.

BOMMEL, Gerhard
Regierungspräsident Lower Bavaria and Upper Palatinate.
- SS-Oberführer.

BONIN
Oberpräsident Deputy Saxony (Province). Acting head of the Organisation Dept of
the H.S. - Hauptsturmführer

BORMANN, Albert
A.d.C. to Hitler. Chief of a Dept. in the Chancery of the Führer.
Chief of Private Chancery of the Führer. - NSKK-Gruppenführer,
MdR. (Persönlicher Adjutant des Führers. Leiter eines Amtes in
der Kanzlei des Führers. Leiter der Privatkanzlei des Führers).
/Born in 1902; brother or cousin of Martin Bormann./

BORMANN, Martin
Political Chief of Eastern Germany. MdR at Poland. /MdR
Chief of Staff of the Chancery of the Party. Member of the
War Cabinet. - SS-Gruppenführer, SA-Gruppenführer, Reichsleiter
über
MdR. (Stabsleiter der Parteikanzlei. Mitglied des Ministerrates für die Reichverteidigung). Born in 1900; farmer; member of the Rossbach Free Corps; was connected with “Feme” murders; Party official since 1927; from 1933/41 right-hand to Rudolf Hess. After 1941 Hess’ successor in office.

BOUHLER, Philipp
Chief of the Chancery of the Führer (Party). Chief of the Party Censorship Committee for the Protection of NS.-Literature. Chief of the Study Group for the German History Book and educational material. — SS.-Gruppenführer, Reichsleiter, MdR. (Chef der Kanzlei des Führers. Leiter der Parteiamtlichen Prüfungskommission zum Schutze NS.-Schrifttums. Leiter der Arbeitsgemeinschaft für das Geschichtsbuch und für Lehrmaterial). Born in 1900; professional officer; later in the Amann Administration; since 1934 in present position.

BRACHT, Fritz
Gauleiter and Oberpräsident Upper Silesia.— SS.-Gruppenführer, MdR. Born in 1899; gardener.

BRACHT, W.
Head of the Administrative and Legal Division of the “Ordnungs-polizei.” Ministerialdirektor im Reich Ministry of the Interior.

Dr. BRADFISCH
Acting Oberbürgermeister Litzmannstadt. (Lodz)

BRAEMER, Walter
C.-in-C., Ostland.—Generalleutnant. (Militärbefehlshaber im Reichskommissariat Ostland). Born in 1898; professional officer.

Dr. BRÄUSER
German Plenipotentiary in Norway. (Befugnislöser des Reiches in Norwegen).

Dr. BRANDENBURG, Erich
President of the Academy of Science, Leipzig — Professor. Born in 1868; historian; university lecturer.

Dr. BRANDENBURG, Ernst
Chief of the Motor Traffic Division in the Reich Ministry of Transport.— Ministerialdirektor. (Chef der Abteilung Strassenverkehr im Reichsverkehrsmirtschaft). Born in 1883; war service 1914/18; air-force officer; 1924/33 Head of Air Division of Ministry of Transport; since 1933 as at present.

Dr. BRANDT, Karl
Plenipotentiary-General for Health and Medical Services. — SS.-Standartenführer. (Generalbevollmächtigter für das Sanitäts- und Gesundheitswesen). One of Hitler’s personal doctors; joined Party fairly late.

BRAUCHITSCH
See Survey of Changes.

BRAUN, Otto — Head of the II Central Office Hauptbehörde

BRAUN v. STUMM, Gustav
Dr. BRAUWEILER, Heinz (Ernst)
Chief of the Foreign Press Dept. with the Government Press Chief. Chief of the Foreign Press Dept. in the Reich Ministry of Propaganda. - Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter der Abteilung Auslandspresse in der Pressabteilung der Reichsregierung und der Presseabteilung des Propagandaministeriums). /Born in 1885; journalist; formerly connected with the para-military conservative organisation "Stahlhelm."

BRECHT, Gustav
Chairman of the Board of the "Rheinische A.G. für Kohlenbergbau und Brikettfabrikation," Köln. On Board of the "Rheinisch Elektr. Werke, A.G." - Geheimer Regierungsrat. /Born in 1880; industrialist./

BRECHT, Gustav
Chairman of the Board of the "Rheinische A.G. für Kohlenbergbau und Brikettfabrikation," Köln. On Board of the "Rheinisch Elektr. Werke, A.G." - Geheimer Regierungsrat. /Born in 1880; industrialist./

BRECHT, Gustav
Chairman of the Board of the "Rheinische A.G. für Kohlenbergbau und Brikettfabrikation," Köln. On Board of the "Rheinisch Elektr. Werke, A.G." - Geheimer Regierungsrat. /Born in 1880; industrialist./

BRENNING
Deputy Chief Editor of the "BLA." (Stellvertretender Hauptschriftleiter des "Berliner Lokalanzeigers."

BRETTLE, Emil
Chief Public Prosecutor to the Supreme Court of Justice. (Oberrechtsamtsrat am Reichsgericht). /Born 1875; professional lawyer./

Dr. BRINKMANN, Rudolf
Partner of "Brinkmann, Wirtz & Co. (formerly Messrs. Warburg & Co., Hamburg)." On Board of many industrial companies.

BRÜCKNER
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. BRUEGMANN
Chief of the Archives of the Party. Departmental Head in the NS.-Students' League. (Leiter des Hauptarchivs der NSDAP., Amtsleiter der Reichsstudentenauführungsleiter der NSDAP..) /Formerly Gau-Students' Leader of Mainfranken./
BRUER, Hermann  
Inspector for Recruiting and Call-up in the RAD. - Generalarbeitsführer. (Inspektor des Ersatz- und Meldewesens im RAD).

BRUHN, Heinrich  
Chief of the Party’s Office for Political Education. (Leiter des Hauptschulungsamtes der Partei). 1937 Kreisleiter, Schwerin.

Dr. BRUMMENBAUM, Albert  
Reichskaufleiter im Reich Food Estate, Reich Food Estate’s Commissioner for Stock-Breeding, Head of the Agricultural-Technical Potash Centre. (Reichskaufleiter im Reichsnahrstand, Beauftragter des Reichsnahrstandes für die Deutsche Tiera rzucht, Vorsitzender der landwirtschaftlich-technischen Kali Stelle).

BUCH, Walter  
Supreme Party Judge. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, SA.-Obergruppenführer, Reichsleiter. (Oberster Parteirichter). /Born in 1883; professional officer; since 1927 as at present./

BUCHNER, Franz  
Deputy Gauleiter, München/Oberbayern. - MdR. (Stellvertretender Gauleiter München/Oberbayern). /Born in 1898; survey clerk; member of a Free Corps./

BÜCHER, Hermann  
Member of the Armaments Council. Chairman of the Board of “AEG.,” Berlin. (Mitglied des Rüstungsrats. Mitglied des Aufsichtsrats der “AEG.,” Berlin) /Born in 1882; prominent industrialist; originally Civil Servant in Colonial Administration; later in the German Foreign Office; since 1921 in industry./

Dr. BÜHLER, Josef  

BÜRCKEL, Josef  
Gauleiter and Reichsstadthandler and Chief of Civil Administration in Lorraine. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, SA.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Chef der Zivilverwaltung in Lothringen). /Born in 1895; elementary school teacher; 1938/41 Nazi Chief of Austria./

Dr. BUMKE, Erwin  
President of the Supreme Court of Justice. (Präsident des Rechtsgerichtes). /Born in 1874; originally judge; for some time in Ministry of Justice; since 1929 as at present; specialist in penal law./

Dr. BUNTRUS  
Rector of Prague Technical College. - SS.-Standartenführer. (Rektor der Technischen Hochschule in Prag).

Dr. BUOL, Heinrich v.  
Chairman of the Board of “Siemens & Halske, AG., Berlin.” /Born in 1889; technician./

Dr. BURANDT  
Dr. BURGSDORFF, Kurt v.
Governor of Cracow, SA.-Leader of the Cracow District. - S.A.-
Brigadeführer, Major (Inf.), Oberbannführer, Untersaatzsekretär.
(Gouverneur von Krakau, Führer der S.A. im Distrikt Krakau).
(Born in 1886, lawyer, 1939 Untersaatzsekretär in the Protecorate,
erved in 1942 as Major in the German Army on the Russian Front.)

Dr. BURKHARDT, Hans
Regierungspräsident Hohensalza. - MdR. /Born in 1891./\[\text{Rau, Casal, etc.}\]

BUSCH, Alfred
Member of the Board of "Dresdner Bank." /Born in 1893./

BUSCH, Ernst
Commander of an Army. - Generalfürstmarschall. /Born in 1885; professional office; 1918 Captain; taken over by the Reichswah in 1918. 1938 Commander of an Army Group. Possibly successor of v. Küchler. /\[\text{Rau, Casal, etc.}\]

BUSKÜHL, Ernst
Managing director of "Harpener Bergbau AG., Dortmund." /Born in 1880./

Dr. CAESAR, Joachim

CAMP
Gauobmann Mecklenburg.

CANARIS, Wilhelm
Chief of German Military Intelligence. - Admiral. (Chef der Auslandsnachrichten- und Abwehrabteilung). /Professional naval office; 1918 Lieutenant Commander in the Navy; was working as a civilian after 1923; Heydrich worked under him in 1930./

CARLS
See Survey of Changes.

CARP, Werner
Chairman of the Board of "Haniel GmbH.," Duisburg. /Born in 1886./

Dr. CARSTENS, Peter

CASSEL, Erich
Chief of Staff of the Head Office for ethnological problems. - S.S.-Brigadeführer. (Stabsleiter des Hauptamtes für Volksstumsfragen).

CERFF, Karl
Chief of the Cultural Division in the Reich Propaganda Directorate. - S.S.-Brigadeführer, Obergebietsführer der HJ. (Leiter der Kulturabteilung in der Reichspopagandabteilung (Partei)). /Born in 1907; originally bank clerk; since 1922 member of the SA; 1928 leader of the Heidelberg HJ.; since 1929 full-time official of the HJ./
CHRISTIANSEN, Friedrich
German Military Commander, Holland — General der Flieger. (Militärbefehlshaber Holland). [Born in 1879; originally in merchant navy; war service first in Navy, later in the naval air force; was awarded "pour le mérite"; after 1918 managing director of aircraft factory, and skipper in the merchant navy; 1932 crossed Atlantic as Commander of the Flying-boat DO X. Friend of Goring; since 1933 in Air Ministry; until 1943 Corps Leader of NS. Flying Corps.]

Dr. CHUDOBÁK, Karl Franz
Rector of Bonn University. — Professor. [Born in 1898; university lecturer.]

CLAHES, Willi
Head of the Central Department for Generators on the Board of the Four-Year-Plan, Deputy Head of the Armament Supply Division in the Reich Ministry for Armaments and War Production, Vice President with the General Inspector for the Rebuilding of Berlin, Official in the S.S. Head Office: Economics and Administration. (Leiter der Zentralstelle für Generatoren beim Generalbevollmächtigten für Rüstungsaufgaben im Vierjahresplan, Stellvertretender Amtsleiter des Rüstungsüberwachungsaufbaus im Reichtsministerium für Bewaffnung und Kriegswirtschaft, Vizepräsident des Generalinspektors für die Reichshauptstadt, höherer Funktionsträger im S.S. Hauptamt: Wirtschaft und Verwaltung). [Born in 1895.]

Dr. CLODIN, Karl
Deputy Chief of the Department for Economic Policy in the Foreign Office. — Gesandter. (Stellvertretender Leiter der Wirtschaftspolitischen Abteilung im Auswärtigen Amt). [Professional diplomat; worked in the German Embassies in Paris and Vienna; specialised in economic problems.]

COBURG, Herzog Karl Eduard v. (KOBURG)
President of the German Red Cross. — NSKK-Obergruppenführer, General der Infanterie, MdR. (Präsident des Deutschen Rotes Kreuzes). [Born in 1884; until 1918 governing monarch.]

Dr. CONTI, Leonardo
Reich Health Leader, Chief of the Party's Central Department for Public Health, Leader of all Nature Cure Societies. — SS.-Obergruppenführer, Staatssekretär. (Reichsgesundheitsführer, Leiter des Hauptamtes für Volksundheilkunde, Führer aller Naturheilverbände). [Born in 1901; medical practitioner; Nazi M.P. in Prussian Diet since 1932; his mother is Reich Midwives' Chief (Reichsfrauenärztin).]

Dr. CROPP, Fritz
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of the Interior. — Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium des Innern).

Dr. DADIEU, Arnim
Gauhauptmann Styria, Gau Economic Advisor, Gau Leader of Lecturers. — Professor. (Gesamtwirtschaftsberater, Gaudozenseführer Steiermark). [Born in 1901; lecturer at Graz Technical College, underground organiser of Nazis in Austria before 1938.]

DALUÈGE, Kurt
Present post not known. — Generaloberst der Polizei, SS-Obergruppenführer, MdR. [Born in 1897; member of a Free Corps; official in Berlin municipal administration; since 1928 professional Party official (Leader of S.S. Group East); 1933 in charge of Police.
Division in the Prussian Ministry of the Interior; since 1936 Chief of the uniformed Police in the Reich Ministry of the Interior, from May 1942 until August 1943 Acting Reich Protector; after August Wünsenberg replaced him in his office as Chief of the German Uniformed Police.

DALWICK zu LICHTENSTEIN
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. DAMMER, Anna
Chief of the Society of German University women. (Leiterin der Hochschulgemeinschaft Deutscher Frauen).

Dr. DANCKELMANN
Head of the Department "War Damage" in the Reich Ministry of the Interior. President of the Reich War Damage Office. Ministerialdirector. (Leiter der Kriegsschädenabteilung im Ministerium des Innern, Präsident des Reichskriegsschädenamtes). [Lawyer(?)]

DANCKELMANN
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. DARGEL, Paul
Deputy Head of Party Administration in the Ukraine, Commissioner-General Ukrain. - MdR. (Stellvertretender Leiter der Partei für die Ukraine, Generalkommissar für Taurien). [Born in 1903; civil servant, formerly Regierungspräsident Zichenau; 1942-43 Deputy Reich Commissioner Ukraine.]

DARGES, Fritz

DARRÉ
See Survey of Changes.

DAUER
Member of the Presidency of the "Golddiskont Bank."

DAUSER, Hans
Staatssekretär in the Bavarian Government, Deputy to the Bavarian Minister of Economics. - SS.-Brigadeführer, MdR. (Bayrischer Staatssekretär, Vertreter des Bayrischen Wirtschaftsministers). [Born in 1877, Party member since 1922.]

Dr. DECKER, Wilhelm

DEGENHARDT, Hugo
Chief of Central Department and a Department in the Reich Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories. (Leiter der Zentralabteilung und einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium für die besetzten Ostgebiete). [Born in 1894.]

DEGENKOLB, Gerhard
Chairman of the Rolling Stock Commission in the Ministry of Armaments and War Production. (Direktor des Hauptausschusses "Schienenfahrzeuge" beim Reichsministerium für Beförderung und Kriegsproduktion).

DELLBRÜGGE
Regierungspräsident Vienna, Permanent Deputy Reichsstatthalter Vienna. - SS.-Oberführer. (Ständiger Stellvertreter des Reichsstatthalters Wien).
DELLENBUSCH, Karl Eugen
Regierungspräsident Cologne, Oberpräsident Deputy of the Supreme Provincial Administration of the Rhine Province. - SS.-Oberführer. (Vizepräsident am Oberpräsidium der Rheinprovinz).

DEMELHUBER, Karl
Commander of the Armed SS. in the Netherlands. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei. (Befehlshaber der Waffen-SS, in den Niederlanden). /One of the oldest officers of the WSS./

DENK, Ritter Adolf v.
Chief of Staff of the NS. Motor Corps. - NSKK.-Obergruppenführer. (Stabschef des NSKK). /Professional officer (O) Inspector of NSKK - motorized mobile units/

Dr. DERICHSWELLER, Albert
Gauobmann Wartheland. /Formerly Nazi Students’ Leader./

DIEBOW
Editor of ‘Illustrierter Beobachter.”

DIECKELMANN
See Survey of Changes.

DIECKHOFF, Hans Heinrich
German Ambassador in Spain. (Deutscher Botschafter in Spanien). /Professional diplomat, until December 1942 Div. Head in F.O./

DIETL, Eduard
C.-in-C. of German Troops in North-Finland. - Generaloberst. /Born in 1890, professional officer, took and later defended Narvik in 1940/ Killed in action June 1944.

Dietrich, Otto
Reich Press Chief of the NSDAP., Press Chief of the Reich Government, Staatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Propaganda. - SS.-Gruppenführer, MdR. (Reichspressechef der NSDAP., Führer des Reichspropagandaministerium). /Born in 1897, journalist (ENZ.), formerly legal adviser of industrial enterprises in Essen./

DIETRICH, Sepp
C.-in-C. of an SS.-Tank Corps. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Kommandierender General eines SS.-Panzer Korps). /Born in 1892, bar-man, professional NCO., 1918 sergeant, member of a "Free Corps," after 1919 clerk, SS. leader of long standing, since 1931 Commander of the SS.-Bodyguard Stadarte “Adolf Hitler.” Until end 1943 Commander of Tank Division formed from the latter./

DILLGARDT, Just
Oberbürgermeister Essen. - SS.-Oberführer. /Born in 1889./

DILLI
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Transport. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsverkehrsministerium).

DITTEN, Wulfing v.
Unterstaatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Transport. /Professional naval officer, joined German Navy in 1898./
DRAEGER, Dr. Hans - Head of Foreign Division of Propaganda Ministry.
Ministerialbureau. Studied history, philosophy, politics, worked in nationalist organisations for Germans abroad. Chairman of "Nordische Verbindungstelle" a suspected SS column activity.

DRECHSLER, Dr. Rector of Göttingen University - Prof.
DITTMAR, Kurt
In the Army Propaganda and Public Relations Department.
- Generalleutnant. (Im Propagandaamt des OKH.). /Born in 1889, professional officer (engineers), 1918 1st Lt./ Surrendered to Allies end of April 45.

Dr. DOEHLE, Heinrich
Deputy Head of the Chancery of the Reich President. - Unterstaatssekretär. (Stellvertreter des Chefs der Präsidentenkanzlei). /Born in 1883, professional civil servant, since 1919 in the same Department./

DÖNITZ, Karl
C.-in-C. Navy. - Grossadmiral. (Oberbefehlshaber der Kriegsmarine). /Born in 1891, professional naval officer, previous to present post Chief of U-Boat Fleet./

DÖRNER, Hugo
Gauobmann Moseland. /Born in 1894./

DOLD
Landeshauptmann Karlsruhe. /Civil servant (?)/

DOLLMANN, Friedrich
Commander in Chief of an Army in France. - Generaloberst. /Born in 1882, prof. officer./

Dr. DORMÜLLER, Julius
Reich and Prussian Minister of Transport, Director-General of the German State Railways. (Reichs- und Preussischer Verkehrminister, Generaldirektor der Deutschen Reichsbahn). /Born in 1869, since 1903 with the "Reichsbahn," from 1907-17 in China in 1918 on mission in Russia./

DORSCH, Xaver
Chief of the Field Command of the Front Workers' Corps, Ministerialdirektor in the Reich Ministry of Armaments and War Production. (Chef der Frontführung der OT; Ministerialdirektor im Reichsministerium für Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion). /Born in 1899, war service 1918, member of a Free Corps, technician, since 1939 collaborator of Dr. Todt./

DORTSCHY, Hans
Inspector of Personnel in the Reich Labour Service. - Generalarbeitsführer, MVGH. (Inspekteur des Personalamtes des RAD)./?

DRACHE
Head of a Sub-Division in the Ministry of Transport. - Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter einer Unterabteilung im Reichsverkehrsministerium)./?

DRAEGER
General Expert in the Ministry of the Interior. - Ministerialdirektor. (Generaldirektor im Reichsinnenministerium)./?

Dr. DRECHSLER, Otto Heinrich
Commissioner - General Latvia. - S.-A.-Brigadeführer. (Generalkommissar Lettland). /Born in 1895, originally dentist, later Party official, Oberbürgermeister of Lübeck./

DREHER, Wilhelm
Regierungsrat Sigmaringen. - SS.-Brigadeführer, MdR., MVGH. /Born in 1892, engine driver, old Pg., formerly Police Prefect ("Direktor") of Ulm./
ECKER, Raimund—Gaebmann Grinthia, Born 1903, was already Gaebmann in 1942 and did war service of some kind for about 1 year.
DREIER, Karl
Permanent Deputy to the Reichsstatthalter Schauburg. Landesstatthalter Schremburg-Lippe. - MdR. /Born in 1898, war service 1914-19, joined NSDAP early, worked for a long time in commercial enterprises./

Dr. DREWES
Chief of the Department for Music in the Reich Propaganda Ministry, Director-General. (Leiter der Musikabteilung im Reichsverwaltungsministerium, Generalintendant).

Dr. DURST, Karl
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Labour. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsarbeitsministerium). /Born in 1892./

Dr. EBERLING, Faktor
Ministerialdirektor in the Reich Ministry of Transport.

EBERHARDT
Deputy Oberpräsident Brandenburg.

EBERSTEIN, Frhr. Friedrich Karl v.

EBRECHT, George

ECKARDT, Paul
Regierungsdirektor Schneidemühl und Stettin. - S-S.-Oberführer.

EGELING, Joachim Albrecht
Provinzialpräsident der AO.
Gauleiter Halle-Merseburg. - S-S.-Obergruppenführer, MdR., PrSt. /Born in 1884; professional officer, member of a Free Corps, farmer, joined NSDAP early./

EHRENBERG, Albrecht
Rector of Technical College, Aachen. /Born in 1877, lecturer of technical science./

EHRENSBERGER, Otto
Chief of two Departments in the Reich Ministry of the Interior. - Ministerialdirektor. (Stellvertretender Leiter von zwei Abteilungen im Reichsinnenministerium). /Son of a former Director of Krupp's, professional civil servant (?)./

Dr. EHRICH, Emil
Chief of the Italian Group of the Foreign Organisation of the NSDAP. Councillor in the Embassy in Rome. (Landesgruppenleiter Italien der AO., Gesandtschaftsrat in Rom). /Born in 1908, secondary school teacher./

EHRICH
Deputy President of the Reich Patent Office. - MVGH. (Vizepräsident am Reichspatentamt).

EICKE
See Survey of Changes.
EICHHOFF  
Regierungspräsident Arnsberg.

EIGRUBER, August  
Gauleiter and Reichsstatthalter Upper Danube. - SS.-Gruppenführer, SA.-Gruppenführer, MdR. (Born in 1907, metal worker, member of the C.P. until he was fired in 1929, active in organising the HJ., took prominent part in the underground activity of the Nazis in Austria before 1938.)/

EMDE  
Vice-President of the “Reichsbank”.

ENGEL  
Army A.-d.-C. to Hitler. - Oberleutnant. (Adjutant des Führers (Heer)).

Dr. ENGEL, Hans  
Staatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Labour and Chief of a Dept. - Ministerialdirektor, NSFK.-Oberführer. (Staatssekretär im Arbeitsministerium, Leiter einer Abteilung). (Born in 1887, professional civil servant, officer in the German Air Force 1915-18.)

ENGELRECHT, Otto  
Chief of the Organisation of the Party’s Office for Disabled Soldiers. - MdR. (Leiter des Organisationsamtes NSKOV). (Born in 1896, member of Free Corps, old Pg.)

ENGERT, Karl  
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Justice. – SS.-Oberführer, Ministerialdirektor, MdR. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsjustizministerium). (Born in 1877, lawyer, member of NSDAP. since 1921, after 1933 official in Bavarian Ministry of Justice; was Vice-President of the People’s Tribunal until 1942.)

EPP, Ritter Franz Xaver v.  
Chief of the Party’s Dept. for Colonial Policy, Reichsstatthalter Bayern. - Reichsführer, Gen. d. Inf. a.D. MdR., SA.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Leiter des Kolonialpolitischen Amtes, Reichsstatthalter Bayern). (Born in 1868, professional officer, served in the German Army in China, 1901-2, and Africa, 1904-7, distinguished officer in World War I., 1919 Leader of Free Corps in Munich and Ruhr, as Military Commander of Munich he helped the NSDAP. in its early days.)

ERBACH, Lotte  
Chief of the Head Office of the Female RAD. – Stabshauptführerin. (Leiterin des Dienstamtes des weiblichen RAD.)

Dr. ERDMANN, Gerhard  
Secretary – General of the Reich Economic Chamber. (Generalsekretär der Reichswirtschaftskammer). (Secretary General of industrial enterprises, KdF. official.)

ESSBERGER, John  
Head of the Reich Traffic Group for Sea-Transport. – Wehrwirtschaftsführer. (Leiter der Reichsverkehrsguppe Seeschiffahrt). (Born in 1886, partner in the shipping firm of J. T. Essberger & Co.)

ESSER, Hermann  
Staatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Propaganda, Head of the Reich Organisation of Tourist Traffic, 1st Vice-President of the Reichstag, – MdR., Staatsminister a.D. (Staatssekretär im Reichspropagandaministerium, Vizepräsident des Reichstags, Präsident der Reichsguppe „Fremdenverkehr“). (Born in 1900, Party member No. 2, Party journalist.)
Dr. ETMER

FALKENHAUSEN, Alexander v.  
Military Commander in Belgium and Northern France. - General der Infanterie. (Militärbezirksfahrer in Belgien und Nordfrankreich).  
(/Born in 1878, professional officer, 1918 Major./)

FALKENHORST, Nikolaus v.  
C.-o-C. of an Army in Norway, Military Commander of Norway. - Generaloberst. (Befehlshaber einer Armee in Norwegen, Wehrmachtbezirksfahrer, Norwegen).  
(/Born in 1888, professional officer, 1918 Captain./)

FELDER, Hans  
Military Commander Serbia. - General der Infanterie. (Militärbezirksfahrer Serbien).  
(/Born in 1888, Professional officer./)

FELGIEBEL  
(/Born in 1887, professional officer./)

FELLINGER, Hermann  
Chairman of the Board and Managing Director of the “Didier-Werke, AG.” Berlin.  
(/Born in 1884./)

FERBER, Erwin, Dr. Ing.  
Rector of the Technical College Breslau. Gau Leader of the NSDoB. - Professor.  
(/Born in 1885, technician, university lecturer./)

FIEDLER, Ewald  
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Finance. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsfinanzministerium).

FIEHLER, Karl  
Chief of the Party Reich Department for Municipal Policy, Chairman of the Congress of German Municipalities, Oberbürgermeister Munich. - SS-Obergruppenführer, Reichsleiter.  
(Leiter des Hauptsamtes für Kommunalpolitik, Präsident des Deutschen Gemeindestages, Oberbürgermeister München).  
(/Born in 1895, shop assistant, war service 1915-18 in the same regiment as Hitler, after the war official in Munich Municipal Administration, took part in the Hitler-Putsch in 1923.  
Committed suicide end of April 1945./)

FINCK, August v.  
Senior partner in the Bank “Merck, Finck Co.” MADR.  
(/Born in 1898, banker./

62
FINK
Reich Inspector of Child Evacuation Scheme. (Reichsinspekteur für Kinderlandverschickung).

Dr. FISCHBÖCK, Hans
Reich Price Commissioner, Commissioner - General for Finance and Economics in Occupied Holland. - SS.-Oberführer, NSKK.-Gruppenführer, Staatssekretär, MdR. (Reichskommissar für die Preisbildung, Generalkommissar für Finanz und Wirtschaft in den besetzten Niederlanden). /Born in 1895, originally official in Austrian Banks, friend of Seyss-Inquart./

FISCHER, Erich

Dr. FISCHER, Gustav
Governor of the Warsaw District. - S.A.-Gruppenführer, Hauptdienstleiter, MdR. (Gouverneur im Distrikt Warschau). /Born in 1905./

FISCHER, Otto
Deputy Chief Editor of DKP. (Stellvertretender Hauptschriftleiter "Deutsche Kurzpost").

Dr. FISCHER, Otto Christian
Leader of the Reich Organisation of Banking, Permanent Deputy to the Chairman of the Advisory Committee to the Reichsbank. (Leiter der Reichsgruppe Banken, ständiger Vertreter des Vorsitzenden des Beratungsrates der Reichsbank). /Born in 1882, bank official, chairman of the League of German Bankers, partner in the bank "Merck, Finck & Co."/

FISCHER
Chief of Personnel of the Armed SS. (Chef des Personalamtes der Waffen-SS.).

FLANZE
Chief of a Department in the Reich Post Ministry. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichspostministerium). /Born in 1889./

FLEISCHMANN, Otto
Chief of a Department in the Reich Post Ministry. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichspostministerium). /Born in 1892, originally engineer, since 1921 employed with the Reichspost, entered Post Ministry in 1935./

Dr. FLICK, Friedrich
President of the "Reichsvereinigung Eisen" - Wohnerwirtschaftsführer. /Born in 1883, controls the "Flick" Combine./

FLORIAN, Friedrich Karl
Gauleiter Düsseldorf. - S.A.-Gruppenführer, MdR., PSt. /Born in 1894, clerk in a Ruhr mine, war service 1914/18 in the army and air force, joined Party in 1924./

FORSTER, Albert
Gauleiter and Reichsstatthalter Danzig/Westpreussen. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, MdR., PSt. /Born in 1902, bank clerk apprentice, leading part in conservative shop assistants' organisation. Rumour: Related to Hitler./
Dr. FRANK, Hans
Governor-General of Poland (General Government), President of the International Chamber of Law. - SS-Obergruppenführer, MdR, Reichsleiter (?) (Generalgouverneur im Generalgouvernement, Präsident der Internationalen Rechtshammer). [Born in 1900, barrister: formerly Bavarian Minister of Justice, Reich Minister without portfolio, leader of the Lawyers' League, President of the Academy for German Law.]

FRANK, Karl Hermann
Minister of State (ranking as Reich Minister), Senior SS- and Police Leader in the Protectorate, Vice-President of the South-Eastern Europe Company. - SS-Obergruppenführer, MVGH. (Staatsminister (Rank : Reichsminister), Höherer SS- und Polizeiführer im Protektorat, Vizepräsident der " Süd- Ost-Europa Gesellschaft "). [Born in 1898, originally bookseller and small publisher, collaborator of Henlein.]

FRANKE, Hans - Acting Head of the NSS Central Office.

FRAUENFELD, Alfred Eduard
Commissioner-General for the Crimea (formerly), Chief of Vienna Propaganda Office, Managing Director of the Reich Theatre Chamber. - MdR. (Generalkommissar Krim, Leiter des Reichspropagandaamtes Wien, Geschäftsführer der Reichstheaterkammer). [Born in 1898, originally bank-clerk, member of the NSDAP, in Austria since 1929, Gauleiter Vienna.]

Dr. FREISLER, Roland
President of the People's Tribunal. - MdR., PSt., MADR. (Präsident des Volksgerichtshofes). [Born in 1893, barrister, member of the NSDAP since 1924, 1933/1942 "Staatssekretär" in Ministry of Justice.]

FREYBERG, Alfred
Oberbürgermeister Leipzig. - SS-Gruppenführer, MdR. [Born in 1892, lawyer, joined Party in 1922, 1932 Minister of State Anhalt.]

FREYTAG, Hermann
Oberbürgermeister Duisburg. - MdR. [Born in 1900, member of a Free Corps, economist, worked for a time with Krupp, later Party official.]

Dr. FRICK, Wilhelm
Reich Protector Bohemia and Moravia, Leader of the Nazi Party in the Reichstag. - Reichsleiter. (Reichsprotektor für Böhmen und Mähren, Führer der Reichstagsfraktion der NSDAP). [Born in 1877, professional civil servant in Bavaria, old Party member, until August 1943 Reich Minister of the Interior. Resigned from post in April.]

FRICKE
Chief of Staff of Naval Warfare. - Admiral. (Chef des Stabes der Seekriegsführung). [Born in 1889, professional naval officer.]

Dr. FRIDRICH
Oberbürgermeister Breslau. - SS-Standartenführer. [Professional officer (?)]

FRIED, Ferdinand
Deputy Chief Editor of "Münchner Neueste Nachrichten." (Stellvertretender Hauptschriftleiter der "Münchner Neueste Nachrichten"). [Journalist and economist.]

Fritsch, v.
See Survey of Changes.
Dr. FRTISCH, Karl
Minister of the Interior in Saxony, Chief of the Red Cross in Saxony. - SS.-Brigadeführer, SA.-Brigadeführer, MdR. (Sächsischer Innenminister, Landesfahrer IV. der Deutschen Roten Kreuzes). [Born in 1901, member of a Free Corps, journalist, since 1924 Party official, for a time Deputy Gauleiter of Saxony.]

Dr. FRITZSCHE, Hans
Delegate for the Political Supervision of Broadcasting in Greater Germany, Chief of the Department "Broadcasting" in the Reich Propaganda Ministry. - Ministerialdirektor. (Beauftragter für die Politische Gestaltung des Großdeutschen Rundfunks, Leiter der Abteilung "Rundfunk" im Reichspropagandaministerium). [Born in 1900, originally a journalist in the conservative "Scherl" (Hugenberg) press concern, whose newsagency was taken over by the Propaganda Ministry in 1933, became chief editor of official DNB agency, regular political commentator (1937) on the wireless and Head of the Home Press Division of the Propaganda Ministry in 1940. Since Autumn 1942 Chief of Political Broadcasting.]

FRÖHlich, Karl
President of the Reich Film Chamber. - Professor. (Präsident der Reichsfilmkammer).

FRÖHlich, Stefan
Commander in Luftgau XVII., Wien. - General der Flieger. (Formerly in command of the "Flieger Korps Afrika.")

FROMM, Fritz
C.-in-C. Reserve Army and Chief of Army Equipment. - Generaloberst. (Befehlshaber des Ersatzheeres und Chef der Heeresrüstung). [Born in 1888, professional officer, 1918 Lieutenant, at present a member of the Armaments Council.]

FRÜNDT, Theodor

Dr. FUNK, Walter
Reich Minister of Economics,* President of the Bank of Germany, Plenipotentiary - General for Economy, Member of the War Cabinet, Vice-President of the Reich Chamber of Culture. (Reichsminister des Reichswirtschaftsministerium, Reichsbankpräsident, Generalbevollmächtigter für die Wirtschaft, Mitglied des Ministerrates für die Reichsverteidigung, 1. Vizepräsident der Reichskulturkammer). [Born in 1890, journalist and economist, was predecessor of Dr. Otto Dietrich as Press Chief of the Reich Government. Resigned from post on 4 April 45.]

GANNINGER, Franz
Gaunmann Franken. - MdR. (Born in 1900, technician.)

Dr. GANZMÜLLER, Albert
Staatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Transport, Deputy Director-General of the State Railways. - SA.-Brigadeführer. (Staatssekretär im Reichsverkehrswirtschaftsministerium, stellvertretender Generaldirektor der Reichsbahnen). [Born in 1905, member of a Free Corps, technician from 1932 onwards employed by the German State Railways, joined Party in 1931, holder of the "Blutorden."/

* The Reich Minister for Armaments has now taken over some of the tasks of the Ministry of Economics.
GAUS
See Survey of Changes.

GEBAUER, Heinz
Oberbürgermeister Wuppertal. /Born in 1902./

GEIGER, Otto Wilhelm
Chief of the Propaganda Office of the Labour Front. — Reichsminister,
(Leiter der Abteilung “Propaganda” im Zentralbüro der
DAF.). /Born in 1892./

GEILENBERG, Johannes
Chief of the Central Office for Munitions in the Reich Ministry of
Armaments and War Production. (Leiter der Zentralabteilung für
Munition im Reichsministerium für Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion). /Born in 1907.

GEISLER, Franz
Chief Editor of the “Münchner Neueste Nachrichten.” (Haupt-
schriftleiter der “Münchner Neueste Nachrichten”).

GERLAND, Karl
Acting Gauleiter Kurhessen. — SS.-Brigadenführer, MdR. /Born in
1905, formerly Party official in Gaue Munich-Oberbayern, until he
was promoted Gauleiter Deputy Lower Danube in 1939./

GERLING, Robert
Leading personality in the “Gering Insurance Concern.” /Born
in 1913./

Dr. GESSNER, Ludwig
Landeshauptmann Hannover.

GIESELBRECHT, V.
Gauobmann Tirol/Vorarlberg.

GIESLER, Paul
Gauleiter Munich/Upper Bavaria, Bavarian Prime Minister and
Minister of the Interior. — SA.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. /Born in
1895, architect and son of a leading Party architect, war service
1914-18, active member of the NSDAP, since 1924. SA-Leader
until Nov. 1941, then Gauleiter South Westphalia. /Bavarian Minister of
Education, Culture, and Economic Affairs. /

GIESS, Hermann
Chief of a Dept. in the Reich Post Ministry. — Ministerialdirektor.
(Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichspostministerium). /Born in 1875,
civil servant, since 1894 employed by the “Reichspost.”/

GIESENEJTH
See Survey of Changes.

GILDE, Herbert
Commander of the SS.-Division “Wiking.” — SS.-Gruppenführer,
WSS.-Generalmajor. /Born in 1897, formerly Commander of an
SS-Artillery Regiment. /Commander of an SS- Panzer-Korps since Sept. 44

GILLES
Chief of the Dept. “Youth Welfare” in the Central Office of the
NSV. (Leiter der Hauptstelle “Jugendhilfe” im Reichsamt
für Volkswohlfahrt). /Born in 1902, studied history, war service 1914-1918, member of a Free Corps,
archivist, since 1932 Party official, 1933 Intendant of the Western
German Broadcasts. /
GLOKKE, Gerhard
Commander in Military District VI., Münster. - General der Infanterie. (Befehlshaber im WK. VI). (Born in 1884; professional officer.) Died in June 1944.

GLÜCKS
Commander of Concentration Camps. - WSS.-Generalmajor. (Kommandeur der Konzentrationslager).

Dr. GEMELIN, Ulrich
Deputy Reich Students' Leader. (Stellvertretender Reichsstudentenführer). (Old family of university professors.)

GODLEWSKI, Curt
Deputy Reich Students' Leader. (Stellvertretender Reichsstudentenführer). (Old family of university professors.)

Dr. GOEBBELS, Paul Josef
Reich Minister for Public Enlightenment and Propaganda, Reich Propaganda Chief of the Party, Member of the Secret Cabinet Council, President of the Reich Chamber of Culture, Gauleiter Berlin, Chairman of the Inter-Ministerial Air Damage Commission. - Reichsleiter, MdR. (Reichsminister für Volksaufklärung und Propaganda, Reichspropagandaleiter der NSDAP., Mitglied des Geheimen Kabinettirates, Präsident der Reichskulturkammer, Leiter des inter-ministeriellen Luftkriegschädigungsauausschusses). (Born in 1897, studied history, science of art, literature and philosophy at various universities, since 1922 active in politics, Party journalist, 1926 leader of the NSLB. in Saxony., 1929 Reich Propaganda Chief of the NSDAP., since 1933 Reich Minister.) Suicided May 1.

GOEDECKE
Deputy Oberpräsident Westphalia, Regierungspräsident.

GÖPFERT, Artur
Minister of Education in Saxony. - NSFK.-Oberführer, MdR. (Sächsischer Volksbildungskommissar). (Born in 1902, originally teacher, member of the NSDAP, since 1923, 1930 leader of the NSLB., Saxony.)

GOERENZ, Paul
Deputy Chairman of the Board of “Friedrich Krupp, AG.” - Professor. (Born in 1882.)

GÖRING, Hermann Wilhelm
Successor designate to Hitler, chairman of the War Cabinet, member of the Secret Cabinet Council, Reich Minister for Air, C.-in-C. of the Air Force, Prime Minister of Prussia, President of the Reichstag, Trustee for the Four-Year-Plan, President of the Prussian State Council, Reich Hunting Master, Reich Chief Forester, Head of the “Hermann Göring” Industrial Concern, etc. - Reichsmarschall, SS.-Obergruppenführer, SA-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Nachfolger des Fahrers, Präsident des Ministerrates für die Reichsverteidigung, Mitglied des Geheimen Kabinettirates, Reichsmarschall, Oberbefehlshaber der Luftwaffe, Preußischer Ministerpräsident, Präsident des Reichstages, Beauftragter für den Vierjahresplan, Präsident des Preußischen Staatsrates, Reichsforstmeister, Reichskommissar, Oberster Leiter der "Hermann Göring Werke," etc.). (Born in 1893, cadet school, 1912 Lieutenant, 1914 joined German Air Force, distinguished fighter-pilot, 1918 Air Force Captain and last C.O. of “Richthofen” squadron in World War I., 1919-22 in Denmark and Sweden, 1922-23 studied history and economics at Munich University, 1922 organiser and leader of SA., wounded in Hitler Putsch, 1924-25 in Rome, 1926 in Sweden, 1927 again in...
Germany, agent for firms of the aircraft industry, since 1928 MdR., 1930 Hitler's political commissioner in Berlin, 1932 first Nazi President of the Reichstag, 1933 Prussian Prime Minister, Reich Air Minister, C.-in-C. of the Prussian Police and Gestapo, since 1935 C.-in-C. of Air Force.

GÖRLITZER, Arthur
Deputy Gauleiter Berlin. — MdR., PSt. /Born in 1893, war service 1914-18, prisoner of war in France, municipal clerk in Berlin. /Tief in Reich Ihiritt, pfrntrc thr CcL. Pehtturtt, b. 

GOETZ, Carl
Chairman of the Board of the "Dresdner Bank," Berlin and of the "Länderbank," Wien. /Born in 1885, banker. /

GOLDSCHMIDT, Theo Heinrich
Chairman of Board of "Th. Goldschmidt AG.," Essen (Chemical Industry). /Born in 1883, technician. /

GRAENER, Paul
Vice-President of the Reich Chamber of Music. - Professor. (Vizepräsident der Reichsmusikkammer). /Born in 1872, composer. /

Dr. GRAEWENITZ, Kurt Fritz v.
German Foreign Office Representative in Greece. /Born in 1898, successor to Altenburg. /

Dr. GRAMSCH
Official on the Board of the Four-Year-Plan. - Ministerialdirkter. /Born in 1891. /

GRANZOW, Walter
President of the German Revenue Bank and Credit Institute, leader of the "Wirtschaftsgruppe" Credit Associations. - SS.-Brigadeführer, MdB., M.ADR. (Präsident der Deutschen Kreditbank, Führer der Wirtschaftsgruppe Kreditgenossenschaften). /Born in 1887, studied agriculture, war service 1914-18, official of the NSDAP since 1931, 1932 Prime Minister Mecklenburg-Schwerin, since 1933 as at present. /Graenzlat Celebrations for 25 Years in office of Josephs /

Dr. GRAWSITZ, Ernst Robert
Vice-President of the German Red Cross, Reich Medical Officer of the SS. and the Police. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, WSS. Generalleutnant. (Vizepräsident des Deutschen Roten Kreuzes, Reichsrat SS. und Polizei). /Physician.

GREIFELT, Ulbrich
Chief of the Central Office of the Reich Commissioner for consolidation of German Nationhood, permanent Chairman of the German Resettlement Trustee Company. - SS.-Obergruppenführer. (Leiter des Stabshauptamtes beim Reichskommissar für die Festigung des Deutschen Volksstums, ständiger Vorsitzender der Deutschen Treuhand G.m.b.H.).

GREIM, Robert Ritter v.
Commander of an Air Fleet. - Generaloberst. (Befehlshaber einer Luftflotte). /Born in 1892, professional officer, 1918 Captain. /

GREISER, Artur
Gauleiter and Reichstatthalter Wartheland. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, NSFK. Obergruppenführer, MdB. /Born in 1897, war service 1914-18 as naval N.C.O., member of a Free Corps, 1934-39 President of the Danzig Senate, business man. /

GREYER, Paul
Member of the Board of the "Reichskreditgesellschaft AG.," Berlin. /Born in 1896. /

GRIMM
See Survey of Changes.
Dr. GRITZBACH, Erich
Press Chief of the Prussian Government, Chief of the Staff Office of the Reich Marshal, Secretary of the Prussian State Council. - Ministerial-direktor, PSt. (Presschef der Preussischen Landesregierung, Chef des Stabamtes des Reichsmarschalls, Sekretär des Preussischen Staatsrates). /Born in 1896, war service 1914-18, member of a Frontier Guard Corps, official of the Prussian State Administration, friend and biographer of Göring./

GROHÉ, Josef
Gauleiter Köln-Aachen. - SS.-Gruppenführer, NSKK.-Obergruppenführer, MdR., PSt. /Born in 1902, commercial clerk, since 1921 member of the NSDAP., since 1926 Party journalist./

GROHNE
Vice-President of the People’s Tribunal. (Vizepräsident des VGH.).

Dr. GROSS, Walter

GROSSER
President of the Academy of Science, Prague. (Präsidium der Akademie für Wissenschaft, Prag). /Born in 1873, university lecturer./

GROSSHERR, Ferdinand
Deputy Gauleiter East Prussia. - MdR. (Stellvertretender Gauleiter Ostpreußen). /Born in 1898, business man./

Dr. GRUBER, Erich
Regierungspräsident Lower Danube.

Dr. GRÜNBERG, Hans Bernhard v.
Rector of Königsberg University, Gaumtuleiter East Prussia. Professor. /University lecturer./

GÜDERIAN, Helmut
Inspector-General of Armoured Forces. - Generaloberst. (Generalinspekteur der Panzertruppen). /Born in 1888, professional officer, 1918 Captain, took part in secret organisation of German armoured troops before 1935, was probably in disgrace after November 1941, reappeared 1942/43./

GÜRTNER
See Survey of Changes.

GUTENBERGER, Karl
Senior SS.- and Police Leader Military District VI. (Münster), Chief of SS.-Oberabschnitt West. - SS.-Gruppenführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei, MdR. (Höherer SS. und Polizeiführer im WK. VI., Führer der SS.-O.A. West). /Born in 1905, bank clerk, prior to his present post Police President Essen./

Dr. GUTH, Karl
Managing Director of Reich Organisation of Industry, (Hauptgeschäftsführer der Reichsgruppe Industrie). /Born in 1889, business man, industrialist./

GUTTERER, Leopold
Staatssekretär in the Reich Propaganda Ministry, second Vice President of the Reich Chamber of Culture. - SS.-Brigadeführer, Staatssekretär. (Staatssekretär im Reichspabaganministerium, Zweiter Vizepräsident der Reichskulturkammer). /Born in 1903, old Party member, formerly in the Reich propaganda unit of the Döberitz, imprisoned as Staatssekretär by Raßmann. Chairman of Board of Management of UFA Film Co.- Born 1901, studied German literature, history, journalism, party official, member of Freikorps 1919. In prison, 1933, in Reich Propaganda Ministry.
HAAKE, Heinrich
Reich Inspector of the NSDAP, Landeshauptmann Rhineland.
- S.A.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Reichsinspekteur der NSDAP, Landeshauptmann Rheinland). /Born in 1892, bank clerk./

HABEDANK, Rudolf
Gauobmann Hamburg, member of the Hamburg State Council. (Gauobmann Hamburg, Hamburgischer Staatrat). /Born in 1893, electrician./

HABICHT
See Survey of Changes.

HADAMOVSKY, Eugen
Chief of Staff of the Party's Reich Propaganda Office. - NSKK.-Gruppenführer. (Stabsleiter der Reichspropagandaleitung). /Born in 1904, technician, member of a Free Corps, Party official, until 1942 Programme Director of the German Broadcasting Corporation./

Dr. HACKER, Otto
Chief Editor of "Neues Wiener Tagblatt." /Born in 1891, university lecturer./

HAEFELY, Wilhelm
Chief of the Literature and Liaison Departments in the Reich Propaganda Ministry. - Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter der Schriftumsabteilung und Verbindungsstelle im Reichspropagandaministerium).

HAENICKE, Siegfried
Commander in Military District "General-Government." - General der Infanterie. (Befehlshaber im WK. "General Gouvernement "). /Born in 1878, professional officer, 1918 Captain, stayed with the Reichswehr until 1932, retired, then holding the rank Generalmajor, reactivated in 1938, fought in the present war on both the Western and Eastern fronts./

Dr. HÄRTEL, Adolf
Rector of Technical College Graz. - Professor. /Born in 1891, university lecturer./

HAGEMANN
See Survey of Changes.

HAHN, Karl
Gauobmann Hessen-Nassau.

Dr. HAIDN, Carl
Oberbürgermeister Düsseldorf. - SS.-Oberführer. /Born in 1903./

HALDEIR
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. HALT, Karl Ritter v.
Chief of the Reich Office for Athletics, on the Board of the "Deutsche Bank." - S.A.-Brigadeführer. (Leiter des Reichsfachamtes für Leichtathletik, Vorstandsmitglied der "Deutschen Bank"). /Born in 1891, war-service 1914-15, bank clerk, pre-1914 Olympic games athlete./

Dr. HAMANN, Kurt
Chairman of the Board of the Victoria Insurance Company. /Born in 1898./

HAMEL, Paul
HAMKENS, Otto
Regierungspräsident Schleswig. /Born in 1887./

Dr. HANDLOSER
Chief Medical Officer of the Armed Forces and Head of the Army Medical Service. – Generaloberstabsarzt, Professor. (Heeres-sanitätsinspektor, für das gesamte Sanitätswesen der Wehrmacht zuständig).

Dr. HANIEL, Franz
On the Board of “Gute-Hoffnungshütte” Oberhausen. /Born in 1883, industrialist./

Dr. HANKE, Karl
Gauleiter and Oberpräsident Lower Silesia. – SS.–Obergruppenführer, MdR. /Born in 1903, technician, formerly Staatssekretär in Reich Propaganda Ministry./

HANNEKEN, Hermann v.
Military Commander in Denmark. – General der Infanterie. (Militärbefehlshaber in Dänemark). /Born in 1890, prior to present post Wehrwirtschafts Chief in the Reich Ministry of Economics./

HARTMANN, Paul
President of the Reich Chamber of Theatre. – Staatsschauspieler. (Präsident der Reichstheaterkammer). /Prominent actor./

HASSENPFLUG, Werner
Head of the Railway Department in the Reich Ministry of Transport. – Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter der Abteilung Eisenbahnen im Reichsverkehrsministerium).

Dr. HAUSSER, Paul
Commander of the second SS. Armoured Corps. – SS.—Obergruppenführer, WSS. General. (Kommandeur des zweiten SS-Panzerkorps). /Born in 1880, until 1934 Reichsnachrichten General, joined Party in 1932, since 1934 in Armed SS./

Dr. HAUSHOFER, Karl
President of the German Geopolitical Society. – Generalmajor (ret.), Professor. (Präsident der deutschen Gesellschaft für Geopolitik). /Born in 1869, university lecturer, professional officer, formerly President of the VDA./

HAUSNER, Paul
Commander of the second SS. Armoured Corps. – SS.–Obergruppenführer, WSS. General. (Kommandeur des zweiten SS-Panzerkorps). /Born in 1880, until 1934 Reichsnachrichten General, joined Party in 1932, since 1934 in Armed SS./

Dr. HAYLER, Franz
Staatssekretär in the Ministry of Economics. – SS.—Brigadeführer, MdR. (Staatssekretär im Reichswirtschaftsministerium). /Born in 1886, war service 1917-18, member of a Free Corps, took part in Hitler Putsch 1923, business man, Party official, owner of a Munich delicatessen store, Head of the “Reich Organisation” of Commerce until 1943./

Dr. HEBERLEIN, E.
Minister in the German Embassy in Spain. (Gesandter in der Deutschen Botschaft in Spanien). Professional diplomat./

HECKE
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. HEDDING, Otto
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Finance. – Ministerialdirektor, Professor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsfinanzministerium). /Born in 1881, since 1921 in the Reich Finance Administration./
HEIDERICH, Karl Heinz  
Deputy Chief of the Official Party Censorship for the Protection of NS. Literature. — Oberdienstleiter. (Stellvertretender Chef der parteiamtlichen Prüfungskommission zum Schutze NS. Schrifttums).  
/Born in 1902, Party official./

Dr. HEIDEMANN, Karl  
Deputy Chief Editor of "Bergwerkszeitung." /Born in 1905./

HEIDI  

HEILINGBRUNNER, Friedrich  
Commander in Luftgau XIII. (Nürnberg). — General der Flakartillerie. (Befehlshaber im Luftgau XIII). /Born in 1891, professional officer./

HEIN, Gerhard  
Inspector-General of pre-military training of the Hitler Youth. — Bannführer. (Inspekteur der vormilitärischen Ausbildung der Hitler Jugend).  
/Born in 1902, Party official./

HEINRICH, Gotthard  
Commander of an Army in Russia. — Generaloberst. (Befehlshaber einer Armee in Russland). /Born in 1886, professional officer, 1st Lieutenant in 1918./

HEINRICI, Gotthard  
Commander of an Army in Russia. — Generaloberst. (Befehlshaber einer Armee in Russland). /Born in 1886, professional officer, 1st Lieutenant in 1918./

HEISSMEYER, August  

HEITZ  
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. HELLMUTH, Otto  
Gauleiter and Regierungspräsident-Meinfranken. — S.A.-Gruppenführer, MdR. /Born in 1896, war service 1914-18, dentist./

HELM  
German Police Attaché in Serbia.

Dr. HELMS, Hans v.  
Dr. HEMPEL, Eduard
German Minister in Dublin. (Deutscher Gesandter in Dublin). (Professional diplomat.)

HENKE, Andor
Unterstaatssekretär in the Foreign Office, Chief of the Political Department. (Unterstaatssekretär im Auswärtigen Amt, Leiter der Abteilung "Politik"). (Born in 1895, war service 1914-18, professional diplomat.)

HENKE, Andor
Unterstaatssekretär in the Foreign Office, Chief of the Political Department. (Unterstaatssekretär im Auswärtigen Amt, Leiter der Abteilung "Politik"). (Born in 1895, war service 1914-18, professional diplomat.)

HENKEL
Rector of the University, Breslau. (Professor. (University lecturer.)

Dr. HENKEL, Hugo
Leading personality in the Henkel Concern (chemical industry). (Born in 1881, technician, industrialist.)

HENLEIN, Konrad
Gauleiter and Reichsstatthalter Sudetenland. (SS.-Obergruppenführer, MdR.) (Born in 1898, gymnastics teacher, organiser and leader of the Nazis in Sudetenland.)

HENNINGSEN, Harry

HENSCHEL, Oskar
Leading personality in the Henschel Concern (Aircraft and Locomotives). (Born in 1899, industrialist.)

HERMANN, Fritz
Acting Regierungspräsident, Lüneburg. (SS.-Oberführer. (Born in 1885, professional officer until 1922, factory manager, writer, Police President Hagen and later Stettin.)

HERRMANN-LEJEUNE, Günther

HERZIG
Rector of Technical College, Brunswick. (Rektor der Technischen Hochschule Braunschweig).

Dr. HESS, Hans
Chairman of the Board of "Allianz" Insurance Company, Berlin. (Born in 1881.)

HESS
See Survey of Changes.

HESS, Victor Fr.
Rector of Technical College, Stuttgart. (Rektor der Technischen Hochschule, Stuttgart.) (Born in 1883, university lecturer.)

HESSEN, Prinz Philip v.
Oberpräsident of Hessen-Nassau. (SS.-Obergruppenführer, PSt. (Born in 1896, served in last war, architect, Convener of the Prince of Wales law of King Manuel of Zanzibar.)

Dr. HETTLAGE, Karl

73
HEWEL, Walter
Chief of the Personal Staff of the Reich Minister for Foreign Affairs, Plenipotentiary of the Foreign Office with the Führer. - SS.-Brigadeführer, Botschafter. (Leiter des persönlichen Stabes des Reichsaussenministers, Beauftragter des Auswärtigen Amts beim Führer). [-Potege and close collaborator of Ribbentrop./

HEYDRICH
See Survey of Changes.

HIEGE, Ferdinand
Chief of a Dept. in the Reich Ministry of Agriculture, Departmental Chief in the Staff Office of the Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German Nationhood, President of the Bank for Colonisation. - SS.-Obersturmbannführer. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft, Amtschef im Statshauptamt des Reichskommissars für die Festigung des Deutschen Volksstums).

HIEMER, Ernst
Chief Editor "Der Stürmer."

HIERL, Konstantin
Reich Minister of the Reich Labour Service. - Reichsleiter, MDR. (Reichsminister für den Reichsarbeitsdienst). [Born in 1875, professional officer until 1924, Party official.]

HILDEBRANDT, Friedrich
Gauleiter and Reichsstatthalter in Mecklenburg. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, MDR. [Born in 1898, Party official, originally agricultural labourer.]

HILDEBRANDT, Richard
Chief of the SS.-Head Office for Race and Settlement. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, General der Polizei, MDR., MVGH. (Chef des Rasse- und Siedlungshauptamtes der SS.). [Born in 1897, war service 1914-18, commercial clerk, lived in U.S.A. 1928-30, Party official, was leader of the SS.-OA. Danzig and Commissioner of Himmler for the Consolidation of German Nationhood, 1941 Commissioner for Resettlement in Bessarabia, until 1943 Senior SS.- and Police Leader in WK. XX.]

HILGARD, Eduard
Leader of the Reich Organisation "Insurance." (Leiter der Reichsgruppe "Versicherungen"). [Born in 1884, war service 1914-18, civil servant, manager of an insurance company.]

HILGENFELDT, Erich
Chief of the Party's Dept. for Public Welfare, Leader of the NS. Welfare League, Reich Trustee for the Winter Relief Campaign Chief of the German Women's League. - SS.-Gruppenführer, Oberbefehlshaber, MDR. (Leiter des Amtes für Volkswohlfahrt, Leiter der NSV., Reichsbeauftragter für das Winterhilfswerk, Leiter der Deutschen Frauenenschaft). [Born in 1897, volunteered in the last war, manager of industrial enterprises, Party official.]

Dr. HILLEBRAND, Rolf
Acting war-time leader of the League for Germanism Abroad. - Oberbannführer. (Kriegsführer des Volksbundes für das Deutschland im Ausland).

HIMMLER, Gebhard
Important official in the NSBDT. - Ministerialrat. (Reichsberufswalter im NSBDT.). [He also holds an important position in the SS. Head Office, (probably a brother of Heinrich Himmler).]
HIMMLER, Heinrich
Reich and Prussian Minister of the Interior, Reich Leader SS, Plenipotentiary-General for Administration, member of the War Cabinet, Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German Nationhood, leader of the League of Academically Trained Farmers.
- Reichsleiter, MdR., PSt. (Reich- und Preussischer Innenminister, Generalbundesmiihchtiger für die Verwaltung, Reichskommissar für die Festigung Deutschen Volkstums, Reichsführer SS., Führer des Reichs- bundes Deutscher Diplomlandwirte). /Born in 1900, served in the last war, studied agriculture, technical assistant, studied economy, miscellaneous jobs, including chicken farming, Party official; 1923 took part in Hitler Putsch, 1928 Reich Leader SS., 1933 Police President and Commander of Political Police Units outside Prussia, 1934 Head of the Prussian Police, 1936 Chief of the German Police, 1939 Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German Nationhood./

HINKEL, Hans
Secretary-General and Chief Editor of the Reich Chamber of Culture, Chief of the Department for the care of the Forces in the Reich Propaganda Ministry. — Gruppenführer, Ministerialdirigent, MdR., PSt. (Generalsekretär und Hauptschriftleiter der Reichskulturkammer, Leiter der Abteilung "Truppenbetreuung" im Reichspropagandaministerium). /Born in 1901, student, member of a Free Corps, writer, Party official./

Dr. HIPPLER, Fritz
Chief of the Film Department in the Reich Propaganda Ministry. — Oberbannführer, Ministerialdirector. (Leiter der Filmabteilung im Reichspropagandaministerium). /Born in 1909, studied economics in Heidelberg, leader of the NS, Students' League in Heidelberg, member of the "Reichsjugendführung."/

HIRSCHAUER, Friedrich
President of the Reich A.R.P. League. — General der Flakartillerie. (Präsident des Reichsluftschutzbundes). /Born in 1883, professional officer./

HITLER, Adolf
Head of State, Party and Reich Government, Supreme Commander of all Armed Forces, C.-in-C. Army, Supreme Commander of the SA., MdR. (Staatsoberhaupt, Führer der Partei und Reichskanzler, Oberster Befehlshaber der Wehrmacht, Oberbefehlshaber des Heeres, Oberster SA.-Führer). /Born in 1889, miscellaneous jobs, war service, army employee, Party official./

HÖFLE, Hermann
Senior SS.- and Police Leader of Military District XI., (Hanover).- Ober-SS.-Gruppenführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei, NSKK.-Obergruppenführer, MVGH. (Höherer SS.- und Polizeiführer im Wehrkreis XI.). Officer in the last war, member of a Free Corps, took part in the Spanish Civil War, deputy leader of the NSKK./

HÖPKE
Editor of the "Deutsche Bergwerkszeitung."

HOEPNER
See Survey of Changes.

HÖRETH, Konrad
Gauwennah Bayreuth. /Born in 1905.

HOFER, Franz
Gaulen and Reichsstatthalter Tyrol-Vorarlberg. — NSKK.- Gruppenführer, MdR. /Born in 1902, shop-keeper, Party official./
HOFFMANN, Albert
Gauleiter Westphalia-South. — SS.-Gruppenführer, MdR. (Born in 1907, business man, joined Party in 1925, formerly reporter on Interior Affairs to the Staff of the (former) Deputy Leader Hess, Deputy Gauleiter Upper Silesia 1942.)

Dr. HOFFMANN, Philip
Regierungspräsident Königsberg. — SS.-Brigadeführer. (Civil Servant.)

HOFFMANN
See Survey of Changes.

HOFFMEISTER
State Commissioner for Hanover acting as Oberbürgermeister. (Staatskommissar für Hannover).

HOFMANN, Otto
Senior SS. and Police Leader of Military District V. (Stuttgart), Chief of the SS. Office for Race and Settlement. — SS.-Obergruppenführer, WSS. Generalleutnant. (Höherer SS. und Polizeiführer im WK. V., Chef des Rasse- und Stellungshauptamtes SS.). (Born in 1896.)

Dr. HOLFELDER, Albert
Chief of the Department for Education in the Reich Ministry of Education. — SS.-Standartenführer, Ministerialdirektor. (Chef des Amtes Erziehung im Reichsministerium für Wissenschaft, Erziehung und Volksbildung).

HOLZ, Karl
Deputy (and acting) Gauleiter Franconia. — SA.-Gruppenführer, MdR. (Stellvertretender und kommissarischer Gauleiter Franken). (Born in 1895, bookseller, formerly editor of "Der Stürmer").

HOLZSCHUHER
See Survey of Changes.

HONOLD
Head of a Department in the Reich Post Ministry. — Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichspostministerium).

HOSSFELD, Johannes
Inspector-General of the Customs Frontier Service in the Reich Ministry of Finance. (Inspekteur des Zollgrenzschutzes im Reichsfinanzministerium). (Born in 1879, civil servant.)

HOTH, Hermann
C.-in-C. of an Armoured Division. — Generaloberst. (Befehlshaber einer Panzerarmee). (Born in 1885, professional officer, 1918 Captain.)

Dr. HOUDEMONT, Eduard
Special Commissioner for Production Changes in the Metal Industry, director of "Krupps." (Sonderbeauftragter für die Metallumstellung). (Born in 1896.)

HOYNINGEN-HUENE, Baron Oswald v.
German Minister in Portugal. (Deutscher Gesandter in Portugal). (Born in 1885, professional diplomat.)

HUBRIG
Chief of a Department in the Reich Post Ministry. — Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichspostministerium). (Civil servant.)
Dr. HUÉBER, Franz
President of the Supreme Administrative Court. - S.A.-Brigadeführer, MdR. (Präsident des Reichsverwaltungsgerichtes). (Born in 1894, solicitor, brother-in-law of Göring.)

HÜHN, W.
Chief of the Central Department of the Reich Post Ministry. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter der Zentralabteilung im Reichspostministerium).

HÜHNLEIN
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. HUGENBERG, Alfred
Partner in the publishing firm "Scherl & Nachf." (Born in 1865, industrialist before the last war, chairman of the directorate of "Friedrich Krupp AG." and President of the "Mining Ass." Founded 1914 the "Ausland G.m.b.H.", publisher, collaborator of the Nazis, Reich Minister in first Nazi Government, formerly leader of Conservative "Deutsch-Nationale Partei," owner of the "Scherl," press and "UFA Film" combine.)

Dr. HUNKE, Heinrich

Dr. HUPFAUER, Theo
Chief of the Proficiency Drive of the German Labour Front, Chief of the DAF.'s Office for social self-reliance, Chief of Staff of the NS. Factory Cell Organisation. - Oberdienstleiter. (Leiter des Leistungskampfes der DAF., Leiter des Amtes "Soziale Selbstverantwortung." DAF., Stabsobmann NSBO.). (Born in 1906, formerly Head of a Party Academy.)

HUTH, Wilhelm

IHDE
Manager of the Reich Organisation of the German Press and Manager of the Reich Chamber for Literature. (Hauptgeschäftsführer des Reichsverbands der Deutschen Presse, Geschäftsführer der Reichsschrifttumskammer). (War service 1914-18, bank clerk, journalist.)

HILERT, Helmut
Manager of the Reich Chamber of Music. (Geschäftsführer der Reichsmusikkammer).

Dr. ILGNER, Max
On the Board of "I. G. Farben." (Born in 1899, industrialist, joined Army in 1918, took part in the suppression of Communism as a member of a Free Corps.)

* Now probably controlled by Amann.
Jacob, Reinhardt - Acting Head of Insurance Division
in Reich Ministry of Labor. Posts of Minors Ens.
org. Ministerialadviser. Professional Civil Servant
was in charge of Social Insurance in Austria 1920-4.
ILLGNER, Hans
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Economics, Head of the Central Office for Statistics in the Four-Year-Plan.
Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Hauptabteilung im Reichswirtschaftsministerium, Vorsitzender des statistischen Zentralausschusses im Vierjahresplan). (Born in 1887, professional civil servant?)

JACOB, Alfred
Inspector - General of Engineers and Fortifications. - General der Pioniere. (Generalsinspekteur der Pioniere und Festungen). (Born in 1883, professional officer.)

JAEGER, August
Permanent Deputy Reichsstatthalter of Posen. - Ministerialdirektor, Regierungspräsident. (Ständiger Vertreter des Reichsstatthalters Posen). SA-Abteilungsleiter

JAGOW, Dietrich v.
General der Pioniere. (Generalsinspekteur der Pioniere und Festungen). (Born in 1882, professional civil servant, member of a Free Corps, Party official.)

JAGOW, Hans Georg v.
Regierungspräsident Magdeburg. - Generalleutnant z. V. (Born in 1880, professional officer until 1934.)

JAGWITZ, Eberhard v.
Unterstaatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Economics, Chief of Foreign Currency Department. - MVGH. (Unterstaatssekretär im Reichswirtschaftsministerium und Leiter der Devisenbewirtschaftungsabteilung). (Born in 1887.)

JANASCHEK, Wilhelm
Important personality in the Thyssen Concern.

JANIK
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JANOWSKY
Chief of the Financial Division of the Party's Office for Public Welfare, Chief Party Accountant. - MdR. (Leiter der Finanzabteilung der NSV., Reichsobervorstand). (Born in 1903, member of a Free Corps, business man, Party official since 1931.)

JECKELN, Friedrich
Senior SS. and Police Leader "Ostland." - SS.-Obergruppenführer, General der Polizei, MdR. (Höherer SS. und Polizeiführer Ostland). (Born in 1895, served in the last war, technician, Party official, member of the NSDAP. since 1929.)

Dr. JENKE
Minister and Economic Attaché in the German Embassy in Turkey. (Gesandter und Handelsattache in der Deutschen Botschaft Türken). (Business Agent, brother-in-law of Ribbentrop.)

JESCHONNEK
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. JESSEN, Fritz
On the Board of "Siemens & Halske AG.," Berlin. /Industrialist./

JODL, Alfred
Chief of Supreme General Staff. - Generaloberst. (Chef des Wehrmachtführungstabes). (Born in 1885, professional officer, 1918 Captain.)
JOEL, Georg
Deputy Gauleiter Weser-Ems, Ministerpräsident Oldenburg.
SA-Brigadeführer, MdR. /Born in 1898, war service 1914-18, railway clerk./

JOHLITZ
See Survey of Changes.

JOHST, Hans
President of the Reich Chamber of Literature, President of the German Academy of Poets. — SS-Gruppenführer, PSt. Präsident der Reichsschrifttumskammer, Präsident der Deutschen Dichterkammer. /Born in 1890, writer./

JORDAN, Rudolf
Gauleiter Magdeburg-Anhalt, Reichstatthalter Braunschweig and Anhalt, Minister of State of Anhalt. — SA-Obergruppenführer, MdR., PSt. /Born in 1902, member of a Free Corps, teacher, Gauleiter since 1931./

JOST
See Survey of Changes.

JOHLITZ
See Survey of Changes.

JOST
Rector of Technical College Dresden. (Rektor der Technischen Hochschule in Dresden). /University lecturer./

Dr. JÜGLER, Richard
Chief Editor of the "Berliner Börsen Zeitung." (Hauptschriftleiter der BBZ.).

JÜRGENSON, Thomas
Chief of Military Training of the SA. — SA-Brigadeführer. (Chef des Wehrstabes der SA.).

JÜR, Heinrich
Chief of Armed SS. Recruiting. — SS-Gruppenführer, MVGH. (Chef des Ergänzungsamtes der Waffen-SS.).

JÜTTNER, Hans
Chief of the Executive Division (High Command) of the Armed SS. — SS-Obergruppenführer, WSS-Generalleutnant, MdR. (Chef des Kommandoamtes der Waffen-SS.).

JÜTTNER, Max
Chief of the Executive Division of the SA., Permanent Deputy of the Chief of Staff of the SA. — SA-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Chef des Führungsaufnahme der SA., ständiger Stellvertreter des Stabschefs der SA.). /Born in 1888, professional officer, member of a Free Corps./

JUNECO
Chief of Staff of the Technical Emergency Service. (Chef des Stabes des Reichsämtes der TN.).

Dr. JUNG, Karl
Deputy Reichsleiter for Colonial Policy. — Reichsamtleiter, MdR. (Vertreter des Reichsleiters für Kolonialpolitik). /Born in 1883./

Dr. JUNG, Philip Wilhelm
Oberbürgermeister Wien (a). /Born in 1884, solicitor, Deputy in Hesse Diet./

(a) "On long leave," January, 1944.
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Dr. JUNG, Rudolf
Chief of a Division in the Reich Ministry of Labour, President of the Provincial Labour Exchange Central Germany, Reich Inspector for Manpower. – SS.-Gruppenführer, MdR. Gauleiter e.h. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsarbeitsministerium, Präsident des Landesarbeitsamtes Mitteldeutschland, Reichsinspekteur für den Arbeits-einsatz). /Born in 1882, technician, railway official, founder of the "Deutsche Arbeiterbewegung" in Sudetenland (1909), fore-runner of Nazi Party./

JUNGHANS, Prof. Paul
Vice-President of the Reich Chamber of Fine Arts. – Professor. (Vizepräsident der Kammer der Bildenden Künste). /Born in 1876, artist (painter)./

JUNGMANUS, Richard
Plenipotentiary of the RESS in Flanders. – SS.-Gruppenführer. (Bewilligungsführer des Reichsführers SS. in Flandern). /Formerly Leader of the SS.-OA. IV., Hanover./

JUNNE, Hermann
Member of the Presidency of the "Golddiskontbank." (Mitglied des Präsidiums der Golddiskontbank). /Born in 1880./

Dr. JURY, Hugo
Gauleiter and Reichstatthalter Lower Danube. – SS.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. /Born in 1887, physician, prominent in the Nazi Underground Movement in Austria before 1938./

Dr. KAISER
Leader of the German Family League. (Leiter des Reichsbundes Deutsche Familie).

KALTEISCH, Konrad
Leading personality in the "Flick" Concern. /Born in 1898./

Dr. KALTENBRUNNER, Ernst
Chief of SIPO and SD. – SS.-Obergruppenführer, General der Polizei, MdR., Staatssekretär. (Chef der Sicherheitspolizei und des Sicherheitsdienstes). /Born in 1903, barrister, Party official, since 1937 leader of the Austrian SS., Senior SS. and Police Leader in WK. XVII. (Vienna) until 1943./

KAMER, Erwin
Gauobmann Danzig-Westpreussen. – SA.-Oberführer, Oberbe-reichsleiter. /Born in 1899, formerly junior criminal police official, original name Kamrowski./

KAMPFMANN, Karoly
Press and Propaganda Chief of the Reich Labour Service, Chief Editor of the DNB. controlled "Deutscher Schnelldienst" agency. – Generalarbeitsführer, Gauarbeitsführer e.h. (Amtschef für Propaganda des RAD., Hauptschriftleiter "Deutscher Schnelldienst"). /Born in 1902, business man, since 1930 member of the NSDAP./

KAMPS, Rudolf
Minister of Finance in Saxony. – SA.-Gruppenführer. (Sächsischer Finanzminister). /Born in 1885, civil servant./

KAMPITZ, Jürgen v.
KANSTEIN, Paul
Regierungspräsident Hanover. - SS.-Brigadeführer, Generalmajor der Polizei. (War service 1914-18, member of a Free Corps, lawyer, Civil Servant, Head of the Gestapo Berlin, Vice-President of the Police in Berlin, Plenipotentiary for Interior Administration in Denmark, Head of Gestapo Copenhagen.)

KASCHE, Siegfried
German Minister in Croatia. - SA.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Deutscher Gesandter in Kroatien). /Born in 1903, member of a Free Corps, miscellaneous jobs, member of NSDAP since 1926./

KASPAR, Annemarie
Leader of the Office for “Faith and Beauty” in Reich Youth Directorate. (Leiterin des Amtes “Glaube und Schönheit” in der Reichsjugendführung).

KASTNER-KIRDORF
Chief of Air Force Personnel Department. - General der Flieger. (Chef des Luftwaffenpersonalamtes). /Born in 1881, professional officer./

KATE, Georg
Landshauptmann Upper Silesia. /Born in 1905, civil servant./

KATZMANN, Friedrich
Senior SS. and Police Leader in Military District XX. (Danzig). Leader of the SS.-OA. Weichsel. - SS.-Gruppenführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei, MVGH. (Höherer SS. und Polizeiführer im WK. XX. Führer des SS.-OA. Weichsel).

KAUFMANN, Karl
Gauälter and Reichsstatthalter Hamburg, Reich Commissioner for Sea-Shipping. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, NSKK.-Obergruppenführer. (Reichskommissar für die Seeschifffahrt). /Born in 1900, served in the last war, member of a Free Corps, member of NSDAP since 1921, miscellaneous jobs, was temporarily dismissed from the Party before 1933./

KAUL
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. KEEES, Hermann
President of the Academy of Science in Göttingen. - Professor. (Präsident der Akademie für Wissenschaft). /Born in 1886, university lecturer./

Dr. KEEESER, Theodor Eduard
Rector of Hamburg University. - Professor. /Born in 1892, university lecturer./

KEHRBERG, Arno
Chief of Staff and Head of Executive Division of NS. Flying Corps. - NSFK.-Gruppenführer. (Stabsleiter und Chef des Führungsamtes der Korpsführung des NSFK.).

KEHRLE, Hans
Leader of the Economic Group of Textile Industry, Chief of the Department for Mining, Iron, Power-Supplies in the Reich Ministry of Economics, Chairman and Member of the Board of numerous enterprises of German Heavy Industry, incl. the Hermann Göring Group, Ministerialdirektor with the Inspector-General for Water and Power Supplies, Chief President of the Office for Planning in the Reich Ministry for Armaments and War Production. - SS.-Brigadeführer.
fahrer. (Leiter der Wirtschaftsgruppe Textilindustry, Leiter der Hauptabteilung Bergbau, Eisen und Energie im Reichswirtschaftsministerium, Vorsitzender und Aufsichtsratsmitglied in zahlreichen Unternehmen der Schwerindustrie und auch im "Hermann Göring Konzern," Ministerialdirektor beim Generalinspektor für Wasser und Energie, Chefpräsident der Planungsräte im Reichswirtschaftsministerium für Bauenwirtschaft und Kriegsproduktion. [Born in 1900, college for textile industry, 1921-23 in United States, 1926 took over his father's textile factory, travelled frequently to United States and Great Britain.]

KEITEL, Bodewin
Commander in Military District XX. (Danzig). — General der Infanterie. (Befehlshaber im WK. XX.). [Born in 1899, professional officer, younger brother of Field Marshal Keitel.]

KEITEL, Wilhelm
Chief of Supreme High Command, member of the Secret Cabinet Council. — Generaloberst. (Chef des Oberkommandos der Wehrmacht). [Born in 1882, professional officer, 1918 Major.]

KELLER, Alfred
Corps Leader of the NSFK. — Generaloberst. [Born in 1882, professional officer, 1918 Captain, until 1943 Commander of an Air Fleet.]

KEPPLER, Georg
Chief of a SS-Division (Death's Head). — SS-Gruppenführer, WWSS-Generalleutnant, Generalleutnant der Polizei. (Kommandeur einer Totenkopf Division, SS.). [Born in 1894.]

KEPPLER, Wilhelm

KESSLER, Philipp
Member of the Armaments Council, Chief of Industrial Section of Berlin Economic Chamber, on the Advisory Committee of the Reich Post, on the Board of the "Bergmann" Electricity Concern. (Mitglied des Rüstungsrates, Leiter der Abteilung "Industrie" der Wirtschaftskammer Berlin, Mitglied des Ausschusses der Reichspost, Aufsichtsratsmitglied der "Bergmann Elektrizitäts Werke"). [Born in 1888, technician, industrialist.]

KEUDELL, Otto v.
Regierungsrät von Marienwerder. [Born in 1887, professional civil servant, old Prussian officers' family.]

KIEHL, Johannes
On the Board of the "Deutsche Bank." [Born in 1880, banker.]

See Survey of Changes.
KIENITZ, Werner
Commander of Military District II. (Stettin). — General der Infanterie. (Befehlshaber im WK. II.). [Born in 1885, professional officer.]

KILLINGER, Manfred v.
German Minister in Roumania. — SA-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Deutscher Gesandter in Rumänien). [Born in 1886, naval officer, leader of a Free Corps, 1933-34 Reichsstatthalter and Prime Minister of Saxony, German Consul in USA.]

Dr. KIMMICH, Karl
President of the Board of the “Deutsche Bank,” Berlin.

Dr. KIRCHFELD, Franz
Head of a Chief Department in the Reich Ministry of Economics. (Leiter einer Hauptabteilung im Reichswirtschaftsministerium).

KIRDORF
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. KISSKALT, Wilhelm
Deputy Chairman of “Münchener Rückversicherung.” [Born in 1873, solicitor, since 1909 managerial positions in insurance companies.]

KITZINGER, Karl
Commander in the Ukraine. — General der Flieger. [Born in 1885, professional officer.]

KLAGGES, Dietrich

KLAUER, Georg
President of the Reich Patent Office. (Präsidium des Reichspatentamtes). [Born in 1876, civil servant, German delegate on many international meetings.]

Dr. KLAUSING, Friedrich
Rector of University Prague. — Professor. [Born in 1887, university lecturer.]

KLAUSCH, Günther

Dr. KLEBELSBERG, Raimund
Rector of Innsbruck University. — Professor. [Born in 1886, university lecturer.]

KLEINHEISTERKAMP, Matthias

KLEINMANN
See Survey of Changes.

KLEIST, Ewald v.
Commander of an Army Group — Generalfeldmarschall. [Born in 1891, professional officer, 1918 Major, famous Prussian officers’ family. Possibly killed or without active command. Successor SELLER HER.]
KLEMM, Herbert

Staatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Justice. — SA-Oberführer. (Staatssekretär im Reichsjustizministerium). [Born in 1903, lawyer, 1933 official in the Ministry of Justice (Saxony), 1939 official in the Reich Ministry of Justice, took part in the Polish and French Campaigns 1939/40, after the French Campaign posted to the newly created Reich Commissioner for the Occupied Netherlands, 1941/44 in the Chancery of the Party, successor to Rothenberger Jan. 1944.]

KLEMM

See Survey of Changes.

KLEWITZ, Otto

President of the Prussian State Bank. (Präsident der Preußischen Staatsbank (" Seehandlung"). [Born in 1886.]

KLEY, Werner

Chief of the Organisation Department and Inspection Department of the Reich Youth Directorate. — Gebietsführer. (Leiter des Organisationsamtes und der Inspektionsstelle der Reichsjugendführung). [Born in 1912.]

KLITZSCH, Ludwig

Chairman of the " UFA Film AG." [Born in 1881, publisher, film producer, war service 1914-18.]

KLOPFER, Eugen

Vice-President of the Reich Theatre Chamber. — Staatschauspieler. (Vizepräsident der Reichstheaterkammer). Famous actor.

Dr. KLOPFER, Gerhard

Staatssekretär in the Chancery of the Party. — Oberdienstleiter, Ministerialdirektor. (Staatssekretär in der Kanzlei der Partei). [Civil servant (?), specialist in problems of State Law.]

KLUGE, Günther v.

Commander of Army Group Centre (Russia). — Generaloberst. [Born in 1882, professional officer, 1918 Captain, killed in France (unconfirmed).]

KLUGE, Johannes

Deputy Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Finance. — Ministerialdirektor. (Stellvertretender Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsfinanzministerium). [Civil servant (?)].

KNABE, Herbert

Gauobmann Magdeburg-Anhalt. — SA-Brigadeführer. [Born in 1896.]

KNEPPER, August

Managing Director of the " Lothringen Bergwerksgesellschaft," Bochum. [Born in 1880.]

Dr. KNIPFER, Kurt

Ministerialdirektor in the Reich Air Ministry, Inspector-General of the German A.R.P. League. (Ministerialdirektor im Reichsluftfahrtministerium, Inspekteur des Reichsluftschutzbundes). [Born in 1892, professional flying officer, since 1919 civil servant, first in police administration, later in civil aviation.]

KOFN Pöbstl — SD-Oberrührer, Deputa General Südd-Hannover —

Dr. KOCH

Staatsrat der Reichsregierung. — Deputa Reichsstatthalter Tyrol. — Regierungspräsident.

KOCH, Erich

Gauobmann and Oberpräsident East Prussia, Reich Commissioner Ukraine. — MdR., PS. [Born in 1896, clerk in the railway administration, Party official since 1922.]
KOCH-ERPACH, Rudolf
Commander in Military District VIII. (Breslau). - General der Kavallerie. (Befehlshaber im Wehrkreis VIII). /Born in 1886, professional officer./

KÖBELE, August

Dr. KÖCHER, Otto
German Minister in Switzerland. (Deutscher Gesandter in der Schweiz). /Born in 1884, professional diplomat./

KÖGLMEIER, Max
Staatssekretär in the Bavarian Ministry of the Interior, Reich Speaker. - SA.-Gruppenführer, MVGH. (Staatssekretär im bayrischen Innenministerium, Reichssprecher). /Born in 1902./

KÖHLER, Herbert
Gauobmann Kurhessen, Landrat Offenbach. /Born in 1904./

KÖHLER, Walter
Prime Minister and Minister for Finance and Economics in Baden, Head of the Economics Department with the Head of Civil Administration in Alsace. - SA.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Badischer Ministerpräsident und Finanz- und Wirtschaftsminister, Leiter der Abteilung "Wirtschaft" beim Chef der Zivilverwaltung im Elsass). /Born in 1897, war service 1914-18, bank clerk, old Party member./

KÖHN, Willi
Chief of the "East Department " in the Reich Post Ministry, Deputy Chief of the Foreign Policy and Colonial Department in the Reich Post Ministry. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, Generalkomund, Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter der Abteilung "Ost" und stellvertretender Leiter der aussempolitischen und Kolonialabteilung im Reichspostministerium).

Dr. KÖEPPEL, Wilhelm
Partner in Berlin "Handelsgesellschaft." /Born in 1890./

KOERBER, Gerd v.
Deputy Gauler Mecklenburg. - MdR. /Born in 1906./

Dr. KÖRNER, E.R. //
Chief of a Department in the Reich Post Ministry. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichspostministerium). /Civil servant (?)/

KÖRNER
See Survey of Changes.

KÖRNER, Paul
Staatssekretär with the Trustee for the Four-Year-Plan. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, MdR., PSt. (Staatssekretär beim Beauftragten für den Vierjahresplan). /Born in 1893, volunteered in the last war, after the war in managing positions in industrial enterprises, old Pg./

KOLB
Vice-President of the Supreme Court of Justice (Vizepräsident des Reichsgerichtes). /Born in 1879, judge./

KOLBOW, Karl Friedrich
Landeshauptmann—Westprugia. /Born in 1899, volunteered in the last war, member of a Free Corps, technician, manager of industrial enterprises, old Pg./
KOPPE, Wilhelm
Senior SS. and Police Leader in the General Government. — SS.-
Obergruppenführer, General der Polizei, MdR. (Höherer SS. und
Polizeiführer im Generalgouvernement). [Born in 1896, business
man, previous to present post Senior SS.—and Police Leader in
Military District XXI. (Posen) and Leader of SS.—OA. Warthe.]

Dr. KOPPENBERG, Heinrich
Chairman of the Board of "Junkers" Aircraft Factory. — Woh-
wirtschaftsführer. [Born in 1880.]

Dr. KORDT, Erich
Minister in the German Embassy in Japan. (Gesandter an der
Deutschen Botschaft in Japan). [Born in 1903, professional diplomat,
attached by F.O. to Ribbentrop.]

KORTEN, Günter
Chief of Air Force General Staff. — General der Flieger, Chef des
Generalstabes der Luftwaffe. [Born in 1898, professional officer,
1918 Lieutenant, holder of the "Blutorden," old Nazi.]

KORTZFLEISCH, Joachim v.
Commander of Military District III. (Berlin). — General der
Infanterie (Befehlshaber im WK. III.). [Born in 1885, professional
soldier, prior to present post Commander of an Army Corps on the
Russian Front.]

Dr. KÖTTENHOFF, Anna s. COTTENHOFF
Reich Delegate for Women Students, Gau Women Leader
Salzburg. (Reichsreferentin der Arbeitsgemeinschaft Nationalsozia-
listischer Studentinnen, Gaufräulefinderin Salzburg). [Studied
law, Party official.]

KRAUS, Erwin
Leader of the NS. Motor Corps, Commissioner for Motor Trans-
port of the War Industry with the Four-Year-Plan. — NSKK.-
Obergruppenführer, MdR., Reichsleiter. (Korpsführer des NSKK.,
Beauftragter für den Motorisierten Transport der Kriegswirtschaft im
Vierjahresplan). [Born in 1894.]

Dr. KRAUS
Ministerialdirektor in the Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture.
(Ministerialdirektor im Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Land-
wirtschaft.)

Dr. KREBS, Friedrich
Oberbürgermeister Frankfort, Chief of the Reich Protection
League for Animals. — PSI. (Oberbürgermeister von Frankfurth,
Leiter des Reichstierschutzbundes). [Born in 1922, civil servant
since 1922, old member of the NSDAP.]
KREBS, Hans
Regierungspräsident Aussig. — SS.-Brigadeführer, Gauleiter e. h., MdR. /Born in 1888, before last war manager of “Deutsche Arbeiterpartei,” forerunner of Nazi Party in Vienna, war service 1914-18, Party official of the Sudeten German branch of the NSDAP./

KREIS, Wilhelm
President of the Reich Chamber of Fine Arts. — Professor. (Präsident der Reichskammer für Bildende Künste). /Well-known architect, born 1873 in Eltville./

Dr. KREISSL, Anton

Dr. KRENN, Fritz
Gauobmann Styria.

KRETSCHMANN, Max
Vice-President of the “Reichsbank.”

KREUZ
Rector of Berlin University. — Professor.

KRIEBEL, Karl
Commander of Military District VII. (Munich). — General der Infanterie. (Befehlshaber im WK. VII). /Born in 1888, professional officer, brother of one of the leading figures in the 1923 Munich Putsch./

KRISO
Rector of Brünn Technical College. (Rektor der Technischen Hochschule Brün).

KRITZINGER, Friedrich Wilhelm
Staatssekretär in the Reich Chancery. (Staatssekretär in der Reichskanzlei).

Dr. KROGMANN, Karl Vincent
Oberbürgermeister Hamburg, Member of the German Supreme Economic Council, Member of the Senate in Hamburg. (Regierender Bürgermeister von Hamburg, Mitglied des Generalrates der Deutschen Wirtschaft, Mitglied des Senates der Hansestadt Hamburg).

Dr. KROHN, Johannes
Reich Commissioner for Enemy Property in Germany, Staatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Justice. — PSt., MADR. (Reichskommissar für die Behandlung feindlichen Vermögens, Staatssekretär im Reichinnenministerium). /Born in 1884, lawyer, war service 1914-18, civil servant./

Dr. KROLL, Georg
Regierungspräsident Breslau. /Born in 1888, war service 1914-18, lawyer, civil servant./

Dr. KROLL, Hans A.
Consul-General in Barcelona. — Gesandter. /Formerly Embassy Counsellor in Ankara and presumably official of the “Landesleitung” of the NSDAP, in Spain./
KROPP, Werner
Acting Chief of the Party’s Reich Organisation Office, Chief of the Labour Front’s Central Organisation Office. - SA.-Oberführer, MdR. (Mit der Leitung des Hauptsorganisationsamtes der NSDAP, beauftragt, Leiter der Zentralabteilung des Organisationsamtes der DAF.) /Born in 1899./

KROPP
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of the Interior. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsinnenministerium).

KRÜGER
See Survey of Changes.

KRÜGER, Walter
Commander of the SS.-Division “Das Reich.” - SS.-Gruppenführer, WSS.-Generalleutnant. (Kommandeur der SS.-Panzer-Grenadier Division “Das Reich”. /Born in 1890, officer in the last war, member of a Free Corps, Party official./

KRUG v. NIDDA
German Minister in Vichy. (Deutscher Gesandter in Vichy). /Journalist, 1939 leader of the NSDAP in France./

Dr. KRUPP v. BOHLEN und HALBACH, Gustav
Former Chairman of “Friedrich Krupp AG,” Essen. /Born in 1870, industrialist./

KUBE
See Survey of Changes.

KÜCHLER, Georg v.
Chief of Army Group “Nord” - Generalfeldmarschall. (Oberbefehlshaber der Heeresgruppe “Nord”). /Born in 1881, professional officer, 1918 1st Lieutenant, for some time in a Free Corps./

KÜHN
Regierungspräsident Bromberg.

KÜHNRREICH, Wilhelm

KÜNZL, Alfred
Chief of the Technical and Housing Department of the Reich Labour Service, Reich Trustee for Wood Buildings. - Generalarbeitsführer. (Leiter des Amtes Technik und Unterkunft im RAD., Reichsbeauftragter für den Holzbau).

Dr. KUMMER, Kurt
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Deputy Chief of the Reich Office for Migration (Resettlement). - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft, stellvertretender Leiter der Reichsstelle für Umsiedlung). /Born in 1894, war service 1914-18, studied agriculture./

KUNDT, Ernst
Governor of Radom District in the General Government. - SA.-Oberführer, MdR., Unterstaatssekretär. /Born in 1897./
Dr. LEUE, Wolfgang - Regierungspräsident, Salzburg. Born in 1905. Previous representative of Party Chancell
KUNISCH, Siegmund  
Chief of the Central Department and another Department in the Reich Ministry of Education. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter des Zentralamtes und einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium für Wissenschaft, Erziehung und Volksbildung). [Born in 1900, member of a Free Corps, lawyer, joined NSDAP. in 1925.]  

KUTSCHERA  
See Survey of Changes.  

Dr. LAFFERENTZ, Bodo  
Chief of "Strength through Joy" of the DAF., Reichshauptamtsleiter for the German "People's Car" Scheme. (Leiter der KdF., Reichshauptamtsleiter für das "Deutsche Volkswagen Werk"). [Born in 1887.]  

LAMBERT  
Regierungspräsident Aurich. - SA.-Brigadeführer, MVGH.  

Dr. LAMMERS, Hans Heinrich  
Chief of the Reich Chancery, Secretary of the Secret Cabinet Council and of the War Cabinet. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, Reichsminister, MDR. (Chef der Reichskanzlei, Geschäftsführer des Geheimes Kabinettsrates und des Ministerrates für die Reichsverteidigung). [Born in 1879, civil servant, 1930 Stattsekretär in Prussian Ministry of Education.]  

Dr. LANDFRIED  
See Survey of Changes.  

Dr. LANGE, Kurt  

LARISCH, v.  
Chief of the schools of the Women's Labour Service. (Leiterin der Schulen des RAD. für die weibliche Jugend).  

Dr. LASCH  
See Survey of Changes.  

LAUENSTEIN, Dietrich Johann  
Chief of several Departments in the Reich Ministry of Agriculture. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter verschiedener Abteilungen im Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft). [Born in 1893.]  

LAUTERBACHER, Hartmann  
Gauleiter Südmarkwasser-Braunschweig, Oberpräsident Hannover. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, Ehrenstabsführer der HJ. [Born in 1909, apprentice in chemist shop, full-time official of the HJ.]  

LAUTZ  
Chief Public Prosecutor of the People's Tribunal. (Oberrechtsanwalt am Volksgerichtshof).  

LEEB  
Chief of Army Ordnance (war office), member of Armaments Council. - General der Artillerie. (Chef des Heereswaffenamtes, Mitglied des Rüstungsrates). [Born in 1880, professional officer, younger brother of Field Marshal Leeb.]  

LEEB  
See Survey of Changes.
Dr. LEIBBRANDT, Georg  
Chief of the Political Department of the Reich Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories, Head of a Sub-Department in the Reich Ministry of Transport. Ministeorialdirektor. (Leiter der politischen Abteilung im Reichsministerium für die besetzten Ostgebiete, Leiter einer Unteabteilung im Reichsverkehrsministerium). /Born in 1899 (in Russia), volunteered for the German Army in the Ukraine in the last war, member of a Free Corps, organiser of the Students’ TN., journalist, 1938 Head of the Department “East” in Rosenberg’s Party office for Foreign Policy./

LEICHTENSTERN, Ernst  
Acting Oberbürgermeister Breslau. (Mit der Führung der Geschäfte des Oberbürgermeisters Breslau beauftragt). /Formerly acting Oberbürgermeister Görlitz and Gausleiter for Municipal Policy./

LEICHTER, Rudolf  
Deputy Chief of Military Administration in Latvia, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the German Labour Bank (DAF.), Member of the Board of many insurance firms. (Kriegsverwaltungszüchf Leitland, Vorsitzender des AR. der Bank der Deutschen Arbeit, im Aufsichtsrat vieler Versicherungsfirmen). /Born in 1901, bank clerk./

LENKEN, Georg  

LEITZ, Rudolf  
Acting Head of the Department for Personnel in the Reich Ministry of Justice. - Ministerialdirektor. (Kommissarischer Leiter der Personalaufteilung im Reichsjustizministerium). /Born in 1881, war service 1914-18, civil servant in the Justice Administration./

Dr. LEY, Robert  

LEYSER, Ernst Ludwig  
Gauleiter Deputy Westmark. - S.A.-Brigadeführer, MdR. /Born in 1896, war service 1914-18, railway clerk, prior to present post Commissioner-General Shitomir./

LIEBEL, Willy  
Oberbürgermeister Nürnberg, Chief of the Central Office of the Reich Ministry for Armaments and War Production. - S.A.-Obergruppenführer, MVGH., MdR. (Chef des Zentralamtes im Reichsministerium für Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion). /Born in 1897, war service 1914-18, publisher./

LIENERT, Gustav  
Gauhauptmann Tyrol-Vorarlberg. - S.S.-Standartenführer.

LIESER  
Rector of Technical College Darmstadt.

LINDEMANN, Georg  
Chief of Staff of the 18th Army (Reichswehr). /Born in 1884./
LINDER, Karl
Deputy Gauleiter Hessen-Nassau. /Born in 1900, war service 1914-18, municipal administration clerk./

Dr. LINGG, Anton
Party Treasury official. – SA.-Oberführer, Oberbefehlshaber.

Dr. LIPPERT, Julius

LIST, Wilhelm
General der Feldmarschalleutnant, possibly retd. /Born in 1881, professional officer, 1918 Captain, was C.-in-C. South-East (Balkans) until August 1942./

LITTMANN, Karl Siegismund (not LIETZMANN)
Commissioner General of Estonia. – SA.-Obergruppenführer, MdR., MVGH, PSt. (Generalkommissar für Estland). /Born in 1893, war service 1914-18, farmer, son of famous General of last war who later turned Nazi./

LITTMANN
See Survey of Changes.

LODER
Chief Editor “Illustriertes Beobachter.”

LÖHR, Alexander
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry for Food and Agriculture. – Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft).


LOEPE, Friedrich Wilhelm v.
Deputy President of Reich A.R.P. League, leader of A.R.P. group “Reichshauptstadt.” – SA.-Standartenführer, Generalluftschutzführer. (Stellvertretender Präsident des Reichsluftschutzbundes, Führer der Gruppe “Reichshauptstadt”). /Born in 1885, professional army officer, member of a Free Corps, Party official, brother of the late Gauleiter of Brunswick./

LOEPE
See Survey of Changes.

LOEGER, Bruno
Formerly commander of an Air Corps. – Generaloberst. /Born in 1891, professional officer./

Dr. LOESER, Ewald
On Board of Directors of “Friedrich Krupp AG.” – Wehrwirtschaftsführer. /Born in 1888, 1914-18 war service, manager of commercial enterprises./

LOHSE, Heinrich

Dr. LORENZ
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry for Food and Agriculture. – Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft).
LORENZ, Werner
Chief of Migration and Settlement Staff of the Reich Commissioner for German Nationhood, President of the V.D.A. — SS.-Obergruppenführer, General der Polizei, MdR. (Leiter des Umsiedlungsstabs beim Reichskommissar für die Festigung Deutschen Volksstums, Leiter der Volksdeutschen Mittelstelle, Präsident des V.D.A.). (Born in 1891, officer in the last war, member of the Frontier Guard (Free Corps?), farmer, Party official.)

Dr. LOSACKER
See Survey of Changes.

LUCKE, Fritz
Chief Editor of the “Berliner Lokal Anzeiger.” (Hauptschriftleiter “BLA.”). (Born in 1902, journalist.)

LUDIN, Hans
German Minister in Slovakia. — SA.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Deutscher Gesandter in der Slowakei). (Born in 1905, officer in the German Army (Reichswehr), was tried in famous “Scheringer” case for subversive activities in the Army and cashiered, Party official.)

LÜDKE
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. LÜER
President of the Chamber of Industry and Commerce for the Rhine-Main Economic District. — Wirtschaftsführer. (Präsident der Industrie- und Handelskammer der Rhein-Mainischen Wirtschaftsgebiete). (Born in 1897, bank clerk, Party official.)

LUFT, Hermann
Chief Editor “Deutsche Kurzpost.” (Hauptschriftleiter DKF.)

LUTHER, Max
Chief of a Department in the Foreign Office. — Unterstaatssekretär. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Auswärtigen Amt). (1889)

LUYKEN, Max
Chief of Training of the SA., Chief of the Office for Education and Inspector for Settlers. — SA.-Obergruppenführer, MdR., PSt. (Chef der Führerschule der SA., Chef des Hauptsamtes Erziehung, Inspekteur für Erziehung und Führerausbildung, Neubauern und Volksstumspflege). (Born in 1885, professional officer, business man, Party official.)

LUTZE
See Survey of Changes.

MAAS
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Finance. — Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsfinanzministerium.)

MACKENSEN, v.
See Survey of Changes.

MACKENSEN, Eberhard v.
Commander of an Army. — Generaloberst. (Born in 1889, professional officer, son of the famous Field Marshal in the last war and brother of H. G. v. Mackensen.)

MACKENSEN
See Survey of Changes.

MAGUNIA
See Survey of Changes.
Dr. MAHLO, Fritz
Head of the Tourist Department in the Propaganda Ministry.
- Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter der Fremdverkehrsabteilung im Reichspropagandaministerium). [Born in 1895, war service 1914-18, journalist, business executive, civil servant.]

Dr. MANN, Erich
Reichsministerialrat in the Reich Food Estate. (Reichsministerialrat in der Reichsnährstand). [Lawyer (?)]

MANSFIELD
See Survey of Changes.

MANSTEIN, Fritz Erich v.
Commander of the Army Group “South” (Russia). - General-Oberfeldmarschall. (Oberbefehlshaber der Armeegruppe “Süd”). [Born in 1887, professional officer, 1918 Captain, original name v. Levin.]

MANTEUFFEL, Johann Karl Frhr. v.
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture. - Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft). [Born in 1896, economist (?)]

MANTEUFFEL, v.
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Finance. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsfinanzministerium).

MAPPES, Georg
Reich Treasurer of the SA. - SA-Obergruppenführer. (Reichskassentaur der SA). [Born in 1900, business man.]

MARRENBACH, Fritz

MARRENBACH, Otto
Manager of the German Labour Front. - SA-Oberführer, Oberdienstleiter, MdR. (Geschäftsführer der DAF.). [Born in 1899, brother of the above.]

MARSCHALL, Wilhelm
Naval C.-in-C. of the Channel Coast. - Generaladmiral. (Oberkommandierender der Kanalküste). [Born in 1886, professional officer, war service 1914-18, 1918 naval Lieutenant.]

MARSCHLER, Willi
Gauobmann, Prime Minister and Minister of Finance and Education in Thuringia. - SA-Gruppenführer, MdR. (Gauobmann, Ministerpräsident und Finanz- und Erziehungminister in Thüringen). [Born in 1893, war service 1914-16, shop assistant.]

Dr. MARTIN, Benno
Ober.-

MARTYRER
Rector of Technical College Danzig. (Rektor der Technischen Hochschule Danzig).

MARX
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Justice. - Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsjustizministerium).
MAYR- EHLKEMBERG, Dr. - Plenipotentiary of the
German For. O. in Belgium + Northern France. Prior to
present post Consul-General in Genoa.
Dr. MARX, Paul
Chairman of the Board of the "Commerz- und Privatbank, A.G."
Berlin. /Born in 1888./

MATERNA
See Survey of Changes.

MATTING
Rector of Hanover Technical College. (Rektor der Technischen
Hochschule, Hannover).

MAVER, Sepp
Gauhauptrnann Lower Danube.

MAVER, Wilhelm
Commander in Air Force District IV. (Dresden). - General der
Flieger. (Befehlshaber im Luftgau IV.). /Born in 1886, professional
officer./

MAYR
Regierungspräsident Upper Bavaria.

MAZUW, Wilhelm
Senior SS. and Police Leader in Military District II. (Stettin),
Leader of the SS.-OA., Pommern, Landeshauptmann Pomern.
- SS.-Obergruppenführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei, MdR. (Höheren
SS. - und Polizeiführer im WK. II., Führer des SS.-OA. Pomern,
Landeshauptmann Pomern). /Born in 1900./

Dr. MEERWALD, Willy
Deputy Head of the Reich Chancery. - SS.-Brigadeführer, Minister-
ialdirektor. (Stellvertretender Chef der Reichskanzlei). /Born in
1888, professional civil servant./

Dr. MEHLHORN, Herbert
Regierungspräsident Upper Silesia. - SS.-Oberführer.

Dr. MEIERGERD, Fritz
Gauhausmann Köln-Aachen.

MEINBERG, Wilhelm
Commissioner for Transport of Fuel on the Board of the Four-
Year-Plan, Manager of the Group "Mining" in the "Hermann
Göring" Concern. - SS.Gruppenführer, MdR. (Beauftragter für
Kohletransport im Vierjahresplan, Leiter der Gruppe "Bergbau"
im " Hermann Göring Konzern "). /Served in the last war, prisoner-
of-war in England, farmer, 1935-37 Reichsobmann of the Reich Food
Estate, at present on the Boards of many industrial enterprises./

Dr. MEISSNER, Otto Lebrecht
Chief of the State Chancery, Curator of the Political Academy
(Berlin) and Minister of State. - MADR. (Chef der Präsidal-
kanzlei, Kassier der Hochschule für Politik, Staatsminister). /Born
in 1880, professional civil servant, since 1919 as at present./

MELZER, Karl
Vice-President of the Reich Film Chamber, Secretary - General of
the International Film Chamber. (Vizepräsident der Reichsfilm-
kammer, Generalsekretär der Internationalen Filmkammer).

MENGDEN, Guido v.
Chief of Staff of the Reich Sport League, Chief Editor of "NS.
Sport." - S.A.-Obersturmbannführer. (Stabsleiter des NSRL., Haupt-
schriftleiter " NS. Sport "). /Born in 1896./
Dr. MENTZEL, Rudolf
Chief of the Department for Science in the Reich Ministry of Education, President of the German Research Community. — SS.-Brigadeführer, Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter des Amtes Wissenschaft im Reichsministerium für Wissenschaft, Erziehung und Volksbildung, Präsident der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft). (University lecturer?)

MERGENTHALER, Christian
Prime Minister and Minister for Education in Württemberg. — SA.-Obergruppenführer. (Württemberger Ministerpräsident und Kultusminister). (Born in 1884, secondary school teacher, member of the NSDAP, since 1922.)

Dr. MESSERSCHMIDT, Willy
Owner of the “Messerschmidt AG.”, Augsburg. — Wohwirtschaftsführer. (Born in 1898, technician, industrialist.)

Dr. MEVIUS, Walter
Rector of the University Münster. — Professor. (Rektor der Universität Münster). (Born in 1893, university lecturer.)

Dr. MEYER, Johannes
Inspector-General for Fire Fighting. — SS.-Brigadeführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei. (Generalinspekteur des Deutschen Feuerschutzamtes.)

Dr. MEYER, Alfred
Gaukiter Westfalen-Nord, Oberpräsident Westfalen, Reichsstatthalter Lippe, Permanent Deputy of the Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories, Deputy Head of Party Administration in the Occupied East. — MdR. (Gaukiter Westfalen-Nord, Oberpräsident Westfalen, Reichsstatthalter Lippe, stellvertretender Leiter des Ministeriums für die Besetzten Ostgebiete, stellvertretender Leiter des Amtsbeziehungs Osten der NSDAP.). (Born in 1891, professional army officer, after last war clerk, Party official.)

Dr. MEYER, Emil
On the Board of the “Dresdner Bank.” (Born in 1886.)

MEYER, Gotthard
Deputy Chief Editor “Berliner Lokal Anzeiger.” (Stellvertretender Hauptschriftleiter “BLA.”)

Dr. MEYEN, E. O.
Minister at the Embassy in Argentine. (Gesandter an der deutschen Botschaft in Argentinien.)

MEYSSNER, August
Senior SS. and Police Leader Serbia. — SS.-Gruppenführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei, MdR., MVGH. (Höherer SS.- und Polizeiführer Serbien). (Born in 1896, official of the Austrian Country Police (Gendarmerie), organiser of the illegal SA. in Austria, since 1935 Major in the German “Schutzpolizei.”)

MILCH, Erhard
Deputy C-in-C. and Inspector-General of the Air Force, Member of the Armaments Council. — Generalfeldmarschall, Staatssekretär. (Stellvertreter des Oberbefehlshalters der Luftwaffe, Generalinspekteur der Luftwaffe, Mitglied des Rüstungsrates). (Born in 1892, war service 1914-18, Captain 1918, high official in Civil Aviation, friend of Göring.)

MIRRE, Ludwig
President of the Supreme Court of Finance. (Präsident des Reichsfinanzhofes). (Born in 1878, civil servant.)
Dr. MISCHKE, Gerhard
Regierungspräsident Koblenz. - SS-Brigadeführer. (Civil servant.)

MODEL, Walter
C-in-C. of an Army in the Central Front in Russia. - General-/ Feldmarschall. (Oberbefehlsführer einer Armee an der Mittelfront Russlands.) [Born in 1889, professional officer, 1918 Captain.]

MÖCKEL, Helmut
Chief of Staff, Hitler Youth. (Stabsleiter der Reichsjugendführung). [Born in 1909, since 1930 member of the SS, Party official in the HJ.]

MOLTKE
See Survey of Changes.

MONBART, Erich Kurt v.
Regierungspräsident Kassel. - SA-Sturmbannführer. (Born in 1881, civil servant.)

MORALLER, Franz

MORITZ
Reich Organiser of the Reich Family League. (Reichsorganisation der Reichsfamilie "Deutsche Familie").

Dr. MORITZ, Alfons
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft). [Born in 1887, civil servant.]

Dr. MOSER, Walter
Regierungspräsident Litzmannstadt. - SS-Standartenführer.

Dr. MÜLLER
Head of the Personnel Department in the Reich Ministry for Propaganda. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter der Personalabteilung im Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft). [Born in 1887, civil servant.]

MÜLLER

Dr. MÜLLER, Erich

Dr. MÜLLER, Friedrich v.
President of the Academy of Science, Munich.

MÜLLER, Herbert
Head of the Hitler Youth Central Office. - Obergauführer. (Leiter der Zentralabteilung der Reichsjugendführung).
MULLER, Sven v. 
Chief Editor of "Hamburger Fremdenblatt." (Hauptschriftleiter HF.). Born in 1893, professional naval officer, liberal democratic journalist, married to the daughter of Edith v. Kohler (German woman master spy in Balkans). 

MULLER-BRANDENBURG, Hermann 

MULLER-HACCUS, J.P. 
Regierungsrätter-Syrien. (Civil servant of the Syrian Government). Born 1842. 

MULLER-REINERT, Bruno 

MÜNCHMAYER, Hermann 
Member of the Administrative Council of the Bank of Germany, owner of the firm of bankers "Münchmayer & Co." (Mitglied des Verwaltungsrats der Deutschen Reichsbank, Eigentümer des Bankhauses "Münchmayer & Co."). Born in 1875, banker. 

MÜNDLER, Anton 
Deputy Gauleiter Swabia. — MdR. Born in 1896, war service 1914-18, member of a Free Corps, official in the Justice Administration, old Pg. 

Dr. MUHS, Hermann 
Acting Reich Minister for Ecclesiastical Affairs, Head of the Reich Office for Planning. — Staatsssekretär. (Stellvertretender Reichsminister für kirchliche Angelegenheiten, Leiter der Reichsstelle für Raumordnung). Born in 1894, lawyer, civil servant, old Pg. 

MURR, Wilhelm 

MUTSCHMANN, Martin 
Gauleiter, Reichsstatthalter and Prime Minister of Saxony. — S.A.-Obergruppenführer, MdR., MADR. Born in 1879, served in the last war, textile industrialist, old Pg. 

NADOLNY, Walter 

Dr. NAGEL, Jacob 
Staatssekretär in the Reich Post Ministry. (Staatssekretär im Reichspostministerium). Professional civil servant. 

NAGEL, Willi 

NARATH, Karl 
NASSAUER, Ernst  
Gauobmann South Westphalia. — Bereichsleiter.

NATMESZNI, Meinrad  
Gauhauptmann Carinthia.

NAUMANN  
Manager of the Reich Group "Insurance." (Geschäftsführer der Reichsgruppe "Versicherung").

Dr. NAUMANN, Werner  
Head of a Department in the (Propaganda Ministry, Personal Assistant of the Reich Propaganda Chief. — SS.-Oberführer, Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichspropagandaministerium, Persönlicher Referant des Reichspropagandaleiters).

NEBE, Arthur  
Head of a Department in the Reich Security Office. — SS.-Gruppenführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichssicherheitsamt). [Police officer.]

NEEF, Hermann  
Head of the Party's Central Department for Civil Servants, Head of the NS. Civil Servants' League. — SA.-Oberführer, Oberdienstleiter, MdR. (Reichsbeamtenführer, Leiter des Hauptamtes für Beamte). [Born in 1904, civil servant, Party official, old Pg.]

Dr. NEUBACHER, Hermann  

NEUBAUER, Otto  
On the Board of the Reich Credit Corporation, Berlin. [Born in 1891.]

NEUBERG, Hermann  
Deputy Gauleiter Sudetenland. — Dienstleiter. (Stellvertretender Gauleiter Sudetenland).  

Dr. NEUHAUSEN, Franz  
Chief of Military Administration in the South-East, Chairman of the Board of the Yugoslav Bank Association, Plenipotentiary for the Metal Ore Mining Industry for the South-East in the Four-Year-Plan. — NSFK.-Obergruppenführer, Generalkonsul. (Chef der Militärunternehmung Süd-Ost, Vorsitzender des AR. des Allgemeinen Jugoslawischen Bankvereins, Generalbevollmächtigter für den Metallbergbau Süd-Ost im Vierjahresplan) [Born in 1887, originally engineer, probably former German Consul-General, Head of Nazi Group, and Director of the German Tourist Agency in Belgrade.]

NEUMANN, Erich  
Head of the German Potash Syndicate. — P.St. (Leiter des Deutschen Kali-Syndikats). [Born in 1892, former civil servant, 1937-42 Staatsssekretär for the Four-Year-Plan.]

NEUMANN, Hans Hendrik  
Deputy Reich Commissioner in Norway, Head of the NSDAP in Norway. (Stellvertretender Reichsquirrel von Norwegen, Leiter der Landsgruppe "Norwegen" der NSDAP). [Engineer, since 1930 Pg., member of SA. and SS., formerly A.d.C. to Heydrich.]
NEURATH, Freiherr Constantin v.
Reich Minister, President of the Secret Cabinet Council. — SS.-Obergruppenführer, MdR., MADR. (Reichsminister, Präsident des Geheimen Kabinettsrats). /Born in 1883, professional diplomat, Reich Minister for Foreign Affairs 1932-38, Reich Protector for Bohemia and Moravia 1939-43./

Dr. NEUSCHELLER, Karl

DR. NIELAND
Oberbürgermeister Dresden. — SS.-Oberführer. /Born in 1900, lawyer, since 1930 member of the NSDAP, 1933 Police President?/

NIEMCZYK
Rector of Technical College, Berlin. — Professor. (Rektor der Technischen Hochschule, Berlin). /University lecturer./

OBERG, Karl Albrecht
Senior SS. and Police Leader France. — SS.-Gruppenführer, Generalmajor der Polizei. (Höherer SS.- und Polizeiführer Frankreich). /War service 1914-18, joined SS. very early, Police President in Zwickau 1939-40./

OBERKAMP, Carl Reichsritter v.
Commander of SS.-Division "Prinz Eugen." — SS.-Brigadeführer, WSS.-Generalmajor. (Kommandeur der SS.-Division "Prinz Eugen ").

OBELINDÖBER, Hanns
Head of the Party’s Central Department for Disabled Soldiers, Leader of the NS. League for Disabled Soldiers. — S.A.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Leiter des Hauptamtes für Kriegsopfer, Reichsbrig.-offizier (NSKOV.).) /Born in 1886, war service 1914-18, joined Party in 1922, business man, Party official./

OHLENDORF, Otto
Acting Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Economics, Chief of a Department in the Reich Security Office. — SS.-Brigadeführer, Generalmajor der Polizei. (Mit der Führung der Geschäfte einer Hauptabteilung im Reichswirtschaftministerium betraut, Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsicherheitsausschuss). /Born in 1906 (1907 ?), studied economics, joined NSDAP. In 1925, joined SS. early, entrusted with confidential tasks by Himmler, until 1943 manager of the Reich Organisation of Commerce./

Dr. OHNESORGE, Wilhelm
Reich Post Minister. — NSKK.-Obergruppenführer, NSFK.-Obergruppenführer. /Born in 1872, technican, official of the Reich Post./

OHRT, Lorenz

OLBRICHT, Friedrich
Chief of Army General Department. — General der Infanterie. (Chef des Allgemeinen Heeresamtes). /Born in 1886, professional officer./

Dr. OLSCHER, Alfred
On the Board of the Reich Credit Corporation. /Born in 1887, formerly civil servant in the Reich Finance Administration./
OPDENHOFF, Christian  
Deputy Gauleiter Upper Danube. – Hauptdienstleiter, MdR.  
/Born in 1902, farmer./

OPPERMANN  
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. ORTLEPP, Walter  
Thuringian Minister of the Interior. – SS.-Brigadeführer, MdR.  
/Born in 1900, judge./

OSSWALD  
See Survey of Changes.

OSTERKAMP, Theo  
Chief of Army Administration Department. – General der Infanterie.  
(Chef des Heeresverwaltungsamtes). [Born in 1892, professional officer.]

OSTHOFF  
See Survey of Changes.

OTT  
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. OTT, Karl  
Head of the Budget Department in the Reich Propaganda Ministry.  
– Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter der Haushaltsabteilung im Reichspropagandaministerium). [Born in 1891, civil servant.]

OTTO  
Landeshauptmann Saxony (Province). [Born in 1886, studied law, civil servant first in Justice Administration, later in the Reich Finance Administration, member of NSDAP. since 1931.]

OVERHUES, Karl  
Deputy Gauleiter Düsseldorf. – SA.-Brigadeführer, Hauptdienstleiter, MdR. [Born in 1886.]

Dr. PALTEN, Günther  
Regierungspräsident Upper Danube. – SS.-Oberführer, MVGH.  
[Civil servant, born in 1903.]

PANCKE, Günther  
Delegate for Internal Affairs in Denmark. – SS.-Gruppenführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei. (Beauftragter für Innere Angelegenheiten in Dänemark). [Formerly Chief of the Race and Settlement Department of the SS., Senior SS. and Police Leader in Military District XI., Leader of SS.-OA. Mitte.]  
[Delegation of the Reich Leader SS in Denmark.]

Dr. PANZER, Friedrich  
President of the Academy of Science Heidelberg. – Professor. (Präsident der Akademie für Wissenschaft in Heidelberg). [Born in 1870, university lecturer.]

PAPEN, Franz v.  
German Ambassador in Turkey. – MdR., MADR. (Deutscher Botschafter in der Türkei). [Born in 1879, Assistant Military Attaché in USA. and was officer at the Turkish Front in 1917-18, later politician in the Catholic “Zentrum” Party. Took prominent part in bringing Hitler into power, German Ambassador in Vienna from 1934-38.]

PARSON, Herbert  
Deputy Gauleiter Tyrol-Vorarlberg. – NSKK.-Brigadeführer, Oberbefehlsleiter. [Born in 1907.]
Dr. PETZKE, Herrmann - Regierungspräsident, Berlin born in 1906.
Member of NSDAP since 1926. High official in Berlin Economic Administration and "Faulenburg"
PAUL, Else
Deputy Reich Women Leader, Chief of Staff of the NS. Women's League. (Vertreterin der Reichsfrauenführer, Stabsleiterin der NFS.)

PAULUS
See Survey of Changes.

PEITSCHE, Helmuth
Gauobmann Saxony. – Oberbereichsleiter, MdR. (Born in 1906, shop assistant.)

PEPER, Heinrich
Deputy Gauleiter, East-Hanover. – SS.-Standartenführer, MdR. (Born in 1902, Party official.)

Dr. PERNKOPE, Eduard
Rector of Vienna University. – Professor. (Born in 1888, university lecturer.)

PETER, Hermann
Manager of the Reich Colonial League, Leader of SS.-OA. X. – SS.-Oberführer. (Geschäftsführer des Reichskolonialbundes, Führer des SS.-OA.X.)

PETERSEN, Hans
Head of the Personnel Department in the Supreme Command of the SA. – SA.-Gruppenführer, MVGH. (Chef des Personalsammelamts der Obersten SA.-Führung). (Born in 1885, professional army officer (Major ret.).)

PETRI, Leo
Command, Chief of Executive Office of the SS. – SS.-Gruppenführer. (Chef des Kommandoamtes der SS.)

Dr. PETTER, Kurt
Deputy Reich Youth Leader, Chief of Adolf Hitler Schools, Head of the Academy for Youth Leadership. – Stellvertretender Reichsjugendführer, Chef der Adolf Hitler Schulen, Leiter der Akademie für Jugendführung.

PETZEL, Walter
Commander in Military District XXI. (Posen). – General der Artillerie. (Born in 1883, professional officer.)

PEUCKERT, Rudolf ("Rudi")
Representative for all questions of Labour in regard to Agricultural Work and Food Industry, Peasant Leader of Thuringia, Chief of the Peasants and Territories in the East of the Hitler Youth, Special Delegate of the Reich Peasant Leader. – SS.-Brigadeführer, Reichsamtshauptleiter, MdR., Thüringischer Staatsrat. (Berufsfräger für den Arbeits einsatz in der Landwirtschaft und Kriegsernährungswirtschaft, Landesbauernführer Thüringen, Führer des Amtes "Bauernwirtschaft und Ostland" der Reichsjugendführung, Sonderberufsträger des Reichsbauernführers). (Born in 1908, farmer, Party official since 1929.)

Dr. PFIEFFER, Friedrich
Manager of the Reich Organisation of Banks. – MdR. (Geschäftsführer der Reichsgruppe "Banken"). (Born in 1888, economist.)

PFIEFFER-WILDENBRUCH, Carl
PLUGRADT, Kurt - Commander of Salonica Area, Generalleutnant.
Born in 1890. Professional soldier. Prior to present post
Commander of a Division.
PFEIFER, Karl
(Stellvertretender Hauptschriftleiter des ‘‘VB,’’ Wiener Ausgabe).

Dr. PFERDMENDE, Robert
Partner in the Banking firm “Pferdmenges & Co.,” Cologne.
(Born in 1890, banker.)

PFLAUMER, Karl
Minister of the Interior in Baden. Head of the Administration and
Police Department with the Chief of Civil Administration in Alsace.
— SS.-Brigadeführer, MdR. (Badischer Innenminister, Leiter der
Verwaltungs- und Polizeiabteilung beim Chef der Zivilverwaltung im
Elsass). (Born in 1896, war service 1914-18, prisoner of war,
police official, Party official.)

Dr. PFUNDTNER
See Survey of Changes.

PHLEPS, Dr. v.
See Survey of Changes.

PIETZSCH, Albert
President of the Reich Economic Chamber. (Präsident der
Reichswirtschaftskammer). (Born in 1874, technician, industrialist,
collaborator of Hitler since 1925.)

Dr. PIETZSCH, Erich
Head of the German Chemical Association. (Leiter der Deutschen
Chemischen Gesellschaft). (Born in 1902.)

Dr. PILDER, Hans
On the Board of the “Dresdner Bank,” Berlin.

PILGER, Hans
German Minister in Afghanistan. (Deutscher Gesandter in
Afghanistan). (Professional Diplomat.)

Dr. PISCHHEL
Head of a Sub-Division in the Reich Ministry of Transport.
— Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter einer Unterabteilung im Reichsverkehrs-
ministerium). (Civil servant, formerly in Ministry of Finance.)

Dr. PISTOR, Lutz
Rector of Technical College Munich. — Professor. (Rektor der
Technischen Hochschule, München). (Born in 1898, technician,
university lecturer.)

Dr. PLATZHOFF, Walter
Rector of Frankfurt University. — Professor. (Born in 1881,
university lecturer.)

PLEGER, Paul
Reich Trustee for Coal, Member of the Armaments Council.
Chairman of the Board of the “Hermann Göring” Concern. — PSt.
(Reichsbeauftragter für Kohle, Mitglied des Rüstungsrates, Ver-
vorsitzender des Vorstands der ‘‘Hermann Göring Werke’’). (Born in 1899, industrialist.)

PLESSEN, Johann v.
Second Councillor in the German Embassy in Rome. — Gesandter.
(Zweiter Botschaftsrat an der Deutschen Botschaft in Rom). (Professional diplomat.)

Dr. PLESHKE
See Survey of Changes.
Dr. POENSGEN, Ernst
Member of the Armaments Council, Chairman of the United Steel Trust. (Mitglied des Rüstungsrates, Generaldirektor der Vereinigten Stahlwerke). [Born in 1871, industrialist.]

PÖTZSCH
Gauobmann Upper Silesia.

POHL, Oswald

Dr. POHLHEIM
Rector of Graz University. - Professor. [University lecturer.]

Dr. POPITZ, Johannes
Prussian Minister of State and Finance. - PSt. (Preußischer Staats- und Finanzminister). [Born in 1884, civil servant, formerly Reich Minister without portfolio.]

PORISCH, — (not legible).
Chairman of the Tank Commission in the Reich Ministry of Armaments and War Production, Manager of the "People's Car" Ltd. (Vorsitzender der Panzerkommission im Reichsministerium für Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion, Geschäftsführender Direktor der "Volkswagen GmbH."). [Born in 1875, for some time technical manager in the "Steyr" works in Austria, constructor of famous racing cars and of the "people's car."]

PORTSCHY, Tobias
Deputy Gauleiter Styria. — SS.-Oberführer, MdR. [Born in 1905, lawyer.]

POSSSE, Hans
Staatssekretär for special duties in the Reich Ministry of Economics and the Prussian Ministry of Economics and Labour, Deputy for the Commissioner - General for Economics, Commissioner - General for "Unilever" Concern. - PSt. (Staatssekretär zur besonderen Verfügung im Reichswirtschaftsministerium und im Preußischen Ministerium für Wirtschaft und Arbeit, Stellvertreter des Generalkommissars für die Wirtschaft, Generalkommissar für den "Unilever Konzern"). [Born in 1886, civil servant.]

PRANG, Alfred

Dr. PREDOHL, Andreas
Rector of Kiel University, Head of the Institute for World Economics. - Professor. (Rektor der Universität Kiel, Leiter des Instituts für Weltwirtschaft). [Born in 1893, university lecturer.]

PRIESS, Hermann
Commander of a SS.-Division. - SS.-Oberführer, WSS.-General-Brigadier. (Befehlshaber einer SS. Division). [Born in 1901, member of a Free Corps, served in the Reichswehr, joined WSS. in 1934.]

PRÜTZMANN, Hans Adolf
PÜCKLER-BURGHAUS, Graf Karl Friedrich v. 
Commander of the voluntary SS.-Division Latvia. - WSS.-Generalmajor, SA.-Brigadeführer. (Kommandeur der lettischen SS.-Freiwilligen Division). /Born in 1886, farmer./

PUHL, Emil 
Vice-President of the "Reichsbank." (Vizepräsident der Reichsbank). /Born in 1889./

PUTTKAMMER, v. 
A.d.C. to Hitler (Navy). - Konteradmiral. (Adjutant des Führers (Kriegsmarine).)

QUADE, Erich 
In the Air Force Propaganda and Public Relations Department. - General der Flieger. (In der Propagandaabteilung der Luftwaffe). /Born in 1883, professional officer./

Dr. QUANDT, Günther 

QUEDA 
Deputy Amtsgauobmann East Prussia.

QUERNER, Rudolf 
Senior SS. and Police Leader Military District XVII. (Vienna), Leader of SS.-OA. "Donau." - SS.-Obergruppenführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei. (Höherer SS.- und Polizeiführer im WK. XVII., Führer der SS.-OA. "Donau"). /Born in 1893, war service 1914-18, since 1919 police officer./

Dr. RAABE, Peter 
President of the Reich Chamber of Music. - Generalmusikdirektor. (Präsident der Reichsmusikkammer). /Born in 1872, conductor, was Generalmusikdirektor of Aachen./

RACKOW, Hans 
Chief of a Department in the Reich Post Ministry. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichspostministerium). /Born in 1878./

RAEDER, Erich 
Admiral-Inspector of the Navy. - Grossadmiral. (Admiralinspektor der Kriegsmarine). /Born in 1876, professional naval officer, 1918 Commodore, 1928-43 C.-in-C. German Navy./

Dr. RAINER, Friedrich (Friedl) 
Gauleiter and Reichsstatthalter in Carinthia, Head of Civil Administration in North-West of Yugoslavia, Reichsfachamtsleiter for Fencing in the NSRL. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, HJ.-Gebietsführer, MdR. (Gauleiter und Reichsstatthalter in Kärnten, Chef der Zivilverwaltung der besetzten Gebiete in Kärnten und Südbayern, Reichsfachamtsleiter "Fechten" in der Reichsführung des NSRL.). /Born in 1903, lawyer, Party official, prominent Nazi leader in Austria before 1938, at present probably also Oberster Kommissar in Trieste./

Dr. RAHN, Rudolf 
German Ambassador in Italy. (Deutscher Botschafter in Italien). (Since 1928 diplomat, 1942-3 on special mission in Tunis./

Dr. RAPP, Alfred 
Deputy Chief Editor of "Pariser Zeitung." (Stellvertretender Hauptschriftleiter der "Pariser Zeitung"). /Born in 1903, journalist./
RASCHICK, Erich
Commander in Infanterie, (Befehlsoffizier./
Dr. RAU, Hermann
Chief Editor of Inland des Auslands.
RAUTER, Walter
Senior SS. and Public Security in SS.- und Polisicherheit. (Sec. the " Steiermärkische"
RECK, Ministerialdirektor im Preußen.
RECKMANN, Fritz
Deputy Gauleiter Sparkasse
REDIESS, Wilhelm
Senior SS. and Generalleutnant der SS. in Norwegen. (P.O. since 1924. SS.: ieri
REEDER, Eggert
Chief of Military führer. (Military service 1914-18, Präsident Aachen./
REEHTSMA, Phil
Owner of the industrialist./
REFARDT, Heinrich
Regierungspräsidervant.
Dr. REHDANS, Wilhelm
Chief Military reichskriegsanwalt./
Dr. REICH
German Minister
REICHENAU, v.
See Survey of C
REICHLE
Head of a Departmaldirektor. (Lat.)
REINECKE, Hermann
Chief of Gener Infanterie. (Chef 1888, professional.
Dr. REINECKE, Wilhelm
Head of the S Oberstarbeitsführer.
REINER, Heinrich
Hessian Staatskanzler. - MdR. (1
REINFAHRT, Hermann
RASCHICK, Erich  
Commander in Military District X. (Hamburg). — General der Infanterie. (Befehlshaber im Wehrkreis X). (Born in 1882, professional officer.)

Dr. RAU, Hermann  
Chief Editor of the Foreign Service of the DNB. (Hauptschriftleiter des Auslandsdienstes des DNB.)

RAUTER, Walter  

RECK  
Ministerialdirktör in the Prussian Ministry of Finance. (Ministerialdirektor im Preussischen Finanzministerium.)

RECKMANN, Fritz  
Deputy Gauleiter Moselland. — MdR. (Born in 1892, savings bank ("Sparkasse") clerk, Party official.)

REDIES, Wilhelm  
Senior SS. and Police Leader Norway. — SS.-Obergruppenführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei, MdR. (Höherer SS.- und Polizeiführer in Norwegen). (Born in 1900, technician, member of the NSDAP, since 1924, SS. leader of long standing.)

REEDER, Egbert  
Chief of Military Administration in Belgium. — SS.-Obergruppenführer. (Militäranwalt des Bezirkspraesidenten in Belgien). (Born in 1894, war service 1914-18, member of a Free Corps, civil servant, Regierungspräsident Aachen.)

REEMTSMA, Philipp F.  
Owner of the "Reemtsma" cigarette factories. (Born in 1893, industrialist.)

REFARDT, Heinrich  
Regierungsrat Frankfurt (Oder). (Born in 1892, civil servant.)

Dr. REHDANS, Walter  
Chief Military Prosecutor at the Reich Court Martial. (Oberstaatsanwalt des Reichskriegsgerichts.)

Dr. REICH  
German Minister in Morocco.

REICHHENAU, v.  
See Survey of Changes.

REICHLE  
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Finance. — Ministerialdirktör. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsfinanzministerium.)

REINECKE, Hermann  
Chief of General Department of the Armed Forces. — General der Infanterie. (Chef des Allgemeinen Wehrmachtsamtes). (Born in 1888, professional officer.)

Dr. REINECKE, Walther  
Head of the Supply Division of the Reich Labour Service. — Oberstaatsanwalt. (Leiter der Abteilung "Versorgung" im RAD.)

REINER, Heinrich  
Hessian Staatssekretär and Permanent Deputy of the Reichsrat. (Hessischer Staatsrat. (Born in 1892.)
REINHARDT
See Survey of Changes.

REINHARDT, Fritz
Staatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Finance, expert in employment problems (public works), expert for Finance and Taxation in the Chancery of the Party. — SA-Obergruppenführer, Hauptdienstleiter, MdR. (Staatssekretär im Reichsfinanzministerium, Sachbearbeiter für Fragen der Arbeitsbeschaffung, Bevollmächtigter für Finanz- und Steuerpolitik in der Parteikanzlei). /Born in 1895, manager of a commercial college in Thuringia, economist, old Pg., Head of the Party's School for Public Speakers from 1928-33./

REINHARDT, Georg Hans
Chief of an Armoured Army. — Generaloberst. (Befehlshaber einer Panzerarmee). /Born in 1887, professional officer, 1918 Captain./

REINHARDT, Rudolf
Rector of Marburg University. — Professor. (Rektor der Universität Marburg). /Born in 1902, university lecturer./

REINHARDT, Rudolf
Staatssekretär and Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture. — Staatssekretär, MdR. (Staatssekretär und Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft). /Born in 1899, technician, old Pg./

REINTHALER, Anton
Staatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Finance, expert for Finance and Taxation in the Chancery of the Party. — SA-Obergruppenführer, Hauptdienstleiter, MdR. (Staatssekretär im Reichsfinanzministerium, Sachbearbeiter für Fragen der Arbeitsbeschaffung, Bevollmächtigter für Finanz- und Steuerpolitik in der Parteikanzlei). /Born in 1895, manager of a commercial college in Thuringia, economist, old Pg., Head of the Party's School for Public Speakers from 1928-33./

RENTHALLER, Anton
Staatssekretär and Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Price Commissioner for Agriculture, Chief of Staff of the Reich Peasant Leader. — SS-Gruppenführer, MdR. (Leiter des politischen Amtes im Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft, Preiskommissar für die Landwirtschaft, Stabsleiter des Reichsbauernführers). /Born in 1898, war service 1916-18, bank clerk, economic advisor in various agricultural enterprises./

REITNER
Regierungspräsident Salzburg. /Reported to be on "long leave" since the political trial of a subordinate April 1943./

REKOWSKI, Heinrich v.
Gauobmann and Gauwart of Strength through Joy (KdF.) in Hessen-Nassau. /Born in 1901./

Dr. RENTELN, Theodor Adrian v.
Commissioner — General Lithuanis, Chief of the Central Department for Trade and Craftsmanship (DAF.). — Oberdienstleiter, MdR., MADR. (Generalkommissar Litauen, Leiter des Hauptamtes für Handel und Handwerk der DAF.). /Born in 1897 in Russia, journalist member of the NSDAP, since 1928, Stabsleiter of the DAF, since 1934./

RENTHE-FINK, Cecil v.
Special Envoy (of the German Foreign Office?) in Vichy. — Gesandter. (Sonderauftragter (des Auswärtigen Amtes?) in Vichy). /1940-42 German Minister in Denmark, recalled at the end of 1942, was not in the news in 1943./

RESCH, Anton
Gauobmann Salzburg.
RIBBENTROP, Joachim v.
Reich Minister for Foreign Affairs, Member of the Secret Cabinet Council, Representative of the NSDAP, for all matters relating to Foreign Policy. — SS.-Obergruppenführer. (Reichsaußenminister, Mitglied des Geheimen Kabinettsrats, Beauftragter der NSDAP, für alle Fragen der Aussenpolitik). (Born in 1893, studied in Switzerland, France and England, business man in Canada, war service 1914-18, 1918-19 official of the war office, 1920 business man and agent for wine and spirits, since 1930 official of the NSDAP., 1936-38 Ambassador in London, 1938 Foreign Minister.)

RICHTHOFEN, Frhr. Wolfraam v.
Commander of an Air Fleet. — Generalfeldmarschall. (Kommandeur einer Luftflotte). (Born in 1895, professional officer, 1918 1st Lieutenant (?), last Commander of German “Condor Legion” with Franco, 1939.)

RIECKE, Hans Joachim
Staatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Head of the Food and Agricultural Division in the Reich Ministry for the Occupied East, Chief of Civil Administration in the Ukraine. — SA.-Gruppenführer, MdR., Staatsminister a.D. (Staatssekretär im Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft, Leiter der Abteilung “Ernährung und Landwirtschaft” im Ostministerium, Kriegsverwaltungschef in der Ukraine). (Born in 1899, war service 1914-18, member of a Free Corps, studied agriculture, official in the Landwirtschaftskammer in Münster, Minister of State in Lippe.)

Dr. RIEHLE, Joachim
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Economics. — Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichswirtschaftsministerium). (Born in 1897, professional civil servant (?))

RIENHARDT, Rolf
Chief of Staff of the Reichsleiter for the Press (Publishing), Chairman of the Board of “ALA.” and “Deutscher Verlag.” (Stabsleiter des Reichsleiters für die Presse (Anam), Vorsitzender der AR der “ALA.” und des Deutschen Verlags). (Born in 1903, lawyer, member of NSDAP. since 1923, solicitor of the “Zentralverlag” of NSDAP. (Ehre) since 1928.)

RINGER
Manager of the Reich Organisation for Tourist Traffic. (Geschäftsführer der Reichsgruppe “Fremdenverkehr”).

RINTELEN, Emil v.
Botschafter. [Professional diplomat, was Deputy Chief of Foreign Office Political Department.]

Dr. RISCH, Friedrich
Chief of the Department for Foreign and Colonial Policy in the Reich Post Ministry. — Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter der ausenpolitischen und Kolonialabteilung im Reichspostministerium). (Civil servant (?).)

RITTERBUSCH, Willi
Dr. RÖCHLING, Hermann
Head of the “Röchling Konzern,” Member of the Armaments Council, Chairman of the Reich Cartel of Iron and Steel Industry, Reich Trustee for Iron and Steel in the Occupied Territories.
-MdR. (Führend im Röchling Konzern, Mitglied des Rüstungsrates, Vorsitzender der Reichsvereinigung Eisen und Stahl, Reichsbeauftragter für Eisen und Stahl in den Besetzten Gebieten). (Born in 1872, industrialist.)

RÖHM
See Survey of Changes.

RÖHN, Hermann
Deputy Gauleiter Baden. - MdR. /Born in 1902, served in Reichswehr, Party official./

ROEHNERT, Helmut
Director – General of the “Hermann Göring” Combine, Member of the Armaments Council. (Generaldirektor der "Hermann Göring Werke," Mitglied des Rüstungsrates). (Born in 1898, industrialist.)

RÖSENER, Erwin
Senior SS. and Police Leader in Military District XVIII. (Salzburg). (be.-SS-Gruppenführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei, MdR. (Höherer SS.- und Polizeiführer im WK. XVIII). (Born in 1902, technician, Party official./

RÖSLER, Oswald
On the Board of the “Deutsche Bank,” Berlin. /Born in 1887, banker./

ROETTIG, Otto
Inspector - General for Prisoners-of-War. - Generalleutnant. (Generalsinspekteur des Kriegsgefangenensystems). /Born in 1890, professional officer./

RÖVER
See Survey of Changes.

ROGATZKY, Max
Acting Chief Editor of “DNB.” (Hauptschriftleiter des "Deutschen Nachrichten Büros"). /Born in 1876./

Dr. ROHDE, Herbert
Regierungspräsident Gumbinnen. /Born in 1886, professional civil servant./

Dr. ROHLAND, Walter
Head of the Department for Armoured Cars and Tractors in the Ministry of Armaments and War Production, Deputy Head of the Department for Iron Production and Deputy Head of the Reich Association for Iron, Deputy Chairman of the Board of the United Steel Trust. (Leiter des Hauptausschusses Panzerwagen und Zugmaschinen im Reichsministerium für Bewaffnung und Munition, Stellvertretender Leiter des Hauptsprungs Eisenerzeugung, Stellvertretender Leiter der Reichsvereinigung Eisen, Stellvertretender Vorsitzender des Vorstands der Vereinigten Stahlwerke, Düsseldorf). /Born in 1898, technician, industrialist./

ROMMEL, Erwin
C.-in-C. of the German troops in Northern Italy (presumably). - Generalfeldmarschall. (Oberbefehlshaber der Deutschen Truppen in Norditalien). /Born in 1891, professional officer, pour le mérite 1917, 1918 Captain, previous to present post C.-in-C. of the Armoured Army Group "Africa."/
ROSENBERG, Alfred
Head of the Party's Central Department for Foreign Policy, Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories, Hitler's Trustee for the spiritual and ideological education in the Party. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, S.A.-Obergruppenführer, Reichsleiter, MdR. (Leiter des Ausenpolitischen Amtes der NSDAP, Reichskanzler für die Besetzten Ostgebiete, Beauftragter des Führers für die Überwachung der gesamten geistigen und weltanschaulichen Erziehung der NSDAP. /Born in 1893, architect, journalist, 1921 chief editor of the "VB".

ROSSBACH
Regierungspräsident Zichenau. (Civil servant?)

Dr. ROTH, Reinhold
Gauobmann Baden. - MdR. /Born in 1900, technician, employed by the "I. G. Farben" Ltd., since 1930 active in the NSDAP./

Dr. ROTHEBERG
See Survey of Changes.

RUBERG, Fritz Bernhard
Deputy Gauleiter of the Foreign Organisation of the NSDAP. - SS.-Brigadeführer, Hauptbereichsleiter, MdR. (Stellvertretender Gauleiter der AO). /Born in 1897, war service 1914-18, member of a Free Corps, stayed for some time in Africa and America, Party official./

RUCKDESCHEL, Ludwig
Deputy Gauleiter Bayreuth. - MdR. /Born in 1907, commercial clerk, Party official./

RUDOLPH, Carl
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Transport. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsverkehrsministerium). /Born in 1881, technician, official of the German railway./

RÜDEL, Günter
C.-in-C. of Anti-Aircraft Corps, possibly retired. - Generaloberst. (Oberbefehlshaber eines Flakkorps). /Born in 1883, professional officer, 1918 Captain, previously Chief of the German Air Defence in the Air Ministry./

RÜDIGER, Hans
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of the Interior. SS.-Oberführer, Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichinnenministerium). /Born in 1889./

Dr. RÜDIGER, Jutta
Head of German Girls' League. (Reichsreferentin BDM.).

RÜHLE, Gerd
Chief of the Broadcasting Department in the Foreign Office. - MdR. (Leiter der Rundfunkabteilung im Auswärtigen Amt). /Born in 1905, studied law, 1930 official in the Justice Administration, Party official, Pg. since 1924./

RULAND, Theodor
Chief of the NS. Motor Corps Organisation Office. - NSKK.-Brigadeführer. (Chef des Organisationsamtes der Korpserführung der NSKK).

RUNDSTEDT, Gerd v.
C.-in-C. of Army-Group "West." - Generalfeldmarschall. (Oberbefehlshaber der Armeegruppe "West"). /Born in 1875, professional officer, 1918 Major./

109
Dr. RUNTE, Ludwig
Head of the Administration Division in the Reich Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter der Verwaltungabteilung im Reichsministerium für die Besetzten Ostgebiete). (Civil servant (B) removed from post, 1944.)

RUOFF, Richard
C.-in-C. of an Army. - Generaloberst. (Oberbefehlshaber einer Armee). (Born in 1886, professional officer, 1918 1st Lieutenant.)

Dr. RUST
Reich and Prussian Minister for Science and Education. - S.A.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Reichs- und Preussischer Minister für Erziehung, Wissenschaft und Volksbildung). (Born in 1883, secondary school teacher, wounded in World War I., until 1941 Gauleiter of Hanover.)

SALMUTH, Hans v.
C.-in-C. of an Army. - Generaloberst. (Befehlshaber einer Armee). (Born in 1888, professional officer, 1918 Captain.)

SARNOW, Otto
Ministerialdirektor for Special Questions in the Reich Ministry of Economics. (Ministerialdirektor für Sonderaufgaben im Reichswirtschaftsministerium). (Civil servant.)

SAUCKEL, Fritz
Gauleiter and Reichsstatthalter Thuringia, Delegate-General for Labour on the Board of the Four-Year-Plan (in charge of all manpower in Germany and in all occupied territories). - S.S.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Gauleiter und Reichsstatthalter Thüringen, Generalbevollmächtigter für den Arbeitseinsatz im Rahmen des Vierjahresplans). (Born in 1897, sailor (merchant navy), interned in France during 1914-18, since 1921 member of NSDAP, Party official.)

SAUKE, Karl
Chief of Staff of the NS. Flying Corps, Permanent Deputy of the Corps Leader. - NSFK-Obergruppenführer. (Stabschef des NS.-Fliegerkorps, ständiger Vertreter des Korpsführers). (Born in 1897, war service 1914-18, joined Party in 1929, was taken over into the NSFK as Gruppenführer in 1937; kommandeur of NSFK-Geschwader 243.)

SAUPERT, Hans
Chief of Staff and Deputy of the Reich Treasurer. - S.S.-Brigadeführer, Hauptbefehlshaber, MdR. (Stabsleiter und Stellvertreter des Reichsschatzmeisters). (Born in 1887, war service 1914-18, member of a Free Corps, old Pg., took part in Hitler Putsch (?), bank clerk, Party official.)

SAUR, Otto Karl
Head of the Office for Armaments and Munition in the Reich Ministry for Armaments and War Production, Head of the Section for Mechanics in the Party’s Office for Technical Science. - Hauptdienstleiter. (Leiter der Geschäftsbereich Bewaffnung und Munition im Reichsministerium für Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion, Leiter der Fachgruppe mechanische Technik im Hauptamt NSBDT). (Technician.)

SAUTER
Executive President of the Reich A.R.P. League. - Generalhaupt- luftschutzführer. (Geschäftsführender Präsident des Reichslluftschutz bundes).

Dr. SCHACHT, Hjalmar
Reich Minister without portfolio. - MdR. (Reichsminister ohne Portefeuille). (Born in 1877, banker, former President of the "Reichsbank" and Reich Minister for Economics.)
SCHADE
Head of a Section in the Reich Ministry for Armaments and War Production. – Major. (Gruppenleiter im Reichsministerium für Bewaffnung und Kriegsindustrie).

Dr. SCHÄFER, Johannes
Chief Editor of the “Kölnerische Zeitung.” (Hauptschriftleiter der “KZ.”). Journalist, manager of formerly Jewish armaments factories.

Dr. SCHÄFER, Leopold
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Justice. – Ministerialdir. (Leiter einer Hauptabteilung im Reichsjustizministerium). Professional civil servant.

Dr. SCHÄFER, Hugo
President of the Reich Office for Social Insurance and of the Reich Welfare Court. (Präsident des Reichsversorgungsgerichts und des Reichsversicherungsamtes). (Born in 1875, civil servant (?)).

Dr. SCHALFJEW, Eduard
Chairman of the Board of the “Deutsche Kontinentale Gas AG.”
Dessau. Born in 1888, civil servant.

SCHALK, Richard
Inspector General of Party Administration in the General Government. Deputy Chamber of Deputies. (Generalsstaatsrat, Vorsitzender des Reichsrates der Verfolgten des Willkürjustiz und der Verfolgten der Machtübernahme (NSDAP)). Party official. (Bismarck, Born 1899 Deputy Head of the NSDAP). (Born in 1899)

SCHALL, Paul
Deputy Chief Editor of the “Strassburger Neueste Nachrichten.” Party official, journalist.

SCHALLER, Richard
Deputy Gauls der Köln-Aachen, Gauleiter, President of the Gauleiter Chamber of Labour. – S.A.-Brigadeführer, MdR. Befehlsvorsteher. (Vorstandsmitglied der Gauleiter der Gewerkschaft der Kulturberufe im Reichsverband). (Born in 1903, 1938 Bürgermeister of Cologne (?)).

Dr. SCHARF, Friedrich
Minister of State in Mecklenburg. (Born in 1897, lawyer).

SCHARTZ, Karl
Deputy Gauleiter Vienna. – S.S.-Oberführer, MdR. (Born in 1901, technician, employed by the “Alpine-Montan Co.”, Party official).

SCHAUB, Julius
Personal A.d.C. to Hitler. – S.S.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Personal Adjutant des Führers). (Born in 1898, war service 1914-18 as medical orderly, trained as druggist, took part in the 1923 Putsch, Party official)

Dr. SCHECHE, Lothar
Ministerialdir. in the Reich Ministry of Finance, Commissioner of the Reich with the German Revenue Bank. (Ministerialdir. im Reichsfinanzministerium, Kommissar des Reichs bei der Deutschen Rentenbank). (Born in 1889, civil servant (?)).

Dr. SCHEL, Gustav Adolf
Ober – Reich Students’ Leader, Head of the NS/Students’ League, Gauleiter and Reichsstatthalter Salzburg. – S.S.-Gruppenführer, Generalmajor der Polizei, MdR. (Reichsstudentenführer, Führer des NSB, Gauleiter und Reichsstatthalter Salzburg). (Born in 1907, physician, 1940 Police Chief in Alsace, 1941-42 Senior SS and Police Leader WK. XVIII. Head of NS-University lectures in Wies. 111.
SCHELL, Adolf v.  
Chief of Staff of the Inspectorate of Armoured Troops, Plenipotentiary-General for Motor Transport in the Four-Year-Plan, Untertaatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Transport. — Generalmajor. (Chef des Stabes bei der Inspektion der Panzertruppen, Reichs- treuhänder für Motortransport im Vierjahresplan, Untertaatssekretär im Reichsverkehrministerium). /Born in 1893, professional officer./

SCHELLENBERG  
Head of a Department of the Security Police. — SS.-Oberführer. (Leiter eines Amtes der Sicherheitspolizei).

SCHELLERT  
Commander of Military District IX. (Kassel). — General der Infanterie. (Befehlshaber im WK. IX.). /Born in 1887, professional officer./

Dr. SCHELP  
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Transport. — Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsverkehrsministerium).

SCHEPMANN, Wilhelm  
Chief of Staff of the SA. — MdR. (Stabschef der SA.). /Born in 1894, war service 1914-18, civil servant, dismissed on account of political activities, Party official, 1933 Police President of Dortmund, previous to present post Regierungspräsident Dresden and Leader of the SA. in Saxony./

SCHHEYDER  
Chief editor of “Transocean.”

SCHICKEDANZ, Arno  
Chief of Staff in the NSDAP. Office for Foreign Policy. — MdR. (Stabsleiter im Aussenpolitischen Amt der Partei). /Born in 1892./

Dr. SCHEEBER, Walter  
Chief of Armaments Deliveries in the Reich Ministry for Armaments and War Production, Head of the Central Office for Generators, Deputy Head of the Reich Organisation Industry. — SS.-Brigadeführer, PSt. (Chef der Rüstungslieferungen im Reichsministerium für Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion, Leiter der Zentralstelle für Generatoren, stellvertretender Leiter der Reichsgruppe “Industrie”). /Born in 1896, industrialist, friend of Sauckel./

SCHIEEL, Käthe  
Head of the Personnel Office of the Female Labour Service. — Stabshauptfahrerin. (Leiterin des Personalamtes des RAD. weibliche Jugend).

SCHIMANA  
Senior SS. and Police Leader Greece. — SS.-Brigadeführer, Generalmajor der Polizei. (Höherer SS.- und Polizeiführer Griechenland). /Prior to present post SS. and Police Leader Minsk./

Dr. SCHIPPEL, Hans  
Member of the Board of Directors of the “Dresdner Bank,” Berlin.

SCHIRACH, Baldur v.  
Reichsleiter for the Education of Youth, Gauleiter and Reichsstatthalter Vienna. — MdR. (Reichsleiter für Jugendarziehung, Gauleiter und Reichsstatthalter Wien). /Born in 1907, studied philosophy and history, Party official (Students’ League), since 1933 Youth Leader and Reichsleiter and since 1940 Gauleiter, lyrical poet, son of a theatrical producer./
SCHIRNER, Carl
Chairman of the Board of the "Deutsche Erdöl AG."—Wehrwirtschaftsführer. /Born in 1885./

SCHLEGELBAUER
See Survey of Changes.

SCHLEICHER, v.
See Survey of Changes.

SCHLEIER, Rudolf
Minister at the German Embassy in Paris, Deputy of Abetz. (Gesandter in der Botschaft in Paris, Stellvertreter von Abetz). /Prisoner-of-war in France, business man, one of the founders of the "Landesgruppe Frankreich" of the NSDAP. and of the "German-French Friendship Association."/

SCHLESSMANN, Fritz
Deputy Gauleiter Essen — SS-Gruppenführer, Oberdienstleiter, MdR. /Born in 1900, war service in the last war, technician, Party official./

Dr. SCHLÖSSER, Rainer
Head of the Theatre Department in the Reich Propaganda Ministry, Chief Theatrical Producer, Head of the Cultural and Broadcasting Department in the Reich Youth Directorate. — Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter der Theaterabteilung im Reichspropagandaministerium, Reichsdramaturg, Leiter des Kulturamtes und der Rundfunkabteilung der Reichsjugendführung). /Born in 1899, journalist, Party official, civil servant./

Dr. SCHLOTTERER, Gustav
Chief of the Economics Department in the Ministry for the Occupied East, Deputy Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Economics. — Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter der Ghefgruppe "Wirtschaftspolitische Kooperation" im Reichswirtschaftsministerium für die besetzten Ostgebiete, Stellvertretender Leiter einer Hauptabteilung im Reichswirtschaftsministerium). /Born in 1904 (1906?) bank clerk, journalist, civil servant, old Pg./

Dr. SCHLÜNDER, Ernst
Head of the Office for Physical and Pre-Military Training of the Hitler Youth. — Obergebietsführer. (Leiter des Amtes Leibesübungen und Wehrertüchtigung der Reichsjugendführung). /Born in 1898./

SCHMALZ, Kurt
Deputy Gauleiter Wartheland. — MdR. /Born in 1906, baker, formerly high official in the Hitler Youth./

SCHMAUSER, Ernst Heinrich
Senior SS: and Police Leader in Military District VIII. (Breslau), Leader of SS-OA. "South-East." — SS-Obergruppenführer, General der Polizei, MdR. (Höhere SS- und Polizeiführer im WK. VIII., Führer des SS-OA. "Süd-Ost"). /Born in 1890, war service 1914-18, bank clerk, Party official./

SCHMID
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. SCHMIDLER, Herbert
Important official in the RAD. — Obergrenzalarbeitsführer. /Born in 1889, professional soldier until 1919, member of a Free Corps, studied law after 1920, manager of industrial enterprises, travelled over Europe and America, since 1930 agitator for the Labour Service, until 1942 leader of the Motorised Frontline Units of the RAD. /Inspector of RAD Air Defence Service "Reich."/
SCHMELCHER, Willy  

SCHMELT, Albrecht  
Regierungspräsident Oppeln. — SS.-Brigadeführer, MdR. /Born in 1899, war service in the last war, member of a frontier guard, post official./

SCHMIDT, Jonathan  
Minister of Economics and the Interior Württemberg, Head of Administrative Staff in France. — SA.-Obergruppenführer. (Württembergischer Innen- und Wirtschaftsminister, Leiter des Verwaltungsstabs beim Militärbefehlshaber im Frankreich). /Born in 1888, war service 1914-18, member of NSDAP since 1923./

SCHMIDT, August  
Commander of the Air Force district VI. (Münster). — General der Flakartillerie. (Befehlshaber im Luftgau VI). /Professional officer./

Dr. SCHMIDT-HÖPEKE, Alfred  
Chief Editor of the "Deutsche Bergwerkszeitung." (Haupt- schriftleiter " BWZ."). /Born in 1891, journalist./

SCHMIDT, Friedrich  
Chief of Staff of the Party Administration "Ostland." — SS.-Brigadeführer, Hauptbefehlshaber, MdR, PSt. (Stabsleiter des Bereichs " Ostland" der NSDAP). /Born in 1902, teacher, Party official./

Dr. SCHMIDT, Karl  
Regierungspräsident Allenstein. /Born in 1898, civil servant./

Dr. SCHMIDT, Paul (I)  
Chief of the Press and News Department in the Foreign Office. — Gesandter. (Leiter der Presse- und Nachrichtenabteilung im Auswärtigen Amt). /Studied philology at Kiel University, lecturer, leader of the NSDStB at Kiel before 1933./

SCHMIDT, Paul (II)  
Chief of the Head Office of the Minister for Foreign Affairs, official interpreter. — Gesandter. (Chef des Ministeriums des Reichsaußenministern, offizieller Dolmetscher). /Philologist, linguist, journalist, has been official F.O. interpreter since the early 1920's./

SCHMIDT, Rudolf  
C.-in-C. of an Armoured Army. — Generaloberst, MVGH. (Befehlshaber einer Panzerarmee). /Born in 1886, professional officer, 1918 Captain./

SCHMIDT-BODENSTEDT, Adolf  
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Education. — Ministerialdirigent, MdR. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium für Erziehung, Wissenschaft und Volksbildung). /Born in 1904, elementary school teacher, old FLP./

Dr. SCHMIDT-KÜGLER, Arthur  
Regierungspräsident Stade. /Born in 1883, civil servant (I)/
Dr. SCHMIDT-LEONHARDT, Hans
Head of the Legal Department in the Reich Ministry of Propa-
ganda. — Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter der Rechtsabteilung im Reichs-
propagandaministerium). [Born in 1886, civil servant.]

Dr. SCHMITT, Carl
Rector of Strassburg University. — Professor. (Rektor der Uni-
versität Strassburg). [Born in 1888, university lecturer.]

SCHMITT, Walter
Chief of the Head Office for Personnel in the Reich Command of
the SS. — SS-Obergruppenführer. (Chef des Personalkombinates der
Reichsführung S.S.). [Born in 1879.]

Dr. SCHMITTHENNER, Paul Ludwig
Minister without Portfolio in Baden, Head of the Department for
Education with the Head of Civil Administration in Alsace, Rector
of Heidelberg University. — Professor. (Badischer Minister
ohne Portefeuille, Leiter der Abteilung Erziehung, Unterricht und
Volksbildung beim Chef der Zivilverwaltung im Elsass, Rektor der
Heidelberger Universität). [Born in 1894, professional army officer,
during last war on General Staff, university lecturer.]

Dr. SCHMITZ, Hermann
Chairman of the Board of Directors of "I. G. Farben." — MdR.
[Born in 1881, industrialist.]

SCHMUNDT
Chief of Army Personnel Department. — Generalleutnant. (Chef
der Heerespersonalamtes). [Born in 1888, professional officer,
probably no longer Chief A.d.C. to Hitler.]

SCHNEEBERGER, Karl
Gaubmann Vienna.

SCHNEIDER, Carl
Chief Editor of the "Rheinisch-Westfälische Zeitung." (Haupt-
schriftleiter "RWZ.").

SCHNEIDHUBER
See Survey of Changes.

SCHNEIDER
Chief of Auxiliary Fire Services. — Generalmajor der Polizei.
(Chief der Freiwilligen Feuerwehren).

SCHNEIDER
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Justice. — Minis-
terialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsjustizministerium).

SCHNEYDER, Erich
Manager and Chief Editor of the "Transozean" Newagency.
(Geschäftsführer und Hauptschriftleiter von TO.).

SCHNIEWINDT, Otto
Chief of the Fleet. — Admiral. (Flottenchef). [Born in 1887,
professional naval officer, 1918 naval lieutenant.]

Dr. SCHNITZLER, Georg v.
On the Board of "I. G. Farben." [Born in 1884, industrialist.]

SCHOLLER, Philipp v.
Owner of the firm "Schöller & Co." (bankers), Vienna. — Wehr-
wirtschaftsführer. [Born in 1892, banker.]

SCHÜNE, Heinrich
Commissioner — General Wolhynia, Chief of SA-Group "Tanne-
berg." — SA-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Generalkommissar Wolhy-
nien, Führer der SA-Gruppe "Tannenberg"). [Born in 1889,
farmer, Party official, police president.]
SCHOLTZ-KLINK-HEISSMEYER, Gertrud
Reich Women Leader, Head of the Women's Department of the Labour Front, Head of a Department in the Head Office of the German Red Cross. — MADR. (Reichsfrauenführerin, Leiterin des Frauenamtes der D.A.F., Leiterin eines Amtes im Präsidenten des DRK.)/Born in 1902, joined Party early (1920?), Party official, married to Heissmeyer./

SCHORMANN, Robert

Dr. SCHOW, Wilhelm
Landeshauptmann Schleswig-Holstein. (Born in 1896, civil servant (?))/

Dr. SCHRADER
President of Supreme Labour Court. (Präsident des Reichsarbeitsgerichts). (Formerly on the "Reichsgericht.")/

SCHRÄMM, Ferdinand
Leader of the Reich Organisation of Craftsmen. — SA.-Gruppenführer, MdR., MVGH., Reichshandwerksmeister. (Leiter der Reichsgruppe Handwerk). (Born in 1889, technician, war service 1914-18, joined Party in 1927.)/

SCHREYER, Georg
Inspector — General of the "Schutzpolizei." — SS.-Gruppenführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei. (Generalsinister der Schutzpolizei)./

SCHRÖDER
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. SCHRÖDER, Fritz

SCHRÖDER, Hans
Head of Personnel and Budget Department of the Foreign Office. — Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter der Personal- und Haushaltsabteilung im Auswärtigen Amt)./

SCHRÖDER, Karl v.
Head of the Reich Organisation of Commerce. (Leiter der Reichsguppe Handel). (Born in 1894, cousin of Kurt v. Schröder, on Board of many textile enterprises, Head of the Department "Export Trade" of the Reich Economic Group for Export and Export Trade.)/

SCHRÖDER, Frhr. Kurt v.
Head of the Economic Organisation of Private Banks, Gau Economic Advisor Köln-Aachen. — SS.-Oberführer. (Führer der Wirtschaftsgruppe "Privatbanken," Gauwirtschaftsberater Köln-Aachen). (Born in 1889, banker, served in the last war as Captain on the General Staff, played important part in bringing Hitler to power in January 1933, partner in bank J. H. Stein, Cologne.)/

SCHRÖDER, v.
See Survey of Changes.

SCHRÖDER, Wilhelm
Chief of Administration of the NS. Flying Corps. — NSFK.-Gruppenführer. (Chef des Verwaltungsamtes des NSFK.). (Born in 1898, agricultural clerk, Party official.)/
SCHROETTER, E.
Minister in the German Embassy in Spain. (Gesandter in der Deutschen Botschaft in Spanien).

SCHROTH, Walther
Commander in Military District XII. (Coblence). - General der Infanterie. (Befehlshaber im WK. XII.). [Born in 1888, professional officer, 1918 Captain.]

SCHU
Plenipotentiary for Scrap and Metal Collection in the Occupied Territories under the Four-Year-Plan. (Beauftragter für Schrott und Altmaterialerfassung in den gesamten besetzten Gebieten (Vierjahresplan).) [Professional officer.]

SCHUBERT, Albert
Commander of Military District XVII. (Vienna). - General der Infanterie. (Befehlshaber im WK. XVII.). [Born in 1885, professional officer.]

SCHUBERT, Wilhelm
Chief of the Air Force Department for Military Economy. - Generalleutnant. (Chef des Wehrwirtschafts- und Rüstungsamtes der Luftwaffe). [Professional officer.]

Dr. SCHÜLER, Felix
Secretary - General of the Reich Organisation of Craftsmen. (Generalsekretär der Reichsgruppe Handwerk). [Born in 1894, served in the last war.]

SCHÜRMAN, Ferdinand
Gauobmann Westfalen-Nord. - MdR. [Born in 1896, workman.]

SCHUMACHER
Reich Commissioner for Child Evacuation. - Hauptbannführer. (Reichskommissar für die KLKV.).

SCHULENBURG, Graf (Wolf Werner ?) von der
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry for Food and Agriculture. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium für Landwirtschaft und Ernährung). [Born in 1899 (?)]

SCHULENBURG, Graf Otto v. d.
Oberpräsident Deputy Lower Silesia. [Born in 1888 (?)]

SCHULTE-MÜNTER
Chief of Staff of the Naval Commander. - Konteradmiral. (Chef des Stabes des Oberbefehlshabers der Marine). [Born in 1897, professional naval officer.]

SCHULTE, Otto
C.-in-C. on the Channel Coast. - Generaladmiral. (Befehlshaber an der Kanalkuste). [Born in 1884, professional officer, previous to present post C-in-C. of the North Sea Station.]

Dr. SCHULTZE, Walter

SCHULZ, Erwin
Head of a Department in the Reich Security Office. - SS-Brigadeführer. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichssicherheitsbauptamt). [Formerly "Inspekteur" of the Security Police with the Senior SS, and Police Leader in Military District X.]
SCHULZ, Fritz
Gauobmann Württemberg-Hohenzollern. — Oberbereichsleiter.
/Born in 1897, mechanic, since 1929 member of the NSDAP, Party official./

SCHULZ, Robert
Gau- and Landeshauptmann Wartheland. — SS.-Oberführer, MdR.
/Born in 1900, baker, old Pg., Party official./

Dr. SCHULZE-FIELITZ, Günther
Staatssekretär in the Ministry for Armaments and War Production,
Head of the Technical Department in the Reich Ministry for the Occupied East, Head of the Central Department of the Inspector –
General for Roads. (Staatssekretär im Reichsministerium für
Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion, Leiter der Technischen Abteilung im
Reichsministerium für die Besetzten Ostgebiete, Leiter der Zentral-
abteilung beim Generalinspektor für das Deutsche Straßenwesen.
/Born in 1899, war service 1914-18, technician, was right hand of
the late Dr. Todt./

SCHWARZ, Xavier Franz
Reich Treasurer of the Party. — SS.-Obergruppenführer, SA-
Obergruppenführer, Reichsleiter, MdR. (Reichsschatzmeister). /Born
in 1875, civil servant, war service 1914-18, joined Party in 1922,
Party official./

SCHWEBEL, Otto
Regierungspräsident Wiesbaden. — Oberbereichsleiter, MdR. /Born
in 1903, Party official./

SCHWEBEDE-COBURG, Franz
Gauleiter and Oberpräsident Pommern. — SA.-Obergruppenführer,
MdR., PS., MdR. /Born in 1888, machine fitter, sailor (merchant
navy), municipal employee, old Pg./

Dr. SCHWEDLER, August
A.d.C. of the Reich Minister for Economics and of the President of
the Reich Bank, Director of the Reich Bank. — SS.-Standartenführer,
(Adjutant des Reichswirtschaftsministers und des Präsidenten der
Reichsbank, Direktor der Reichsbank). /Born in 1902./

SCHWEDLER, Victor v.
Commander in Military District IV. (Dresden). — General,
(Befehlshaber im WK. IV.). /Born in 1882, professional officer,
was in 1935 Head of the Personnel Department in the German War
Office, in command of a Division on the Eastern Front in 1942./

SCHWEICKARD, Karl
Commander of Air Force District I. (Königsberg). — General der
Flieger. (Befehlshaber im Lwftgau I.). /Born in 1882, professional
officer, 1918 Captain./

Dr. SCHWEICKERT
Landeskommissär Mühlhausen/Baden.

SCHWERIN, Graf Eberhard v.
Chief Editor of the “National Zeitung, Essen,” Gauleiter of
Press and Publishing, (Hauptredakteur “ENZ,” Gauverlags- und
Presseleiter). /Born in 1894, professional army officer, journalist./

SCHWERIN v. KROSIGK, Graf Lutz
Reich Minister of Finance. — MdR. (Reichsfinanzminister).
/Born in 1887, civil servant./

SCHWÖRER, Georg
Landeskommissär Freiburg/Baden. /Civil servant./
Dr. SEBEROWSKY, Wilhelm
Regierungspräsident Eger. – S.A.-Standartenführer, MVGH.

Seebauer, Dipl. Ing.
Special Commissioner for Power and Fuel Saving in the Reich Ministry for Armaments and War Production, Plenipotentiary for Armaments in the Four-Year-Plan. (Sonderbeauftragter für Energieeinsparung im Reichsministerium für Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion, Generalbevollmächtigter für Rüstungsaufgaben im Vierjahresplan). (Born in 1897, volunteered in the last war, member of the "Epp" Free Corps, joined NSDAP, early, 1934 Head of the Party's Technical Office. (Chef der Abteilung für Technische Fragen, MVGH, MVKHD.)

Seeckt, v.
See Survey of Changes.

Seeeker, Erna
Deputy Gauleiter Danzig-Westpreussen, Gauleiter of the NSDAP. – Oberbereichsleiter. (Stellvertretender Gauleiter und Gauleiterorganisation Danzig-Westpreussen). (Born in 1884, studied law, judge, served in the last war, 1919 Head of the Reichsfilmstelle, 1926 in Reich Ministry of Justice, 1933 in Reich Propaganda Ministry.)

Dr. Segelken, Hans
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Justice. – Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsjustizministerium). (Born in 1897, served in the last war, member of a Free Corps, judge.)

Dr. Seibert
Chief Editor of the Northern Edition of the "VB." (Hauptschriftleiter der Norddeutschen Ausgabe des "Völkischen Beobachters").

Seiler, Paul
Gauleiter Weser-Ems, Head of the Gauleiters of labour Weser-Ems.

Seldte, Franz
Reich and Prussian Minister of Labour. – S.A.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Reichs- und Preußischer Arbeitsminister). (Born in 1882, industrialist, politician, chemist, soda water manufacturer, once leader of the conservative "Stahlhelm").

Selzner, Klaus
Reichsleiter of the NS. Workshop Cell Organisation. – SS.-Brigadeführer, MdR., Hauptschaufleiter. (Reichsführer NSBO). (Born in 1899, war service 1914-18, member of a Free Corps, trained fitter, manager of industrial enterprises, party official, last Commissioner – General in Dniepropetrovsk. (Mif in June 1944.)

Dr. Sequenz, H.
Rector of Technical College, Vienna. – Professor. (Rektor der Technischen Hochschule Wien). (University Lecturer.)

Dr. Seyffert, Hans
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Agriculture, Head of the Supreme Office for all Questions on Horse-Breeding. – Ministerialdirektor, Oberlandstallmeister. (Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschafts, Leiter der Obersten Behörde für Pferdezucht). (Born in 1895, civil servant (?)
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Dr. SEYSS-INQUART, Arthur
Reich Commissioner for the Occupied Netherlands, Reich Minister without Portfolio, President of the "German Academy" Munich. - SS-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Reichskommissar für die besetzten niederländischen Gebiete, Reichsminister ohne Fortsetzung, President der "Deutschen Akademie", München). /Born in 1892, solicitor, 1914-18 war service, one of the founders of the "Deutsch-Osterreichischer Volksbund," prominent Austrian Nazi, Reichsstahhalter in Austria 1938-39./

SIEBERT
Deputy Chief of the Technical Emergency Service. - SS-Brigadeführer. (Stellvertretender Chef der TN.).

Dr. SIEGERT
Head of a Department in the Reich Security Office. - Ministerialrat, SS-Standartenführer, (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsicherhauptsammt). /Comes from old family of judges./

SIEH, Wilhelm
Deputy Gauleiter Schleswig-Holstein. MdR. /Born in 1892, war service 1914-18, clerk, Party official./

SIEKMEIER
Regierungspräsident Trier.

SIEKMEIER, Heinrich
Deputy Gauleiter Thuringia, State Councillor of Thuringia. - SS-Brigadeführer, MdR. (Stellvertretender Gauleiter Thüringen, Thüringischer Staatsrat). /Born in 1903 served in the Reichswehr until 1926, clerk, Party official./

Dr. SILEX, Karl
Chief Editor of the "Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung." (Hauptschriftleiter "DAZ"). /Born in 1896, naval officer, studied philosophy, journalist, was for many years (until 1933) London Correspondent of the "DAZ."/

Dr. SIMMER, Nikolaus
Oberpräsident of the Rhine Province and Oberbürgermeister of Koblenz. /Born in 1902./

SIMON, Gustav
Gauleiter Moselland, Chief of Civil Administration Luxembourg. - MdR., P.St. (Gauleiter Moselland, Chef der Zivilverwaltung in Luxemburg). /Born in 1900, member of a Free Corps, teacher, member of the NSDAP since 1925./

SIMON, Heinrich

SIMON, Max
Commander of a SS Division. - SS-Brigadeführer, Generalmajor (Waffen SS). (Kommandeur einer SS. Division). /Born in 1899./
SIMON, Paul  
Deputy Gauleiter and Gaugmann Pomerania. — MdR., MVGH.  
[Born in 1908, member of the NSDAP, since 1926, Party journalist, Party official.]  

Dr. Sippell, Karl Ernst  
On the Board of the Deutsche Bank Berlin.  
[Born in 1889.]  

Dr. Six, Franz Alfred  
Head of a Department in the Reich Security Office, President of the German Institute for Foreign Affairs, Head of the Department for Culture and Politics in the Foreign Office. — SS.-Oberführer, Professor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichssicherheitsamt, Präsident des auslandwissenschaftlichen Instituts, Leiter der kulturpolitischen Abteilung im Auswärtigen Amt).  

Solbrig, Max  
[Born in 1889.]  

Sommé, Walter  
Commander of Air Force District VIII. (Breitau). — General der Flieger. (Befehlshaber im Luftgau VIII.).  
[Born in 1887, professional officer.]  

Dr. Sommer, Robert  
Regierungspräsident Merseburg.  
[Born in 1883, war service 1914–18, civil servant.]  

Spanenberg, Alfred  
Gauobmann Berlin.  
[Born in 1897, bank clerk.]  

Sparing, Rudolf  
Chief Editor "Das Reich." (Hauptschriftleiter "Das Reich").  

Speer, Albert  
[Born in 1905, research student of Berlin Technical College, joined Party in 1932, Party official, architect and friend of Hitler.]  

Sperrle, Hugo  
G.-c.-c. of an Air Fleet. — Generalfliegermarshall. (Befehlshaber einer Luftflotte).  
[Born in 1885, professional officer, 1918 Captain, 1936 in command of German bombers at Guernica (Spain), 1940 Blitz on England.]  

Sprenger, Jakob  
Gauleiter and Reichstatthalter Hessen-Nassau, Prime Minister of Hesse. — MdR.  
[Born in 1884, clerk in the Post Administration, joined the Party very early, Gauleiter since 1927.]
SPRINGORUM, Walter
Regierungspräsident Kattowitz. /Born in 1892, technician, famous industrialist family from the Ruhr./

Dr. SIRBIK, Ritter Heinrich v.
President of the Academy of Science in Vienna. - MdR. (Präsident der Akademie für Wissenschaft in Wien). /Born in 1878, historian university lecturer 1929 to 1930 Austrian Minister for Education./

STADLBAUER, Franz
Gauobmann Upper Danube. /Born in 1909./

STAHN
Ministerialdirigent in the Reich Ministry for Ecclesiastical Affairs. (Ministerialdirigent im Reichsministerium für kirchliche Angelegenheiten).

STAMM, Dr. Kurt
Head of the Department for Legislation and Public Law in the RAD. - Oberstabsamtmann. (Leiter der Abteilung Gesetzgebung und öffentliches Recht des RAD.).

STANGIER, Peter
Deputy Gauleiter Westphalia-North. - SA.-Gruppenführer, Befehlshaber, MdR., PSt. /Born in 1898, fighter, war service 1914-18, member of a Free Corps./

STEEG, Ludwig
Acting Oberbürgermeister Berlin. - SS.-Oberführer, PSt. (Kommissarischer Oberbürgermeister Berlin). /Born in 1894, war service 1914-18, member of a Free Corps, municipal clerk./

*Note—The "Stadtpräsident" Lippert is presumably no longer in office.

Dr. STEENGRACHT MOYLAND, Baron Adolf v.
Staatssekretär in the Foreign Office. (Staatssekretär im Auswärtigen Amt). /Born in 1902, family half Dutch, lawyer, local Party official, friend and protegé of Ribbentrop, was Ribbentrop's secretary in London. / Staatsschef.

STEINBRINCK, Otto
Deputy Chairman of the United Steel Trust. /Born in 1888, industrialist, U-boat commander in last war./

STEINER, Felix
Commander of the 3rd SS. Armoured Corps. - SS.-Gruppenführer, WSS.-General. (Kommandeur des ersten SS.-Panzerkorps). /Born in 1896, war service 1914-18, member of a Free Corps, professional soldier in the Reichswehr since 1935, member of the WSS., 1936 commander of a regiment./

Dr. STEINBRINCK, Helmut
Chief of Staff of the Party's Office for Ideological Training. - SS.-Brigadeführer, Befehlshaber, MdR., Ministerialrat. (Stabsleiter des Amtes Rosenberg). /Born in 1898, technician, Party official./

Dr. STEURER, Otto
Rector of Rostock University. - Professor. (Rektor der Universität Rostock). /Born in 1893, physician, university lecturer. Explained by Dr. Kurt WIEGELMEYER. - See Survey of Changes
Dr. STICKL, O.
Rector of Tübingen University. - Professor. (Rektor der Universität Tübingen). (Born in 1891, university lecturer.)

STOBBE-DETHLEFFSEN, Carl
Trustee for the Building Industry in the Ministry for Armaments and War Production, Member of the Advisory Council of Building Societies in the Reich Office for Supervision of Private Insurance. (Treuhänder für die Bauindustrie im Reichskabinett für Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion, Mitglied des Betriebsrates für Baubeschränkungen beim Reichskaministerium für Privatversicherungen.)

STOHHRE, v.

STOSCH, Graf Günther v.
Acting Regierungspräsident Minden, Oberbürgermeister Bottrop. (Officer in the last war, civil servant in Prussia, 1923 Manager of the "Bergbau AG." Bochum, 1933 Head of the Gestapo, Münster, 1935 as at present.)

STRASSER
See Survey of Changes.

STRAUH, Hans
Head of the German Labour Bank, Head of the Office for Business Enterprises of the DAF. (Leiter der Bank der Deutschen Arbeit, Leiter des Amtes Wirtschaftsunternehmungen der DAF.) (Born in 1891.)

STRAUSS, Adolf
C.-in-C. of an Army. - Generaloberst. (Befehlshaber einer Arme.) (Born in 1879, professional officer, 1918 Captain, out of the news since 1941.)

STRECCIUS, v.
See Survey of Changes.

STRECKENBACH
See Survey of Changes.

STREICHER
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. STROLIN, Karl
President of the German Overseas Institute, Head of an Office in the Party's Department for Municipalities, Oberbürgermeister of Stuttgart. - SS.-Obergruppenführer. (Leiter des Deutschen Auslandsinstituts, Leiter eines Amtes im Hauptamt für Kommunalpolitik der NSDAP., Oberbürgermeister von Stuttgart.) (Born in 1890, officer in the last war, municipal clerk and State Commissioner for Stuttgart.)

STROOP
Senior SS. and Police Leader in Military District XII. (Wiesbaden and Metz). - SS.-Gruppenführer, Generalmajor der Polizei. (Höherer SS.- und Polizeiführer im WK. XII.). (Before 1943 Police Leader in the Warsaw District and in 1943 Senior SS. and Police Leader in Greece.)

Dr. STUCKART, Wilhelm
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of the Interior, Head of the Central Department for Norway in the Reich Ministry of the Interior. - SS.-Obergruppenführer, Staatssekretär. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsinnenministerium, Leiter der Zentralabteilung Norwegen im Reichsinnenministerium.) (Born in 1902, member of a Free Corps, lawyer, Party official, civil servant since 1933.)
Dr. STÜBLER, Karl
Regierungspräsident Osnabrück. /War service 1914-18, sailor in the German Navy./

STÜLPNAGEL, v.
See Survey of Changes.

STÜLPNAGEL, Otto v.
Military Commander in France. – General der Infanterie. (Militärbefehlshaber von Frankreich). /Born in 1886, professional officer, taken over by the Reichswehr, 1940 Head of the German Armistice Commission in Wiesbaden, since October 1940 as at present./

STÜRTZ, Emil
Gauleiter and Oberpräsident of Mark Brandenburg. – NSKK. - Gruppenführer, MdR., PSt. /Born in 1892, fitter./

STUMPF, Hans-Jürgen
C-in-C. of an Air Fleet. – Generaloberst, MVGH. (Oberbefehlshaber einer Luftflotte). /Born in 1889, professional officer./

Dr. STURM
Gauobmann Essen (acting, for the duration of the war).

SÜNDERMANN, Helmut
Chief of Staff to the Party’s Reich Press Chief, Chief Editor of the Party’s News Agency (NSK.), Deputy Press Chief of the Reich Government, (Stabsleiter des Reichspressechef, Hauptschriftleiter “Nationalsozialistische Korrespondenz,” Stellvertretender Reichspressechef und Presschef der Reichsregierung). /Born in 1911, student, Party official./

Dr. SÜSS, Wilhelm
Rector of Freiburg University. – Professor. (Rektor der Universität Freiburg). /Born in 1895, University lecturer, lectured in Japan from 1923-28./

Dr. SURÉN
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. SYRUP, Friedrich
Staatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Labour, President of the Reich Institute for Unemployment Insurance and Labour Exchanges, Head of the Department for Employment on the Board of the Four-Year-Plan. (Staatssekretär im Reichsarbeitsministerium, Präsident der Reichsanstalt für Arbeitsvermittlung und Arbeitslosenversicherung, Leiter der Geschäftsgruppe Arbeitsmittlung im Vierjahresplan). /Born in 1881, technician, civil servant since 1907./

TACKMANN, Heinz
Manager of the Reich Film Chamber, Head of the Department “Organisation” in the Reich Chamber of Culture. (Geschäftsführer der Reichsfilmkammer und Organisationsleiter der Reichskulturkammer).

TELSCHOW, Otto
Gauleiter Osthannover. – MdR, PSt. /Born in 1876, official in the Police Administration, old Pg., oldest active Gauleiter (since 1925)./ Dr. TENGELMANN, Ernst
Chairman of the Board of “Essener Steinkohlenbergwerke, AG.” /Born 1870, industrialist./

TERBOVEN, Josef
Gauleiter Essen, Reich Commissioner for Occupied Norway. – SS-Gruppenführer, MdR., PSt. (Gauleiter von Essen, Reichskommissar für die besetzten norwegischen Gebiete). /Born in 1898, bank clerk, Party official./
TESCHE, Georg

TGARHT, Erich
Chairman of the Board of "Hoesch AG," Dortmund. [Born in 1887, industrialist.]

Dr. THIERACK, Otto Georg
Reich Minister for Justice, President of the Academy for German Law, Leader of the NS. Lawyers' League. - SS.-Brigadeführer, SA.-Gruppenführer, Oberbefehlshaber. (Reichsjustizminister, Präsident der Akademie für Deutsches Recht, Führer der NSRB). [Born in 1886, war service 1914-18, public prosecutor, State Minister, Vice-President of Supreme Court of Justice, President of People's Tribunal until 1942.]

Dr. THIMEL, Friedrich
Deputy Gauleiter and Gauorganisationsvorstand Carinthia. - HJ.-Gebietsführer. [Born in 1909.]

THOLENS, Hermann (TOLENS ?)

THOMAS, Georg
Chief of Military Economy and Armaments Office, Member of the Armaments Council. - General der Infanterie. (Chef des Wehrwirtschafts- und Rüstungsamtes, Mitglied des Rüstungsrates). [Born in 1890, professional officer, intimate collaborator of Göring and key liaison man between Industry and Army.]

Dr. THOMSEN, Hans
German Minister in Sweden. (Deutscher Gesandter in Schweden). [Born in 1891, professional diplomat, last German diplomatic representative in the USA.]

THYSSEN
See Survey of Changes.

Dr. TIMM
Head of a Department in the Reich Labour Ministry. - Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsarbeitsministerium).

TIX, Arthur
Head of the Department for Armaments Production in the Reich Ministry for Armaments and War Production, Chairman of the Board of "Hanomag." (Vorsitzender des Hauptausschusses Waffenherstellung im Reichsministerium für Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion). [Born in 1887.]

TIEBEL, Fritz Otto
Deputy Leader of the NS. Civil Servants' League. - MdR. (Stellvertretender Reichsbeamtenführer). [Born in 1889, civil servant, party official.]

TIESSLER, Walter
Head of the Party Administration in the Government General. - Reichsbaustatthalter. (Leiter der Arbeitsbereiche der NSDAP im Generalgouvernement). [Chemist, prior to present post leading official in the Party's Propaganda Department. (Born in 1903, Party member since 1924.]

Dr. TODT
See Survey of Changes.
TOUSSAINT
See Survey of Changes.

TRAUPEL, Wilhelm
Landeshauptmann Hessen-Nassau. — SS.-Oberführer. /Born in 1891./

TRAUTMANN
Chief Editor "Pariser Zeitung." (Hauptschriftleiter "Pariser Zeitung"). /Journalist./

TRAUTMANN, Rudolf
Deputy Gauleiter Magdeburg Anhalt. /Born in 1908, Party official./

Dr. TRENEDELENBURG, Ernst
Chairman of the Board of "VIAG." — Staatssekretär (ret.). /Born in 1932, civil servant./

Dr. TURNER, Harald
Chief of Military Administration in Occupied Serbia, Ministerialdirektor in the Prussian Ministry of Finance. — SS.-Gruppenführer, PS. (Chef der Militärverwaltung in Serbien, Ministerialdirektor im Preussischen Finanzministerium). /Born in 1891, professional officer, member of a Free Corps, civil servant, Regierungspräsident Koblenz./

Dr. TWOKOSWODSI, Fritz v.
Consul-General in Istanbul. — Gesandter, Ministerialdirigent. /War service in the navy, after war employed by German Foreign Office, good connections to German left-wing parties, counsel of the German Embassy in Moscow, recalled from there in 1934, then Head of the Cultural Department of the Foreign Office until early in 1943./

UDEIT
See Survey of Changes.

ÜBELHÜR, Friedrich
Regierungspräsident Merseburg. — MdR. /Born in 1893, served in the last war, member of a Free Corps; studied law and political science, joined Party in 1922, worked in industry and various Party posts, for some time Regierungspräsident Litzmannstadt, later Gauinspektor Wartheland./

Dr. ÜBERLEITHER, Siegfried
Gauleiter and Reichskommissar for Lower Austria. — SA.-Obergruppenführer, MdR. (Gauleiter und Reichskommissar Niederösterreich). /Born in 1908, lawyer, official of a health insurance company, before 1938 organiser of illegal Nazi organisations in Austria.

ULRICH, Curt v.
Oberpräsident of the Province of Saxony. — SA.-Obergruppenführer, MdR, PS. /Born in 1876, professional army officer (Generalleutnant), Party official./

UNRUH, Walter v.
Chief of special staff (total mobilisation staff). — General der Infanterie. (Chef des Sonderstabes im OKW). /Born in 1878, professional officer, 1918 Major, apparently now High Command authority on comb-out in homeland and back-areas./

VAHL, Herbert Ernst
Commander of a SS.-Division. — SS.-Brigadeführer, WSS.-Generalmajor. (Kommandeur einer Division der Waffen-SS). /Born in 1886, war service 1914-18, instructor in a military school, 1936 commander of an armoured unit./
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Dr. VAHLEN, Theodor
President of the Academy for Science in Berlin. — Professor, Ministerialdirektor. (Präsident der Akademie für Wissenschaft in Berlin). [Born in 1869, university lecturer, Nazi since 1923, visited Hitler in Landsberg, was for a time Gauleiter of Pommerania, founder of the "Norddeutscher Beobachter," 1933 Head of the Department for Universities in the Prussian Ministry of Culture.]

VENUS, Armin
Deputy Chief Editor of the "Hamburger Fremdenblatt." (Stellvertretender Hauptschriftleiter "HF").

VETTER, Heinrich
Deputy Gauleiter Westfalia-South, Oberbürgermeister Hagen. — MdR. [Born in 1890, war service, clerk, Party official.]

Dr. VIELMETTER, Johann Philipp
Chairman of the Board "Knorr-Bremse AG.," Berlin-Lichtenberg. [Technician, industrialist.]

Dr. VITS, Ernst Hellmuth
Director — General and Chairman of the Board of "Vereinigte Glanzstofffabriken, AG.," Wuppertal-Elberfeld. — Wohwirtschaftsführer.

VÖGE
Deputy Regierungspräsident Schleswig-Holstein. [Civil servant (?)]

Dr. VÖGLER, Albert
Member of the Armaments Council, President of the "Kaiser Wilhelm Gesellschaft" for the Promotion of Science. — MdR. P.St., MADT. (Mitglied des Rüstungsrates, Präsident der Kaiser Wilhelm Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Wissenschaft). [Born in 1877, Chairman of Board of many coal and steel companies.]

Dr. VÖGELER, Friedrich
Regierungspräsident Reichenberg. [Born in 1883, civil servant, Landrat Saarbrücken 1920-37, Regierungspräsident Arnstorf 1937 to 1939.]

VOGELSANG, Franz
Regierungspräsident Aachen. — SS.-Oberführer.

VOGL, Oskar
President of the Armistice Commission. — General der Artillerie. (Präsident des Waffenstillstands kommission in Wiesbaden). [Born in 1881, professional officer.]

VOGT, Anton

VOIGT, Max
Chief of Personnel in the Reich Labour Service. — Generalarbeitsführer. (Chef des Personalamtes des Reichsarbeitsdienst).

Dr. VOLLERT, Ernst
Chief of a Department in the Ministry of the Interior. — Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium des Innern).
Dr. Voss, Wilhelm
Head of the Central Armaments Office in the Reich Ministry for
Arms and War Production, Director-General of the "Hermann
Goring" Concern, Managing Director of the "Brünn Waffen-
werke," President of the "Sokoda" Works. (Leiter des Zentral-
rüstungsamtes im Reichsministerium für Bewaffnung und Kriegsprodukt-
tion, Generaldirektor der "Reichswerke Hermann Göring," General-
direktor der "Brünn Waffenwerke," Präsident der "Sokoda-Werke").
[Born in 1896, industrialist.]

Dr. Wächter, Gustav
Governor of Galicia District. - SS.-Gruppenführer. (Gouverneur
des Distrikt Galizien, Generalgouvernement). [Born in 1901,
dentist, one of the organizers of the Nazi Putsch in Austria in 1934,
since then Party official in Germany, after 1939 SS.-Leader.]

Wächter, Fritz
Gauleiter Bayreuth, Chief of NS. Teachers' League. - SS-
Gruppenführer, MdR. (Gauleiter Bayreuth, Reichswalter des NS.
Lerherbundes). [Born in 1891, teacher, Party official, Minister of
State in Thuringia.]

Wagner
Head of the Armaments Department in the Reich Ministry for
Arms and War Production, member of the Armaments Council.
Generalmajor. (Leiter des Rüstungsamtes im Reichsministerium für
Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion, Mitglied des Rüstungsrates).

Wagner
See Survey of Changes.

Wagner, Eduard
Commander in Military District XIII. (Nurnberg). - General der
Infanterie. (Befehlshaber im WK. XIII.). [Born in 1891, profes-
sional officer.]

Wagner, Hans
Manager of the Office of the Reich Commissioner for the Social
Housing Scheme. - Ministerialdirektor. (Geschäftsführer beim Reichs-
kommissar für den sozialen Wohntingsbau).

Wagner, Hermann
"Inspekteur" of the Female Labour Service. - Obergeneral-
arbeitsführer. (Inspekteur des weiblichen RAD.). [Born in 1893.]

Wagner
See Survey of Changes.

Wagner, Robert
Gauleiter and Reichsstatthalter Baden, Chief of Civil Administra-
tion Alsace. - MdR. (Gauleiter und Reichsstatthalter Baden, Chef
der Zivilverwaltung im Elsass). [Born in 1891, professional army
officer, dismissed from army in 1924 (Captain), Party official.]

Wagner, Wilhelm
German Minister in Manchuria. (Deutscher Gesandter in
Manchukuo). [Born in 1884, professional diplomat.]

Wahl, Karl
Gauleiter Swabia, Regierungspräsident Augsburg. - SS-
Gruppenführer, SA-Gruppenführer, MdR. [Born in 1892 war service
1914-18, municipal clerk, Party official.]

Waldeck, Max
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Transport.
Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsverkehrs-
ministerium). [Born in 1878, civil servant.]
WALDECK-PYRMONT, Josias Prinz v.
Senior SS. and Police Leader in Military District IX. (Kassel), Leader of SS.-OA. “Fulda-Werra.” – SS.-Obergruppenführer, General der Polizei, MdR. (Höherer SS.- und Polizeiführer im WK. IX., Führer des SS.-OA. “Fulda-Werra”). [Born in 1886, member of a Free Corps, miscellaneous posts, Party official (SS.), son of the monarch (until 1918) of a small German State.]

WALDMANN, Karl
Staatssekretär and Minister of Finance in Württemberg. (Staatssekretär und Finanzminister in Württemberg). [Born in 1889, civil servant, Party journalist.]

Dr. WALTER, Alexander
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture, – Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft). [Born in 1888, permanent civil servant.]

WANNENMACHER

Dr. WARLIMONT, Felix Franz Maria
Chairman of the Board of “Norddeutsche Affinerie.” – Wehrwirtschaftsführer. [Born in 1879, industrialist.]

Dr. WEBER, Friedrich
Chief of a Department in the Reich Ministry of the Interior, Reich Veterinary Surgeon Leader, – SS.-Brigadeführer, Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsministerium des Innern, Reichtierärztführer). [Veterinary surgeon, war service 1914-18, leader of “Oberland” Free Corps, took part as such in Hitler Putsch in 1923, civil servant since 1933.]

Dr. WEBER, Otto
Regierungspräsident Erfurt. – Staatsminister. [Born in 1894, civil servant.]

WEDDERWILLE, Adolf
Deputy Minister of State Lippe-Detmold. – MdR. (Stellvertreter des Staatsminister in Lippe-Detmold). [Born in 1895, housepainter.]

WEDEL, Hasso v.
In the Propaganda and Public Relations Department of the Armed Forces. – Generalmajor. (In der Wehrmachtpropaganda-Abteilung). [Born in 1898, professional officer.]

WEDELSTADT, Hellmuth v.
Landeshauptmann East Prussia, Deputy Reich Commissioner Ukraine. [Born in 1902.]

WEGENER, Paul
Gauleiter Weser-Ems, Reichsstatthalter Oldenburg and Bremen. [Ober-SS.-Gruppenführer, MdR. [Born in 1908, business man, served for a time in the SD., later Deputy to Terboven, Norway.]

WEICHS, Maximilian Freiherr v.
C-in-C. of an Army Group. – Generalfeldmarschall. (Oberbefehlshaber einer Armee Gruppe). [Born in 1881, professional officer, 1918 Captain, prominent in many campaigns, now possibly in command of Western part of the Balkans.]
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Dr. WEIDEMANN, Johannes
Head of a Department in the Party’s Office for Municipal Policy,
First Vice-President of the German Municipal Congress, Oberbürgermeister of Halle. – MADR. (Leiter eines Amtes im Hauptamt für Kommunalpolitik, Vizepräsident des Deutschen Gemeindetages, Oberbürgermeister von Halle). [Born in 1897, war service 1914-18, lawyer, Party official, 1931 Gau organiser in Cassel.]

Dr. WEIGEL, Rudolf Georg
Rector of Technical College Karlsruhe. – Professor. (Rektor der Technischen Hochschule Karlsruhe). [Born in 1899, university lecturer, technician.]

Dr. WEIGELT, Johannes
Rector of Halle University. – Professor. (Rektor der Universität Halle). [Born in 1890, university lecturer.]

WEINREICH
See Survey of Changes.

WEINREICH
See Survey of Changes.

WEISE, Hubert
Commander in Luftgau III. (Berlin). – Generaloberst. (Befehlshaber im Luftgau III.). [Born in 1884, professional officer.]

Dr. WEISSMANN, Eugen
Commander of Luftgau XII. (Koblenz). – General der Flakartillerie. (Befehlshaber im Luftgau XII.). [Born in 1891, professional officer.]

WEISS, Wilhelm
Chief Editor of “Völkischer Beobachter,” Head of the Association of German Journalists. – SA-Obergruppenführer, NSKK-Obergruppenführer, MDr., PSt., MVGH., Major a.D., Reichskanzleialter. (Hauptschriftleiter des “Völkischen Beobachters, Leiter des Reichsverbands der Deutschen Presse). [Born in 1892, professional officer, member of a Free Corps, journalist, editor of many Nazi papers.]

WEITZEL
See Survey of Changes.

WEIZSÄCKER, Freiherr Ernst v.
German Ambassador to the Holy See. (Deutscher Botschafter beim Vatikan). [Born in 1882, professional diplomat, until December 1942 senior Staatssekretär in the German F.O.]

WELTZIEN, Hans
Partner in “Berliner Handelsgesellschaft.” [Born in 1889.]

WENDE, Kurt
President of the Labour Service Court. – Generalarbeitsführer. (Präsident des Reichshofes des Arbeitsdienstes).

Dr. WENDLER, Ernst
German Minister in Thailand. (Deutscher Gesandter in Siam). [Born in 1890, professional diplomat, formerly in South America, relative of Heinrich Himmler.]

Dr. WENDLER, Richard
Governor of Lublin District. – SS-Obergruppenführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei. (Gouverneur im Distrikt Lublin). [Old Pg., possibly relative of the above.]

WENNER, Friedrich
Regierungspräsident Metz. [Civil servant.]
WERLIN, Jacob
Hitler's Inspector-General for Motor Traffic, Director-General of "Mercedes." - SS-Standartenführer, MADR. (Generalinspekteur des Führers für das Kraftfahrwesen). /Born in 1886, manager of "Daimler Benz's" Sales Department, manager of "Daimler Benz AG.", for a long time Hitler's personal advisor on questions concerning motor cars and motor traffic./

WERNER
Regierungspräsident Speyer.

WESSIG, Max
Chairman of the Board of “Rheinmetall Borsig AG.” and other large industrial enterprises. /Born in 1875, industrialist./

WETTSCHUREK, Wilhelm
Gauhauptmann Munich/Upper Bavaria. - MdR., Oberbereichsleiter. /Born in 1898./

WETZLAR
Head of a Department for Motor Traffic and Roads in the Reich Ministry of Transport. - Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter der Abteilung Kraftverkehr und Straßennetz im Reichsverkehrsministerium). /Civil servant (?)/

WEVER
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Finance. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsfinanzministerium).

WIEHER
See Survey of Changes.

WICTORIN (WIKTORIN?)
See Survey of Changes.

WIEBEL
Gauhauptmann East-Hanover.

WIEDE, v.
See Survey of Changes.

WIEDEMANN, Fritz
German Consul-General in Tientsin. - NSKK.-Brigadeführer, MdR. (Deutscher Generalkonsul in Tientsin (China)). /Born in 1891, professional officer (Captain), Party official, formerly A.d.C. to Hitler, diplomat, was German Consul in U.S.A./

WIEHL, Emil
Head of a Department in the Foreign Office. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Auswärtigen Amt). /Born in 1886, war service 1914-18, professional diplomat since 1926./

Dr. WIEHS-KEISER, Willibald
Gauhauptmann Danzig-Westpreussen. /Formerly member of the Roman Catholic "Zentrum" Party, original name : Wierzynski./

Dr. WIESEL, Karl Heinrich
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Labour, Reich Trustee of Labour, Head of the Gau Labour Exchange Thuringia. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsarbeitsministerium, Reichsratsvorsitzender der Arbeit, Präsident des Gauarbeitsamtes Thüringen). /Born in 1889, served in last war, bank clerk, civil servant./

Dr. WIESER, Fritz
Manager of the Reich Organisation : Retail Trade. (Geschäftsführer der Reichsgruppe "Einzelhandel").

WILHELM, Friedrich
Director of the "Reichsbank." (Reichsbankdirektor).
Dr. WILLECKE, Karl
President of the Supreme Economics Court. — MADR. (Präsident des Reichswirtschaftsgerichtes). (Born in 1886, officer in the last war, civil servant.)

WILLI Manager of the Reich Press Chamber. (Geschäftsführer der Reichspressekammer).

WILLI KENS, Werner
Staatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture. — SS.-Gruppenführer, MdR., PSt. (Staatssekretär im Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft). (Born in 1893, war service, farm assistant, Nazi since 1925, Party official.)

Dr. WILMANN, Wolfgang
Rector of Leipzig University. — Professor. (Rektor der Leipziger Universität). (Born in 1893, university lecturer.)

WILMOVSKY, Freiherr Tilo von
Deputy Chairman of the Board of "Krupp AG," Essen. Born in 1878, civil servant, farmer.

WIMMER, Wilhelm
Commander of the Air Force District Belgium and Northern France. — General der Flieger. (Befehlshaber im Luftgau Belgien/Nordfrankreich). (Born in 1889, professional officer.)

Dr. WINDECKER, Adolf
Foreign Office Representative with the Reich Commissioner of the "Ostland." — Gesandter. (Beauftragter des Auswärtigen Amtes beim Reichskommissar im Ostland). (Born in 1891, professional diplomat.)

Dr. WINGEN, Oskar
Head of the Reich Office for Export, Vorratender Legationsrat in the Foreign Office. (Leiter der Reichsstelle für Außenhandel, Vorratender Legationsrat im Auswärtigen Amt). (Born in 1893, civil servant.)

WINDELWASS, Otto
Chief of the Command Division of the "Ordnungspolizei." — SS.-Gruppenführer, Generalleutnant der Polizei. (Chef des Kommandostates der Ordnungspolizei).

Dr. WINKELNEMPER, Peter
Oberbürgermeister Cologne. (Born in 1902 bank clerk, economist, member of NSDAP, since 1930, journalist, Party official, served as war reporter in this war, brother of Toni Winkelnemper. Died in June 1944)

WINKELNEMPER, Toni
Head of the Foreign Service Department of the Reich Broadcasting Corporation. — SS.-Standartenführer, MdR. (Auslandsdirektor der Reichsrundfunkgesellschaft). (Born in 1905, three years' apprenticeship in building trade, spent two years in France and Italy, studied law and economics, joined Party in 1930, Gaupropaganda-Leiter Rhineland, 1933 Head of the Department for the Rhineland in the Propaganda Ministry, brother of the above.)

Dr. WINKLER, Max
Head of the Chief Trustee Office for the East under the Board of the Four-Year-Plan. (Leiter der Hauptstruhandstelle Ost im Vierjahresplan). (Born in 1875. Prior to present post Bürgermeister Litzmannstadt, SS-Officer.)
Dr. WINSCHUH, Josef
City Editor of the "Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung." (Schriftleiter "DAZ"). [Born in 1897, economist, journalist, one of the founders of the democratic "Deutsche Staatspartei," editor of the Conservative "Führerbriehe," until 1930 economic expert of the "DAZ"]/ Dr. WINTERFELD, Ludwig v.
On the Board of "Siemens and Halske AG.," Berlin. [Born in 1880, professional officer before last war, industrialist./
WINTERMANTEL, Fritz
On the Board of "Deutsche Bank, AG.," Berlin. [Born in 1882, banker./
Ing. WINTERSTEIGER, Anton
Deputy Gauleiter Salzburg. - Hauptschuleiter, MdR. (Stellvertretender Gauleiter Salzburg). [Born in 1900, technician, served on the Russian Front in 1942./
Dr. WINTZ, Hermann
Rector of Erlangen University. - Professor. (Rektor der Erlangen Universität). [Born in 1887, university lecturer, physician./
WISCH, Theodor
Commander of an Infantry Regiment of the "Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler." - SS-Brigadeführer. (Kommandeur eines Infanterie- regiments der "Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler"). [Born in 1907./
WITT, Fritz
Commander of an SS-Division. - SS-Oberführer, Oberst der W.S.S. (Kommandeur einer SS-Division). [Born in 1908, formerly Regimental Commander of a Division of the "Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler."
Killed in Action.
WITTING
Inspector-General for the Direction and Use of Raw Materials in the Occupied Eastern Countries on the Board of the Four-Year-Plan. (Generalinspekteur für Erfassung und Einsatz von Rohstoffen in den besetzten Ostgebieten als Beauftragter für den Vierjahresplan). [Probably professional officer, at present holding the rank of Lt.-Gen./
WITZELL
Member of the Armaments Council. - Generaladmiral. (Mitglied des Rüstungsrates). [Joined Navy in 1902, 1918 Lieutenant Commander./
WITZLEBEN, Erwin v.
Generalfeldmarschall, (possibly retired). [Born in 1884, professional officer, 1918 Captain, 1939 Commander of an Army, until April 1942 C.-in-C. West, December 1942 C.-in-C. of an Army in Northern Italy, has not been in the news since that time. Sentence to death executed.
WODRIG, Albert
Commander of Military District I. (Königsberg). - General der Artillerie. (Befehlshaber im WK. 1.). [Born in 1883, professional officer, 1918 Captain./
WÖHLLE, Gustav
Landeshauptmann Konstanz. [Professional civil servant./
WÖLLKE, Ehrenberg
Head of the Central Department in the Reich Ministry of the Interior. - Ministerialdirektor. (Leiter der Zentralabteilung im Reichsministerium des Innern).
WOERMANN, Ernst
German Ambassador in Nanking. *(Deutscher Botschafter in Nanking).* [In Foreign Office since 1919, with Ribbentrop in London.]*

WOHLTHAT, Helmut
Ministerialdirektor in the Reich Ministry of Economics and on the Board of the Four-Year-Plan. — PSt. *(Ministerialdirektor im Reichswirtschaftsministerium und Vierjahresplan).* [Officer in the last war, after the war economist and business man in U.S.A., 1932 in Germany again, since 1933 civil servant.]*

WOHLEBEN, Heinz
Gauobmann Mark Brandenburg. — MdR. [Born in 1905, commercial clerk, Pg. since 1922, Party official.]*

Dr. WOLF, Albert Ing.
Head of the Department: Munition in the Reich Ministry for Armaments and War Production, on the Board of the "German Armaments and Munition Works AG," Berlin. — Professor. *(Leiter der Abteilung " Munition" im Reichswirtschaftsministerium für Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion, Vorstandsmitglied der " Deutschen Waffen- und Munitionsfabriken AG.," Berlin).* [Specialist for ballistic instruments.]*

Dr. WOLFAD, Adolf
Deputy Chief Editor " Bremer Nachrichten." *(Stellvertretender Hauptschriftleiter " Bremer Nachrichten").*

WOLFF, Karl
Chief of Staff of the Reich Leader SS. — SS.-Obergruppenführer, W.S.S.-General, MdR. *(Chef des Persönlichen Stabes des Reichsführers SS.).* [Born in 1900, war service in the last war, member of a Free Corps, A.d.C. to Lipp for a considerable time, personal A.d.C. to Himmler since 1933, permanent representative of Himmler in the Führer’s Field Headquarters.]*

WOLFF, Ludwig
Commander of Luftgau XI. (Hanover). — General der Flieger. *(Befehlshaber im Luftgau XI.)* [Born in 1886, professional officer, 1918 1st Lieutenant.]

WOLSEGGER, Ferdinand
Regierungspräsident Carinthia. *(Civil servant.)*

WOYRSCH, Udo v.
Senior SS. and Police Leader in Military District IV. (Dresden), Leader of SS.-OA. "Elbe." — SS.-Obergruppenführer, General der Polizei, MdR., PSt. *(Höherer SS.- und Polizeiführer im WK. IV., Führer der SS.-OA. " Elbe"). [Born in 1895, officer in the last war, member of a Free Corps, farmer, Party official, and son of a famous General of World War I.]*

Dr. WUCHER, Theodor
Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Finance. — Ministerialdirektor. *(Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsfinanzministerium.)*

WÜNNENBERG, Alfred
Chief of the German Uniformed Police (" Ordnungspolizei"). — SS.-Obergruppenführer, W.S.S.-General, General der Polizei. *[Born in 1891, war service, after the war police officer, in present war commander of a police regiment and since 1942 commander of a SS.-Police Division.]*
Dr. WÜSTER, Georg
Rector of Munich University, Deputy President of the German Academy, Munich. — Professor. (Rektor der Universität München, stellvertretender Präsident der deutschen Akademie, München). [Born in 1890, university lecturer.]

WULFF, Ernst
Head of the Organisation Office of the NS. Welfare League, Head of the Office for Winter Relief. (Leiter des Organisations- und Winterhilfswerks der NSV.). [Born in 1900.]

ZANGEN, Wilhelm

Dr. ZECHLIN, Erich
Minister in the German Legation in Finland. (Gesandter an der Deutschen Gesandtschaft in Finnland). [Born in 1883, archivist, 1919 expert with the German peace delegation in Versailles, professional diplomat.]

Dr. ZECHLIN, W.
Minister in the German Embassy in Spain. (Gesandter an der Deutschen Botschaft in Spanien). [Born in 1879, professional diplomat.]

Dr. ZEITLER, Ralf
Second Vice — President of the Congress of German Municipalities. (Vizepräsident des Deutschen Gemeindebunds). [Born in 1903, lawyer, advisor to employers' federations.]

ZEITZLER, Kurt
Chief of Army General Staff. — Generaloberst. (Chef des Generalstabes des Heeres). [Born in 1895, professional officer, 1918 lst Lieutenant, was Chief of Staff to Field Marshall v. Kleist 1940-41.]

ZENETTI, Emil
Commander of Luftgau VII. (Munich). — General der Flieger. (Oberbefehlshaber im Luftgau VII). [Born in 1883, professional officer, 1918 Captain.]

ZIEGENBEIN
A.d.C. to the Reich Commissioner for the "Ostland," Chief of Staff of the "Ostland" district of the NSDAP. (Chefadjutant des Reichskommissars für das Ostland, Stabsamtsleiter des Arbeitsbereich-Ostland der NSDAP.).

ZIEGLER
See Survey of Changes.

ZIEGLER, Karl
Head of the Department "Field Post" in the Reich Post Ministry. (Leiter der Abteilung "Feldpost" im Reichspostministerium). [Born in 1878, civil servant.]

ZIPPELIUS
Regierungspräsident Troppau. — SS-Oberführer.

ZÖRNER
See Survey of Changes.
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Dr. ZSCHIMMER
Acting Head of a Department in the Reich Ministry of Labour.
- Ministerialdirigent. (Leiter einer Abteilung im Reichsarbeitsministerium).
Dr. ZSCHINTSCH, Wermer
Staatssekretär in the Reich Ministry of Education. (Staatssekretär im Reichsministerium für Erziehung und Volksbildung). Born in 1888, served in the last war, discharged from army in 1920, civil servant, 1937 Regierungspräsident Wiesbaden.

ZSCHIRNT, Kurt
Reichshauptabteilungsleiter in the Reich Food Estate, Head of the German Grain and Forage Centre. (Reichshauptabteilungsleiter im Reichsnahrstand, Vorsitzender der Hauptvereinigung der deutschen Getreide und Futtermittelwirtschaft). Born in 1897, 1914-1918 war service, from 1918-1920 service in the Reichswehr, from 1920 onwards farmer, 1933 District farmers' leader, 1935 Head of the German Grain and Forage Centre.
Survey of Changes
Dr. BADER, Kurt
War service 1914/18, professional police officer in Baden, later Head of the Police Department in the Ministry of the Interior (Baden), "Hauptgruppenleiter" in the Hauptamt of the Ordnungspolizei (Berlin). At present Inspekteur of the Ordnungspolizei in Military District XVII. (Vienna). Ranks: SS.-Brigadeführer, Generalmajor der Polizei, Ministerialrat.

Dr. BENZLER, Erich
Professional diplomat. Was until end of 1943 Plenipotentiary of the German Foreign Office with the Military Commander in Serbia. Rank: Minister. Present post not known. Successor: Neu-bacher (?).

Dr. BERGEN, Diego v.
Born in 1872, professional diplomat since 1895, from 1920-43 was Ambassador at the Holy See. Successor: Weizäcker.

BERKELMANN, Theodor
"SS.-Obergruppenführer," "General der Polizei." Born in 1894, was Senior SS. and Police Leader of Military District XII., Leader of the SS.-OA. "Westmark" and Trustee for Settlement in Lorraine until November 1943. Then transferred as Senior SS. and Police Leader to Wartheland and "died suddenly" one month later in consequence of a "treacherous disease."

BERNARD, Otto
Formerly German Consul-General in Genoa, Gesandter.

BLOMBERG, Werner v.
Born in 1878, professional officer, until 4th February 1938 Reichskriegsminister (Minister of War) and C-in-C. of German Armed Forces. "Generalfeldmarschall." — Unpopular in Army because too pro-Nazi and for "marrying below his station." Successor: Hitler/Kettel.

BOMHARD, Adolf v.
Born in 1891, professional officer, since 1926 police officer, was for a long time A.d.C. to Epp. Chief of Executive Division of the Ordnungspolizei until 1943, then transferred as Chief of the Ordnungspolizei to the Ukraine. Successor: Winkelmann.

BRAUCHITSCH, Heinrich v.
"Generalfeldmarschall." Born in 1881, professional officer, 1918 Major, retired in December 1941.

BRECKER, Arno Prof.
(Often spelt: Breker). Until recently Vice-President of the Reich Chamber of Fine Arts. Successor: Junghans.

BRUECKNER, Wilhelm
Born in 1884, "S.A.-Obergruppenführer," professional officer, formerly chief A.d.C. to Hitler. Served 1914-18, member of a Free Corps, Nazi since 1923, apparently "in disgrace" since 1941; 1942 served as Major in the German Army.

CARLS, Rolf
"Generaladmiral." Born in 1885, professional naval officer, was in command of the German "Non-Intervention" Forces in the Spanish Civil War, shelled Almeria in 1937, retired in 1943.

DALWIGK zu LICHTENSTEIN, Franz Frhr. v.
DANIELLAANN
Born in 1888, "General der Flieger" (retd.). Was Military Commander in Serbia from July 1941 until April 1942. His present position is unknown. He may have been killed by patriots. Successor: Bader.

DARRÉ, Walter
Born in 1895 in Argentina, studied agricultural and political science in Germany; from 1927-30 in State service; founder of the Party's Agricultural Department, Reich Peasant Leader. He still holds this rank as well as that of "Reich Minister of Food and Agriculture" but has been on "long leave" since April 1942. Ranks: "SS.-Obergruppenführer," MdR., "Reichsleiter."

DIECKELMANN, Bruno
Formerly Gaubmann Weser-Ens. - MdR.

+EICKE, Theodor
Born in 1892, soldier from 1909-19, SS.-leader of long standing. 1933 commander of Dachau concentration camp, later C-in-C. of all Death Head Units ("Totenkopfverbände") and inspector-general of all concentration camps. Took part in the Western Campaign in 1940 and was killed in action in 1943 when commanding the "Totenkopf" (SS.) Division on the Eastern Front.

+ERNST, Karl
Born in 1904, "SA.-Gruppenführer," MdR, PSt. By profession waiter, shop-assistant, miscellaneous posts; was one of the leading SA.-Chiefs; shot in the Roehm Purge on 30th June 1934.

+FEDER, Gottfried
Born in 1883, originally engineer, was the leading economist of the NS. Movement before 1933, (probably) the author of the Party Program ("25 Punkte") and professor of Berlin Technical College. "Staatssekretär." Since 1933 in obscurity. Died in 1941. +FRIETSCH, Freiherr Werner v.
Born in 1880, "Generaloberst," professional officer, C.-in-C. of the German Army until 4th February 1938, died under mysterious circumstances on service during the siege of Warsaw in September 1939. He was considered the backbone of the group of dissident generals. Successor: (1) Brauchitsch, (2) Hitler.

+FRITSCH, Freiherr Werner v.
Born in 1880, "Generaloberst," professional officer, C.-in-C. of the German Army until 4th February 1938, died under mysterious circumstances on service during the siege of Warsaw in September 1939. He was considered the backbone of the group of dissident generals. Successor: (1) Brauchitsch, (2) Hitler.

Dr. GAUS, Friedrich Wilhelm
Born in 1880, since 1907 in the Foreign Office, Head of the Legal Division until January 1943. At present Ambassador at the special disposal of the Foreign Office.

GERLACH
"Professor" formerly German Foreign Office Representative in the Protectorate, at present working for German Foreign Office in Paris. Rank: "Generalkonsul."

"General der Infanterie." Born in 1876, professional officer, after the last war taken over by the Reichswehr, retired in 1933. ("Generalleutnant"), 1940 Head of the Military Administration in the General Government, now possibly retired. Successor: Haenicker.

GRIMM, Wilhelm
Born in 1889, "Reichsleiter" (retd.). Was deputy to Buch in the Supreme Party Tribunal. Has not been mentioned in this or any other Party position for the last year.
Dr. GÜRTNER, Franz  
Born in 1881, honorary degree, Minister of Justice in Bavaria in 1923, became Reich Minister of Justice in 1932 and remained in office after Hitler's advent to power. MADR. Died in 1941. 
Successor: Thierack.

HABICHT, Theo  
Born in 1898, served in the last war, commercial clerk, writer, Inspector of the NSDAP for Austria until 1934. "Unterstaatssekretär" in the German Foreign Office; frequently on secret missions abroad, MdR., present post not known, killed on the Eastern Front in February 1944.

HAGEMANN  
Formerly President of the Supreme Labour Court, at present in the "Reichsgericht." Successor: Schrader.

HALDER, Franz  
Born in 1884, "Generaloberst" (retd.), 1918 Captain. Was Chief of Staff of the German Army until some time in Summer 1942. Successor: Zeitlinger. (Haldner may have returned to active service in some capacity which is so far not known. He is a professional soldier, who served in the Royal Bavarian Army.)

HECKE  
Formerly Regierungspräsident Arnsberg.

HEITZ, Walter  
Born in 1878, professional officer, 1918 Captain, at present "Generaloberst" and prisoner-of-war (Stalingrad).

HESS, Rudolf  
Born in 1894, "SS-" and "SA.-Obergruppenführer," "Stellvertreter des Führers," Reich Minister, MdR., Pst., etc. Born in Alexandria, fought in 1914-18, member of a Free Corps, student in Munich; became pet pupil of Haushofer; introduced Hitler to Haushofer; early Nazi; for many years Hitler's confidential secretary. Helped writing "Mein Kampf" while imprisoned with Hitler in Landsberg for participation in 1923 Munich "Reichs." In 1933 was made Deputy of the Führer for all Party affairs. Fled (?) to England on 10th May 1941. His position is now held by M. Bormann.

HEYDRICH, Reinhardt  
Was born in 1904. "SS-Obergruppenführer." Acting Reich Protector of Bohemia and Moravia. Chief of the Security Police. H. was originally a naval officer, working once on the intelligence side under Canaris. In 1930 he left the Navy rather suddenly, joined the SS, built up the Security Service of the SD. and became later Head of the Gestapo and Security Police as well. From 1941 (September) until his death in 1942 he replaced Neurath in the Protectorate. Successors as Chief of the Security Police: Kaltenbrunner as Reich Protector: first Daluge, later Frick. He was killed by Czech patriots.

HOEPNER, Erich  
Born in 1886, professional officer, 1918 Captain, before 1942 Commander of an Armoured Army, at present "Generaloberst" retired. "SS-Brigadeführer." Formerly Regierungspräsident Königsberg, present post not known.
HOLZSCHUHER, Frhr. Wilhelm v.
Born in 1893. Until 1943 Regierungspräsident Lower Bavaria, present post not known. Rank: "SS-Gruppenführer."

HÜHNLEIN, Adolf
Born in 1881, joined the Bavarian Army in 1901, was Staff officer in World War I, fought in 1919 in a Free Corps under Epp in Munich and the Ruhr District, took part in Hitler Putsch in 1923. After 1930 chief organise of the Motorised SA-Units; formed NSKK in 1934. "Korpsführer" of the NSKK. "Reichsleiter" and Delegate for Motorised Transport in War Industry. "Generalmajor," President of Supreme National Motor Racing Board. Died in 1942. Successor: Kraus.

HANESCHONNEK, Hans
Born in 1899. "Generaloberst." Volunteered for the German Army in 1915, was commissioned in 1916. Towards the end of World War I, served in the German Air Force, decorated with both Iron Crosses. Was taken over by the Reichsheer in 1919. Captain in 1932, had quick promotion after 1933 friend of Göring. Was made Chief of Staff of the Air Force in 1939 and died in 1943 under mysterious circumstances. Successor: Günther Korten.

JOHLLITZ, Fritz
Born in 1898, war service, member of a Free Corps, trained locksmith, until 1943 Gauobmann Essen, present post not known.

JOST
Was Head of a Department in the Reich Chief Security Office, present post not known. Ranks: "SS-Brigadeführer," "Generalmajor der Polizei."

KAUL, Kurt
"SS-Gruppenführer," "Generalleutnant der Polizei." Born in 1890, was Leader of the "SS-OA. Süd-West" and Senior SS and Police Leader of Military District V. until 1942, no news about him since then. Successor: Hofmann.

KERRL, Hans

KIRDORF, Emil
Leading Ruhr industrialist, honorary degree, Dr. Ing., born in 1847, the first of the many industrialists to side openly with Hitler before 1933. Died in 1938.

KLEINMANN, Wilhelm
Born in 1876, honorary degree, Dr. Ing., "S.A.-Obergruppenführer," PSt. MADR., leading official of the "Reichsbahn." Member of a Free Corps; joined Nazis before 1933. After Hitler's accession to power Chief of the Nazi "Führerstab" (Leaders' Council) of the Reich Railways, "Staatssekretär" in the Reich Ministry of Transport, relieved from his duties early in 1942. Successor: Ganzenmüller.

KLEMM, Kurt
Born in 1894, lawyer, professional civil servant, from 1920-31 member of the "Deutsche Volkspartei," (moderate conservatives) since 1931 member of the NSDAP. 1933 Police President in Recklinghausen, until the end of 1943 General-Commissioner for Shipomir.
KÖRNER, L.  
President of the Reich Chamber of Theatre until 1942.

KRÜGER, Friedrich  
" SS.-Obergruppenführer," "General der Polizei." Born in 1894, war service 1914-18 (with distinction), member of the Free Corps "Lützen," miscellaneous posts, joined NSDAP in 1929, mainly concerned with training of SA and SS. After the Polish Campaign Senior SS. and Police Leader in the General Government until 1943. Successor: Koppe. Repeatedly reported killed by partisans.

KUBE, Wilhelm  
Born in 1897, sympathizer of the Nazis in the early 1920's, close contact with the "Feinemörder," friend of Strasser. After 1933 Gauleiter and Oberpräsident of Brandenburg and the Grenzmark. 1936 tried before a Party court and stripped of his positions in Party and State. Later he secured himself a post in the Propaganda Ministry and was appointed Commissioner General of White Ruthenia in 1941. Last ranks: MdR., PST., MADR. Killed by partisans in 1943. Successor: Gottberg.

KUTSCHERA, Franz  
Born in 1904. Volunteered for the Austrian Navy when 14 years old. After the war professional gardener, joined the NSDAP in 1930 and the SS. in 1931. Leader of the " SS.-Standarte Kärnten" in 1935. Deputy Gauleiter of Carinthia 1938-1941. 1941 transferred to the Reich Commissioneer for the Consolidation of German Nationality and later appointed SS. and Police Leader of Warsaw. Killed in Warsaw in January 1944.

Dr. LANDFRIED, Friedrich Walter  
Born in 1884, active war service 1914-18, discharged from the Army in 1920, since that time civil servant, 1933 "Unterstaatssekretär" in the Prussian Ministry of Finance, 1939 "Staatssekretär" in the Reich Ministry of Economics. PST. In 1943 replaced by Hayler.

Dr. LASCH, Karl  
Born in 1904, lawyer, worked in banks and industrial enterprises since 1930 in the Nazi Lawyers' League and in the Legal Division of "Reichsleitung." In 1933 manager of the Academy for German Law and in 1934 Director thereof. After the Polish Campaign " Distriktchef" of the Radom District of the General Government. In 1941 " Distriktchef" of Galicia. Replaced by Wächter in 1942 and not mentioned since then.

LEEB, Wilhelm Ritter v.  
"Generalfeldmarschall." Born in 1876, professional officer, retired Jan. 1942.

LITZMANN, Karl  
Born in 1850, Prominent General of the Imperial German Army "The eagle of Brodcezany." After 1925 sided with the Nazis and supported them. "General," "SA-Obergruppenführer." Died in 1936. K. S. Litzmann is a son.

LOEGER, Wilhelm  
Born in 1883, Reichsstatthalter of Brunswick and Anhalt, professional officer, war service 1914-18, member of a Free Corps and leading Nazi before 1933, for several years chief of Personnel of the Party. "SS.-Gruppenführer." Died in 1936.

Dr. LOSACKER,  
Until recently Head of the Department for Internal Administration and acting Governor of Cracow.
LÜDKE, Erich  
Born in 1888, professional officer, was for some time C.-in-C. in Denmark, removed from this post in 1942, has not been in the news since. Before going to Denmark he was attached to the Command of Military District X. Present Rank: "General der Infanterie."  
Successor: Hanneken.

+LUTZE, Viktor  
Born in 1890, post office clerk, in the army from 1912-19, joined Party in 1922, active in organising the SA., 1930 Chief SA. Leader for Northern Germany, 1933 Oberpräsident Hanover, successor to Roehm in 1934, "Reichsleiter," MdR, PS FH, died in 1943, after car-crash. Successor: Schepmann as Chief of Staff of SA.

MACKENSEN, August v.  
Born in 1849, A.d.C. to the Emperor William II., later "Generalfeldmarschall," and next to Hindenburg the most popular leader of the Imperial Army 1914-18. Still alive and much publicised by the Nazis though not actually a Party member.

MACKENSEN, Hans Georg v.  
Born in 1883, "SS-Gruppenführer," professional diplomat, son of the famous Fieldmarshal of the last war, was German Ambassador in Italy, until he was replaced by Rahn at the end of 1943.

MAGUNIA, Waldemar  
Born in 1902, baker, member of a Free Corps, member of the NSDAP since 1921, MdR. Party official in East Prussia, held the post of Commissioner-General of Kiev.

Dr. MANSFELD, Werner  
Born in 1893, served in World War I., member of a Free Corps, barrister in Essen, expert on question of labour, industrial insurance and general economic law. Joined Nazis early, called to the Reich Ministry of Labour in 1933, predecessor of Sauckel though with smaller powers, presumably dismissed in 1942. "Ministerialdirektor."

MATERNA, Friedrich  
"General der Infanterie," born in 1895, professional officer, in 1943 Commander of WK. XVIII. Successor: Bohme.

+MÜTZE, Hans Adolf v.  
Born in 1884, in diplomatic service since 1913. German Minister (later Ambassador) in Warsaw from 1931-39. After Poland's collapse M. was put at "the special disposal of the Foreign Office." In 1943 Ambassador in Madrid. Died two months after appointment. Successor: Dieckhoff.

OPEMANN, Ewald  
Born in 1896, volunteered in World War I., pilot, after the war master-builder MdR. "NSFK-Obergruppenführer" General Commissioner of Nikolajew (Ukraine).

OSSWALD, Erwin  
"General der Infanterie," until recently Commander of Military District V. and Alsace, present post not known.

OSTHOF, Hermann  
Born in 1876, was Chief of Personnel Department in the Reich Ministry of Transport and State Railways. "Ministerialdirektor."

OTT, Eugen  
Professional officer, no details known about his career, 1933 posted to serve with the Japanese Army for a few months, 1934 military attache in Tokio, appointed ambassador in 1938. "General der Infanterie." Replaced December 1942 by Stahmer.
PAULUS, Friedrich
"Generalfeldmarschall." Born in 1890, professional officer, 1918 1st Lt., Commander of an army in this war until January 1943, now prisoner-of-war at Stalingrad.

Dr. PFUNDTNER, Hans
Born in 1881, civil servant, left government service in 1925 and settled down as a lawyer in Berlin, joined NSDAP very early and was appointed "Staatssekretär" by Frick as soon as Frick became Reich Minister, placed "en disponibilité" in 1943 after Himmler took over.

PHLEPS, Arthur
Oberführer "SS-Generalleutnant." Of transylvanian German extraction. 1914-18 officer in the Austrian Imperial Army, after 1918 joined the Roumanian Army and was later Staff Officer. Commander of the SS Division "Prinz Eugen" until replaced by Obergamp in December 1943. Commander of Pz. 44 Division Corps.

Dr. PIISCHKE, Hans
"Professor." Born in 1890, university lecturer, Rector of Göttingen University until 1944.

REICHENAU, Walter v.
Born in 1884, distinguished athlete, professional officer, taken over by the Reichswehr in 1918, Nazi sympathiser before 1933, in 1938 Commander of an Army Group, led his armies with distinction in the Polish and Western Campaigns, his last command was that of the C-in-C Southern Army Group. Died suddenly while on leave in February 1942. Last rank: "Generalfeldmarschall."

REINHARDT, Friedrich
Born in 1871, President of the Berlin Stock Exchange, prominent banker, died in 1943.

RÖHM, Ernst

RÖVER, Carl

Dr. ROSENBERGER, Kurt
Born in 1896, lawyer, 1922 judge in Hamburg, 1927-31 in administration, Party member since 1931. 1933 senator (for law) in Hamburg. 1935 President of the Supreme Hanseatic Court in Hamburg. 1942 "Staatssekretär" in the Reich Ministry of Justice. In the same year R. was appointed Deputy President of the Academy for German Law, in 1944 has been "put on the reserve list." Successor: H. Klemm.

Dr. SCHLEGELBERGER, Franz
Born in 1876, judge since 1897, entered the Reich Ministry of Justice in 1914, "Staatssekretär" in 1931, dismissed in 1942.
+SCHLEICHER, Kurt v.
Born in 1882, professional officer, after 1918 in leading posts in the Reichswehr Ministry. Has been credited with considerable influence on Government policy in the last years of the Weimar Republic and was the last Reich Chancellor before Hitler. Shot by SS-men on 30th June 1934 for alleged conspiracy (with Strasser, etc.) against Hitler. Allegedly later rehabilitated at request of Generals.

SCHMEER, Rudolf

+SCHNEIDHUBER
Born in 1887, professional officer, “Oberst,” member of the Free Corps under Epp, later a leading man in the SA. Shot in the purge of 30th June 1934.

SCHRÖDER
Formerly Regierungspräsident Kielin.

+SCHRÖDER, Ludwig v.
Son of the “Löwe von Flandes” (an Admiral, leader of German Marines in Flandes 1914-18) and first cousin of the well-known Cologne banker, originally a naval officer, was closely connected with the NSDAP even before 1933. First president of the RLB., 1941 appointed military commander in Serbia and died in summer 1941 after a mysterious accident. Successor: (1) Dankelmann, (2) Bader, (3) Felber.

+SEECKT, Hans v.
Born in 1866, “Generaloberst,” professional officer of extraordinary ability, Chief of Staff of Turkish Army at the end of First World War and MdR. for the “Deutsche Volkspartei” (moderate conservatives). Later chief of the Heeresleitung. Organised the Army of the Weimar Republic and laid the foundations for Rearmament of Germany. Died in 1936 (?).

STAHŁ, Adolf
Head of the Party Administration in the GG until he was replaced by Tisler at the end of 1943. Present post unknown.

STOHRE, Eberhard v.

+STRASSER, Gregor
Born in 1892, pharmacist, distinguished service 1914-18, later member of a Free Corps. One of the earliest Nazis and until 1932 second in influence only to Hitler. Strasser spread Nazism in Northern Germany and “detected” such talents as Himmler and Goebbels (both became his mortal enemies). Resigned from his post as Chief Organiser of the Party in December 1932 as he disagreed with Hitler on political strategy. Murdered on 30th June 1934 (alleged conspiracy with Schleicher against Hitler). His brother Otto Strasser (who left the Party in 1930) is now in Canada. Successor to Gregor Strasser as Chief Party Organiser: Ley.
STRECCIUS, Alfred v.
Born in 1875, professional officer, commander of an air force unit. "General der Infanterie." Went to China as Military Instructor in 1931 and returned to Germany soon after the Nazis came to power. In the Polish Campaign he became Commander of Przemysl, later he moved to the Netherlands and for a short time in 1940 was Chief of Military Administration in Prague. After that he was appointed Commander in Military District XVII. and recalled in 1943. Successor: Schubert.

STRECKENBACH, Bruno
Until 1941 SS. and Police Leader Radom, 1942-43 Head of a Department in the Reich Security Office, present post not known. Ranks at present: "SS.-Obergruppenführer," "Generalleutnant der Polizei."

STREICHER, Julius
Born in 1885, elementary school teacher and one of the earliest Nazis in Northern Bavaria. Later Gauleiter of Franconia. MdR. The most orthodox and militant anti-semit among the Nazis, founder and chief editor of the notorious weekly "Der Stiinner." Streicher disappeared in 1939. Nothing is known about his fate. His post has been held since by officials appointed on a temporary basis. Successor as Gauleiter: Holz.

STÜLPNAGEL; Joachim Heinrich v.
"General der Infanterie." Professional officer, brother of Otto v. Stülpnagel; retired before the war, reactivated during the war. 1941 Commander of an Army in Russia, retired again in 1942. Closely connected with "Brennabor," "Zellstofffabrik Waldhof" and the "Berliner Börsenzeitung."

Dr. SUREN, Friedrich Karl
Born in 1888, officer in the last war, lawyer, professional civil servant, was Chief of the Municipality Section in the Reich Ministry of the Interior until 1943. "Ministerialdirektor," "Hauptbannführer in der Reichsjugendführung." Successor: Krebs.

THYSSEN, Fritz
Born in 1873. Honorary doctor's degree, MdR., PSt., MADR. Leading reactionary Ruhr industrialist and with Kirdorf one of Hitler's earliest advocates in German economic circles. Claimed to have opposed Hitler's war plans and fled to Switzerland in August 1939 and later to France. Since then reported to have been handed over by Vichy authorities to the Nazis and killed (?).

†Dr. TODT, Fritz
Born in 1891, architect, joined NSDAP, in 1922 and SA, in 1931, 1933 appointed Inspector-General for the German Road System and later put in charge of the German Frontier Fortifications, 1938 Delegate-General for the whole of the Building Trade under the Four-Year-Plan. 1940 Reich Minister for Armaments and Munitions, was killed in 1942 in an airplane crash. Last ranks: "General-maier der Luftwaffe," "Reichsleiter." Successor: Speer.

TOUSSAINT, Rudolf
Born in 1891, professional officer, was Military Attaché in Belgrade and Budapest, Military Commander in the Protectorate until Summer 1942, then Representative of the Armed Forces with the Reich Protector for Bohemia and Moravia until 1943, present post not known; rank: "General der Infanterie."
UDRET, Ernst
Born in 1896, famous air ace of last World War. Later test pilot, stunt flier, film star, etc., was made Chief of Armaments of German Air Force under Göring (with whom he was reported to have been on bad terms). "Generalsstab" (Luftwaffe). Killed in November 1941 in air crash (?). Successor: ?

WAGNER, Adolf
Deceased Apr 1944
Born in 1896, war service 1914-18, from 1919-29 employed by small industrial enterprises, joined NSDAP, very early and took part in the Hitler Putsch, very active in the Party in Bavaria; in 1933 Minister of the Interior of Bavaria. Gauleiter of Munich/Upper Bavaria and Reich Defence Commissioner for Military Districts VII. and XIII. Replaced by Giesler in 1942. MdR.

WAGNER, Josef
Born in 1899, teacher (elementary school), war service 1917-18, miscellaneous posts, editor of "Rote Erde" since 1928; MdR. was at one time Gauleiter of two Gaue (South Westphalia and Silesia) and Reich Price Commissioner since 1936. In January 1941 he lost his post as Gauleiter of Silesia and a few months later Giesler was appointed his successor as Gauleiter of South Westphalia. In January 1942 Fischbäck replaced him as Reich Price Commissioner. W.'s name has not been mentioned in public since then.

WEINREICH, Hans
Born in 1896, served in the last war, commercial clerk in the "Leuna" Works, until the end of 1943 Chief of the Technical Emergency Corps and "Ministerialrat" in the Reich Ministry of the Interior. Ranks: "S.A." and "SS-Gruppenführer," "Generalleutnant der Polizei," was succeeded in his capacity as Chief of the Technical Emergency Corps by Schmelcher, present post unknown.

WEINRICH, Karl
Born in 1887, professional soldier, joined Party very early, Party official, was Gauleiter Kurhessen until replaced by Gerland in January 1944. Ranks: "SS-Gruppenführer," "NSKK-Obergruppenführer," MdR., PSt.

WEITZEL, Fritz
Born in 1904, "SS-Gruppenführer," MdR., PSt. Was Senior SS. and Police Leader in WK. VI. One of the most brutal SS-Leaders. Killed in one of the first air raids on Düsseldorf in 1940. Successor: Gutenberger.

WEYER, Peter v.
"General der Artillerie." Born in 1879, professional officer, was Commander of Military District I. until 1943 when he was succeeded by Wodrig.

WICTORIN, Mauriz v. (WIKTORIN ?)
"General der Infanterie," born in 1883, professional officer, predecessor of Wagner as Commander in WK. XIII., present post not known, was reported to have command of WK. XII. in July 1944, possibly on 11 Aug. 1944 taken prisoner by Allied Forces.

WIED, Prince Victor zu
Born in 1877, took up diplomatic career before the last war, resigned 1920; old Nazi sympathiser, therefore reactivated and German Minister in Sweden from 1934-43. Successor: Thomsen.
ZIEGLER, Adolf Prof.
Painter, PSt., President of the Reich Chamber of Fine Arts until the end of 1943 and member of the “Reichskultursenat.” Successor: Kreis.

ZÖRNER, Ernst